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ABSTRACT 
Electrochemistry and Self—Assembly of Complex 
Single-Walled Carbon Nanotube (S.WNT) Nanostructures 
by 
J U A N G. DUQUE 
This dissertation explores the optical and electrochemical properties of surfac-
tant stabilized and individually-suspended SWNTs in aqueous media via application 
of various external stimuli. Resulting effects such as nanostructure formation, pho-
tocurrent generation, and inherent nanotube electronic and optical properties are 
then analyzed. The goal is to engineer SWNT systems which can be tuned by un-
derstanding the mechanism of the electrochemical and environmental reactions so 
that applications in nanophotonics, photovoltaics, and electronics can be effectively 
exploited. 
A strategy to obtain a surfactant-polymer protective "shell" that improves the 
stability and luminescence signal of individual SWNTs is presented. We used litera-
ture evidence of emission shifts to understand the interactions between polymers and 
surfactants and show how morphological changes induced by extrinsic factors distort 
the SWNT luminescence. We developed an in-situ polymerization which creates an 
outer shell around the SWNT micelle that resulted in suspensions with stable lumi-
nescence at all pH, in saline buffers, and on the surface of living cells. 
Single molecule imaging and time resolved spectroscopy of individual (6,5) 
SWNTs demonstrated that SWNT luminescence depends strongly on intrinsic and 
extrinsic factors such as sample preparation, sample inhomogeneities, defects, and 
tube synthesis conditions. Moreover, we found compelling spectroscopic evidence of 
V 
substantial differences in chirality distribution and luminescence properties within 
HiPco batches. 
Nanoparticle-nanotube Structures (nanoPaNTs) were fabricated by exploiting 
the electrochemical properties of SWNTs upon activation with alternating electro-
magnetic fields. The incident field polarizes the SWNTs at the ends, antenna-like-
behavior, which readily drives electrochemical reactions. This process is shown to 
activate redox reactions preferentially with metallic SWNT and proceed at or near 
diffusion-limited rates. 
Electrochemical photocathodes with optical rectifying antennae were devel-
oped from an array of vertically grown CNT forests. We demonstrated rectification 
of AC signals by associating anionic surfactant molecules around the CNT and charge 
separation in the optical regime that generates measurable, wavelength dependent, 
electrical current. We show that charge separation drives redox reactions with tran-
sition metal salts in SWNT suspensions. 
The results of this research provide key information on the interaction between 
SWNTs and electromagnetic fields and insight into the extrinsic and intrinsic factors 
that affect the optical properties. 
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Thesis Contents 
This thesis has seven main sections. Chapter 1 is an overall introduction to SWNT 
properties (Sec. 1.1) and characterization techniques (Sec. 1.2). Chapters 2 and 3 
deal with the optical properties of individual SWNTs in bulk (2) and at the single 
molecular level (3). These two sections examine how extrinsic and intrinsic factors 
affect the spectroscopic properties of SWNTs; such factors include the immediate 
surroundings, surfactant wrapping, surface-tube and tube-tube interactions, sample 
quality, structural defects and tube type. More precisely, Chapter 2 shows a new 
strategy to obtain suspensions of highly luminescent SWNTs using a combination of 
surfactant (SDBS) and a biocompatible polymer (PVP) or by polymerizing in-situ 
its monomer vinyl pyrrolidone (ISPVP). This results in nanotube suspensions with 
optimal luminescent properties at any pH value between 1 and 11, in biocompati-
ble environments like phosphate buffered saline (PBS), and in the presence of living 
cells. Chapter 3 utilizes a combination of continuous wave (cw) and time resolved 
spectroscopy to investigate several extrinsic factors which deeply influence the SWNT 
luminescence properties, mainly the synthesis, dispersion, and environment. 
Chapters 4 and 5 discuss the interactions between incident electromagnetic 
fields and carbon nanotubes. These interactions cause the development of an appar-
ent electric field enhancement at the SWNT tips which generates sufficient current 
densities to induce redox reaction with transition metal salts (4) and/or inject elec-
trons in solution that can be later collected in the form of current (5). Chapter 4 
utilizes radio frequencies, microwaves and optical irradiation to induce redox reac-
tions preferentially at the end of SWNTs. Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) images 
show formation of novel SWNT Nanoparticles-Nanotube Structures (nanoPaNTs) in-
cluding dumbells, SWNTs partially or completely encapsulated by metal, rings and 
straight SWNT "threaded" through rings to form shish-kebab structures. Chapter 
5 shows that anionic surfactant molecules around carbon nanotube photocathodes 
X X 
behave as a rectifying barrier (diode) for current generation under incident light illu-
mination. Finally, Chapter 6 summarizes separate but relevant SWNT experimental 
work and Chapter 7 presents a set of conclusions. 
1 
Chapter 1 
Introduction and Background 
1.1 Optical and Electronic Propert ies of Single-Walled Car-
bon Nanotubes 
Single-Wall Carbon Nanotubes (SWNTs) comprise a large family of cylindrical all-
carbon polymers with a high aspect ratio (~1000) and remarkable mechanical, optical, 
and electrical properties; the specific structure of individual SWNT can be uniquely 
described by an (n,m) vector (type) that defines its diameter and chirality [Saito et al., 
1992]. Roughly two-thirds SWNT species are direct band-gap semiconductors that 
fluoresce in the near-infrared (near-IR) [O'Connell et al., 2002]. About two percent 
are 'true' metals with a finite density of states at the Fermi level, while the rest are 
semi-metals. 
A striking example of a SWNT chirality-dependent property is the near-IR 
luminescence of surfactant-stabilized semiconducting species. The spectroscopic sig-
natures of SWNTs depend on their environment [Ohno et al., 2006; O'Connell et al., 
2002; Zhang et al., 2006]. For example, changes in the surroundings, such as acidifica-
tion, can induce bleaching of their UV-vis absorption, quenching of their fluorescence, 
and shifting of their spectra. These manifestations can be used to monitor electron 
transfer, protonation, and charge transfer reactions [Zhang et al., 2006; Strano et al., 
2003; O'Connell et al., 2005; Lee et al., 2006], and even individual molecular reac-
tions [Cognet et al., 2007]. However, the pronounced sensitivity of SWNT optical and 
electronic properties to their environment is not always desirable; it might restrict or 
2 
prevent altogether their use in some of the most promising applications, especially 
in biological systems including drug delivery, biosensors, biomedical devices, and cell 
biology [Sinnott and Andrews, 2001; Dai, 2002; Palwai et a l , 2007]. Viable cells and 
tissues require specific environmental conditions such as temperature, salt concentra-
tion, and pH; these variables influence to various degrees the spectral properties of 
SWNT suspensions [Strano et al., 2003; Nish and Nicholas, 2006; Niyogi et al., 2007]. 
None of the SWNT wrapping strategies proposed to date provides highly luminescent 
tubes across these conditions. 
Individual metallic SWNT are essentially ballistic conductors that support 
DC current densities approaching 109 A/cm2 [McEuen et al., 2002]. As a conse-
quence, metallic SWNT have a high axial dielectric constant [Benedict et al., 1995] 
and rapidly polarize in response to externally applied electric fields, with expected ax-
ial resonance in the THz regime [Hao and Hanson, 2006]. Therefore, metallic SWNT 
can be considered nano-scale antennae and this polarization-based 'antenna effect' 
has several interesting and useful manifestations [Wang et al., 2004a; Dresselhaus, 
2004]. For example, radio frequency (RF) dielectrophoresis [Krupke et al., 2003] can 
be employed to manipulate and type-separate suspensions of individualized SWNT 
[O'Connell et al., 2002], while SWNT networks have been shown to efficiently convert 
electromagnetic radiation into heat across the RF [Gannon et al., 2007], microwave 
(MW) [Imholt et al., 2003], and optical [Ajayan et al., 2002] frequency regimes. Their 
high aspect ratio, (3 = L/D ~1000, provides a localized apparent field amplification 
factor (equal to the aspect ratio) at their tips, which enables substantial field emission 
currents in vacuo at nominal field strengths around 106 V/m [Bonard et al., 1998]. 
There are a few reports of similar effects in aqueous solution using supported multi-
wall carbon nanotube electrodes in DC or quasi-static fields, including production of 
solvated electrons [Krivenko et al., 2006] and electrodeposition on the ends of bundles 
[Bradley et al., 2005]. 
3 
1.2 Single-Walled Carbon Nanotube Characterization Tech-
niques 
1.2.1 Microscopy 
Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) 
The atomic force microscope (AFM) is a high-resolution scanning probe microscope 
with demonstrated resolution of fractions of a nanometer (x and y resolution is limited 
by tip dimensions), more than 1000 times better than the optical diffraction limit. 
The AFM consists of a microscale cantilever with a sharp tip (probe, ~20 nm) at its 
end that is used to scan the specimen surface. The cantilever is typically silicon or 
silicon nitride with a tip radius of curvature on the order of nanometers. When the 
tip is brought into proximity of a sample surface, forces between the tip and the sam-
ple lead to a deflection of the cantilever according to Hooke's law. Depending on the 
situation, forces that are measured in AFM include mechanical contact force, Van der 
Waals forces, capillary forces, chemical bonding, electrostatic forces, magnetic forces 
etc. Typically, the deflection is measured using a laser spot reflected from the top of 
the cantilever onto an array of photodiodes. A feedback mechanism is employed to 
adjust the tip-to-sample distance to maintain a constant force between the tip and 
the sample. Traditionally, the sample is mounted on a piezoelectric tube that can 
move the sample in the z direction for maintaining a constant force, and the x and 
y directions for scanning the sample. Alternatively a 'tripod' configuration of three 
piezo crystals may be employed, with each responsible for scanning in the x, y, and z 
directions. The resulting map of the area s = f(x,y) represents the topography of the 
sample. 
From AFM, images can be used to visualize SWNT samples and extract di-
ameter and length distribution information [Islam et al., 2003; Zaric et al., 2004]. 
4 
AFM sample preparation of SWNTs requires special care because the SWNTs are 
suspended in surfactants which need to be removed so that reliable information can 
be obtained; however, surfactant removal can also induce reaggregation of the sample. 
Figure 1.1 : AFM images were obtained with a Nanoscope Ilia, operating in tapping 
mode, using 1 - 1 0 Ohm-cm phosphorus (n) doped Si tips at a scan rate of 2 Hz 
and 512 x 512 resolution. Samples for AFM analysis were prepared with 20 //L of 
SWNT suspensions spin coated at 3000 RPM onto a roughly 0.25 cm2 freshly cleaved 
mica surfaces. To remove the excess of surfactant, the deposited SWNT suspension 
was immediately rinsed with 2 mL of 2-isopropanol, followed by 5 //L of N-methyl-
pyrrolidone (NMP), and then again with 2 mL of 2-isopropanol after which the sample 
was spun for 10 min. 
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) 
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) is a technique whereby a beam of electrons 
is transmitted through an ultra thin specimen, interacting with the specimen as it 
5 
passes through it. An image is formed from the electrons transmitted through the 
specimen, magnified, and focused by an objective lens. The image then appears on 
an imaging screen, a fluorescent screen in most TEMs, plus a monitor, or is detected 
by a sensor such as a CCD camera. 
TEM images enable the direct observation of SWNT samples from which sam-
ple composition (diameter distribution), quality (structural defects), and state (indi-
vidual vs. aggregate) information can be extracted [Sloan et al., 2000; Chiang et al., 
Figure 1.2 : cryo-TEM images were obtained using a JEM FasTEM 2010 at 200 kV. 
Samples were prepared by adding 5 /AJ of SWNT suspension onto a lacy carbon grid 
and frozen using a Vitrobot automated system (FEI Company). 
6 
1.2.2 Spectroscopy 
Optical Transitions 
The optical properties of SWNTs are derived from electronic transitions within 1-D 
density of states. The major difference between 1-D nanotubes and 3-D materials 
is the presence of sharp van Hove singularities which result in remarkable optical 
properties for SWNTs [Dresselhaus et al., 2007b,a; Weisman et al., 2004; O'Connell 
et al., 2002; Bachilo et al., 2002]. Figure 1.3 shows the density of states of metallic 
and semiconducting SWNTs. Metallic SWNTs have one electron picture with only 
band to band transitions. Semiconducting tubes, on the other hand, have a series of 
inter-band transitions with band gaps inversely proportional to the diameter of the 
tube (large diameter —*• small band gaps). In the presence of light, both types of tubes 
absorb photons, Mn in the case of metallic and En and E22 in the semiconducting, 
as depicted by the black arrows (Fig. 1.3). These transitions can be probed using 
ultraviolet-visible absorbance spectroscopy (Sec. 1.2.2) as shown in Figure 1.4. After 
light is absorbed, an electron in excited from the valence to the conduction band (Vi to 
Ci or V2 to C2) creating an electron-hole pair (exciton). In the case of semiconducting 
tubes, both electrons and holes rapidly relax (via phonon-assisted processes) from C2 
to Ci (red arrow) and from V2 to Vi states, respectively. They then recombine 
through a Ci—>Vi (green arrow) transition resulting in light emission. No excitonic 
luminescence can be produced in metallic tubes because the hole is immediately 
filled by another electron since the valence band resides at the same energy level 
as the conduction band. The emission of semiconducting SWNTs can be measured 
using fluorescence spectroscopy for ensembles (Fig. 1.6), or for single tubes (Fig. 
1.10) using an InGaAs spectrometer (Sec. 1.2.2); each peak has been assigned to a 
different type of semiconducting tube [Bachilo et al., 2002]. Also, their emission can 
be directly visualized using a liquid nitrogen-cooled camera equipped with a near-
infrared detector (Fig. 1.10). Optical transitions for metallic and semiconducting 
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tubes can also be probed using Raman spectroscopy (Sec. 1.2.2). 
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Figure 1.3 : Electronic transitions of metallic and semiconducting SWNTs. Metallic: 
photon is absorbed via Mn which excites an electron from Vi to Ci, leaving an empty 
hole. The hole is immediately filled by another electron, therefore, no emission is 
observed. Semiconducting: photon is absorbed via En and E22; both electrons and 
holes rapidly relax from C2 to Ci (red arrow) and from V2 to Vi, respectively. They 
then recombine through CitoVi (green arrow), a transition which results in light 
emission. 
Ultraviolet-Visible Absorbance Spectroscopy (UV-vis) 
Ultraviolet-visible spectroscopy (UV-vis) is a technique which measures how much 
light of a particular wavelength is absorbed by a sample and involves the spectroscopy 
of photons in the UV-visible region. It uses light in the visible and adjacent near 
ultraviolet (UV) and near-infrared (NIR) ranges. In this region of the electromagnetic 
spectrum, molecules undergo electronic transitions. Absorption measures transitions 
from the ground state to the excited state. UV-vis is most often used to determine 
quantitative concentrations of an absorbing species in solution [Attal et al., 2006; Rai 
et al., 2006] using the Beer-Lambert law: 
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A = -log (J-) = ecL (1.1) 
where A is the measured absorbance, I0 is the intensity of the incident light at a given 
wavelength, / is the transmitted intensity, L the pathlength through the sample, c 
is the concentration of the absorbing species, and e is a constant (log is the base 10 
log). The concentration (in mg/L) of surfactant-stabilized HiPco SWNTs suspension 
can be determinate by dividing the optical absorbance value at 763 nm by 0.043. 
When the absorbing species are SWNTs, UV-vis gives information on the sample 
composition of both metallic and semiconductors. The optical absorption spectrum 
shows a series of relatively sharp interband transitions associated with the first van 
Hove transitions. The first transition (En) of the direct band gap semiconducting 
tubes falls in the 800 to 1600 nm wavelength range (Fig. 1.4, red), slightly overlapping 
the 550 to 900 nm region of the E22 transitions (Fig. 1.4, blue). The lowest energy 
van Hove transitions of the metallic tubes appear between ~400 and 600 nm (Mn, 
Fig. 1.4, yellow) [O'Connell et al., 2002]. 
Raman Spectroscopy 
Raman spectroscopy is a technique used to study vibrational, rotational, and other 
low-frequency modes in a system. It relies on inelastic scattering, usually from a 
laser. The laser light interacts with phonons or other excited species in the system, 
resulting in a shift in the energy of the laser photons, either up or down. The shift 
in energy gives information about the phonon modes in the system. SWNTs, due to 
their size and elemental composition, have unique Raman signatures which in turns 
gives information on the sample composition (metallic or semiconductor), diameter 
distribution, and sample quality (side-wall defects). The most important Raman 
signatures are [Dresselhaus et al., 2005, 2007a; Doom et al., 2004]: 
• G-band (~1592 cm'1): arises from the optical vibration of two adjacent car-
bon atoms on the wall of the tube. The vibrations are lengthwise and its the 
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Figure 1.4 : Ultraviolet-visible spectrum obtained with 1 mL of SWNT-surfactant 
mixture in a sterile 1.5 mL polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) cuvette with a 
Nanospectralyzer Model NS1, Version 1.95. The spectrum was obtained in the visible 
and near infrared regions (400 to 1400 nm) using integration times of 500 ms and 10 
accumulations. 
carbon nanotube fingerprint. 
Radial Breathing Modes (RBM, between 100 and 300 cm'1)): low 
frequencies associated with vibration in the radial direction in an asymmetric 
totally symmetric breathing pattern, unique to SWNTs. These frequencies are 
proportional to the diameter of the tubes. Thus, depending on the excitation 
wavelength, one can extract information on the sample chirality (metallic vs. 
semiconductor) and diameter by examining the RBM. 
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D-band (~1332 cm"1): arises from highly second order resonance processes 
from which order and disorder (sidewall defects or moieties) information can be 
obtained. 
G'-band (between 2500 and 2700 cm"1): is a second order resonance pro-
cess from which sample composition information can be extracted, such as tube 
diameter. The frequency of the G'-band is close to twice the D-band frequency. 
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Figure 1.5 : Raman measurement was obtained using 633 nm laser excitation with 
an in Via micro-Raman spectrometer (laser wavelengths of 785 and 514 nm are also 
available for exciting different populations of tubes). Liquid samples were held in a 
Renishaw Raman Macro Sampling Set in a 2 mL glass vial. Raman spectra were 
collected from 100 to 3200 cm"1 with Wire2 data acquisition software, using 20 sec 
exposure times and 1 accumulation. 
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Fluorescence Spectroscopy 
Fluorescence is an optical phenomenon in which the molecular absorption of a pho-
ton triggers the emission of another photon with a longer wavelength. The energy 
difference between the absorbed and emitted photons ends up as molecular vibrations 
or heat. In fluorescence spectroscopy, the species is excited by absorbing a photon, 
and moves from its ground electronic state to one of the various vibrational states 
within the excited electronic state. Collisions with other molecules cause the excited 
molecule to lose vibrational energy until it reaches the lowest vibrational state of the 
excited electronic state. Only semiconducting SWNTs fluoresce due to their unique 
bandgap structure in the near-infrared [Ohno et al., 2006; O'Connell et al , 2002; 
Zhang et al, 2006]. Figure 1.6 shows the fluorescence spectrum of a suspension of 
SWNTs in SDBS using a 660 nm excitation wavelength. Each peak can be uniquely 
assigned to a different diameter semiconducting tube with increasing diameter as the 
wavelength increases [Bachilo et al., 2002]. 
Importantly, the En absorbance peaks can be correlated with the fluorescence 
peaks (Fig. 1.6) for better interpretation of the data and more qualitative and quan-
titative assessment of the suspension quality as shown in Figure 1.7. 
Figure 1.8 shows a 2-D map of the emission as a function of excitation of sur-
factant dispersed SWNTs. This figure gives a map of the emission profile of each of 
the semiconductors present in the suspension. 
Figure 1.10 shows the luminescence and fluorescence spectrum of an individual 
(6,5) SWNT, which has one narrow, well-defined peak. 
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Figure 1.6 : Fluorescence spectrum was obtained with 1 mL of SWNT-surfactant mix-
ture in a sterile 1.5 mL polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) cuvette with a Nanospec-
tralyzer Model NS1, Version 1.95. The SWNT fluorescence was excited at 660 and/or 
785 nm and emission spectra were obtained between 900 and 1400 nm using 500 ms 
integration times and 10 accumulations. 
Photothermal Heterodyne Imaging (PHI) 
Photothermal heterodyne imaging (PHI) combines a time-modulated heating beam 
and a nonresonant probe beam that overlap on the sample. The probe beam produces 
a frequency-shifted scattered field as it interacts with the time-modulated variations 
of the refractive index around the absorbing nanoparticle. The scattered field is then 
detected by a photodiode through its interference with the probe field, which acts 
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Figure 1.7 : Absorbance (black trace) and fluorescence (blue trace) spectra correlating 
the En peaks. 
like a local oscillator as in any heterodyne technique. This signal is extracted from 
the beat note at the modulation frequency by lock-in detection [Berciaud et al., 2004, 
2006; Cognet et al., 2008a; Berciaud et al., 2007]. Since it only relies on light ab-
sorption and changes in refractive index, PHI is an important technique to directly 
visualize both semiconducting and metallic SWNTs [Berciaud et al., 2007], in contrast 
to near-IR images which only probe semiconducting species. This technique is very 
powerful because it does not suffer from blinking and photobleaching and is immune 
to the effects of fluorescing and scattering backgrounds. 
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Figure 1.8 : Representative 2-D spectrum of fluorescence emission as a function of 
excitation. 2-D spectrum was obtained with 1 mL of SWNT-surfactant mixture in a 
sterile 1.5 mL polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) cuvette with a Spectrolog system. 
Excitation was from 550 to 900 nm in 3 nm intervals. Emission was collected from 
900 to 1400 nm. 
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Figure 1.9 : Luminescence and fluorescence spectrum of an individual (6,5) SWNT. 
SWNTs were visualized by near-infrared fluorescence microscopy by adding a 5 /zL 
drop of nanotube suspension between a glass slide and a microscope coverslip sealed 
with silicon grease to prevent drying. SWNT samples were mounted onto an inverted 
epifiuorescence microscope equipped with a 60 x oil emersion objective. Samples 
were continuously excited by a circularly polarized beam of a 567 nm diode laser. 
The infrared photoluminescence emitted by the SWNTs passed through long-pass 
infrared filters and was detected by a liquid nitrogen-cooled camera. Single frame 
acquisition images of the SWNT luminescence were recorded with an integration 
time of 50 ms. 
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Figure 1.10 : Photothermal images were obtained by spin-coating a 5 /JL drop of 
nanotube suspension on a microscope coverslip. The probe beam at 633 nm was 
overlaid with a modulated cw absorption beam at 532 nm. The absorption and probe 
beams were both focused onto the sample using a high NA objective. The intensity 
of the heating beam is modulated at a predetermined frequency by an acousto-optic 
modulator. 
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Chapter 2 
Stable Luminescence from Individual Carbon 
Nanotubes in Acidic, Basic and Biological 
Environments 
2.1 Objective 
The aim of the work described in this chapter is to obtain suspensions of single-wall 
carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) with stable luminescence properties in different environ-
mental conditions. Toward this, we developed a mixture of surfactants and polymers 
which protect the optical properties of the tubes at all pHs ranging from 1 to 11, 
and in biological fluids like phosphate buffer saline (PBS). Moreover, the SWNTs 
were stable and highly luminescent below the critical micelle concentration of the 
stabilizing surfactant, in the presence of living cells, and retained their fluorescence 
after lyophilization and resuspension in deionized water. Not only were we able to 
protect the optical properties of the tubes with polymers, but also conduct an in-
situ-polymerization around the tube to better isolate and protect the SWNTs from 
its immediate surroundings. The characterization of the samples was conducted using 
atomic force microscopy (AFM), cryo-transmission electron microscopy (cryo-TEM), 
ultraviolet-visible absorbance (UV-vis), Raman spectroscopy, and near-infrared fluo-
rescence. 
2.2 Background 
Single-wall carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) are one of the most interesting classes of 
nano-objects due to their unique thermal, physical, optical, and electronic proper-
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ties [Sinnott and Andrews, 2001; Khan and Husain, 2005; Setton, 1995; Dai, 2002; 
Baughman et al., 2002; Banks, 2006]. The unique characteristics of the carbon nan-
otubes is due to the chirality angle of the tube and its diameter which gives rise to 
varying electronic state densities which in turn leads to its unique electrical character-
istics. SWNTs can exhibit metallic-, semimetallic-, or semiconductor-type behavior 
depending on their chirality angle, conceptualized by the twist angle of a graphene 
sheet rolled to form a tube. 
Surfactants are routinely used to suspend and isolate SWNTs in aqueous envi-
ronments, enabling examination of the optical and electronic properties of the semi-
conducting and metallic species [O'Connell et al., 2002; Bachilo et al., 2002; Dres-
selhaus et al., 2005]. Anionic surfactants are the most widely employed to examine 
the optical properties of semiconducting SWNTs, and SDBS is generally preferred 
because it gives the most blueshifted resonances and high luminescent yields from the 
suspended SWNTs. Although surfactant wrapped SWNTs are stable in aqueous sus-
pensions, slight changes in the pH of the solution (especially toward acidity) decreases 
the photoluminescence of the SWNTs and can even destabilize the suspension and 
cause flocculation [Strano et al., 2003; Cognet et al., 2007; Wang and Chen, 2007]. 
The bleaching of the fluorescence of sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) or sodium dodecyl-
benzene sulfonate (SDBS) suspended nanotubes in acidic media was attributed to the 
selective protonation of pre-adsorbed oxygen at the SWNT sidewalls; the protonation 
could be reversed by readjusting the solution pH from acidic to alkaline. Interest-
ingly, a partial restoration of the absorption and fluorescence spectrum was observed 
after addition of PVP; this was attributed to strong interaction between the interface 
of the SDS micelles and PVP that had been documented previously [Strano et al., 
2003; Atkin et al., 2005; Zhai et al., 2004; Brackman and Engberts, 1993; Zanette 
et al., 1997]. The luminescence properties of nanotube suspensions are also strongly 
dependent on the surfactant concentration [McDonald et al., 2006]. Below the crit-
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ical micelle concentration (CMC), substantial redshifts, fluorescence reduction, and 
eventual flocculation are observed in the suspension [Strano et al., 2003]. An addi-
tional drawback of the use of surfactants alone is that they are not biocompatible. To 
overcome this limitation, biocompatible SWNT suspensions have been recently ob-
tained and thought to result from the non-specific replacement of Pluronics polymer 
wrapping by unidentified proteins in biological sera. This strategy, however, is not 
universal and produces weakly luminescent SWNTs [Cherukuri et al., 2006]. 
2.3 Overall Findings 
Here we report a new strategy to obtain suspensions of highly luminescent SWNTs 
using a combination of surfactant (SDBS) and a biocompatible polymer (PVP) or by 
polymerizing in-situ its monomer vinyl pyrrolidone (ISPVP). This results in nanotube 
suspensions with the optimal luminescent properties of SDBS-SWNT suspensions at 
any pH value between 1 and 11. We combine literature evidence of the strong PVP-
SDBS micelle surface interaction together with SWNT spectroscopic signatures and 
different types of single molecule images to propose a model explaining the behavior 
of PVP-SDBS-SWNT at neutral and low pH. The suspensions remain stable (weeks) 
at all pH as well as in saline buffers. Importantly, they are also stable after extended 
dialysis (below the CMC of SDBS), and retain fluorescence after lyophilization and 
resuspension in deionized water (DI). This should open many applications in biology 
because the nanotubes can be suspended in a biocompatible environment. Using 
individual SWNT near-infrared photoluminescence microscopy, we show that ISPVP-
SDBS-SWNTs suspensions are stable and strongly luminescent in living cell cultures, 
where they interact efficiently on cell membranes and do not display any sign of 
aggregation. 
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2.4 Experimental Methods 
2.4.1 Suspensions Preparation 
Suspensions of HiPco tubes were dispersed in one weight percent (wt%) anionic 
(SDBS, Ci8H2903SNa; SDS, Ci2H2504SNa ), neutral (Pluronics (F88, (C5H10O2)„)) 
or cationic (cetyl trimethyl ammonium bromide (CTAB, CigH^NBr)) surfactants as 
well as in polymers (PVP, (C6H8ON)„) alone using homogenization, ultrasonication, 
and ultracentrifugation following standard literature methods [O'Connell et al., 2002]. 
All suspensions were characterized spectroscopically and by atomic force microscopy 
(AFM) to ensure that the SWNT were predominantly suspended as individuals. Sus-
pensions in SDBS, SDS, pluronic, and CTAB were also added to 1 wt% PVP or 1 
wt% VP to obtain suspensions of mixed wrapping agents. The surfactant-polymer 
molar ratio was maintained above the critical micelle concentration (CMC) for all 
surfactants used (SDBS, CMC = 1.6 mM, SDS, CMC = 8.35 mM, F88, CMC = 
1.6 mM, and CTAB, CMC = 1.3 mM). Suspensions of mixed wrapping agents were 
prepared using one part SWNT-surfactant and three parts PVP to result in a final 
concentration of 10 mg/L SWNT, 0.25 wt% surfactant and 0.75 wt% PVP or VP. All 
spectroscopy measurements were performed on 1 mL samples in a sterile cuvette. 
2.4.2 Optical Ensemble Measurements 
Fluorescence, absorbance, and liquid-phase Raman measurements were first per-
formed on solutions at neutral pH. Successive additions of 1 /xL aliquots of 1 N hy-
drochloric acid (HC1) or 1 M KOH were then added until the desired pH was reached. 
Bulk fluorescence and absorbance measurements were measured with a Nanospectr-
alyzer Model NS1, Version 1.97 (Applied Nanofluorescence, Houston, Texas, USA). 
The SWNT fluorescence was excited at 660 nm and emission was detected between 
900 and 1400 nm. Absorbance was measured in the visible and near infrared (400 to 
1400 nm); integration times of 500 ms and 10 accumulations were used in both cases. 
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Absorbance at 763 nm was used to normalize the fluorescence spectra. Liquid phase 
Raman was performed using a 785 nm laser excitation in a Renishaw system fitted 
with a microscope. Spectra were collected with a Renishaw Raman Macro Sampling 
Set (Wire 2 software) between 100 to 3200 cm"1 with 10 sec exposure time and 1 
sec accumulation. Time dependent luminescence spectra of SWNT suspensions in 
SDBS, PVP, or PVP-SDBS were taken every 0.5 sec (50 msec exposure time and 
6 accumulations) using a 660 nm laser excitation. Successive measurements began 
immediately after a SWNT suspension at neutral pH was injected into 10 fiL of 1 M 
HC1. 
2.4.3 Near-Infrared Fluorescence Microscopy of Individual SWNT 
Individual semiconducting SWNTs were visualized by near-infrared fluorescence mi-
croscopy. Prior to imaging, a 5 /xL drop of nanotube suspension was placed between 
a glass slide and a microscope coverslip sealed with silicon grease to prevent drying. 
SWNT samples were mounted onto an inverted epifluorescence microscope (Nikon 
TE-2000) equipped with a 60x oil emersion objective (NA = 1.4, Nikon). Samples 
were continuously excited by a circularly polarized beam of a 658 nm diode laser. The 
infrared photoluminescence emitted by the SWNTs passed through long-pass infrared 
filters (LP950, Thorlabs) and was detected by a liquid nitrogen-cooled camera (16-
bit InGaAs 2-D array, OMA-V 2-D, Princeton Instruments). Single frame acquisition 
images of the SWNT luminescence were recorded with an integration time of 50 ms 
[Tsyboulski et al., 2005]. 
2.4.4 Cell Culture and Preparation for Microscopy 
HEK293 cells were cultured on microscope cover slips in DMEM medium supple-
mented with streptomycin (100 g/ml), penicillin (100 U/mL), and 10% bovine serum 
in a humidified atmosphere (95%) at 5% C02 and 37 °C. Cells were used for 12-14 
passages and were transferred every 4-6 days. Cells were exposed to 50 /il of VP-
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SDBS-SWNTs suspension (of 1 /ig/mL added to 1.5 mL of culture medium) for either 
5 min at room temperature or 12 hrs at 37 °C. The cells were then washed with fresh 
medium. The cover slips were mounted in a custom chamber with culture medium 
and all data were taken at room temperature. Atomic force microscopy images were 
taken using a Nanoscope Ilia system (Veeco/Digital Instruments) in tapping mode 
at a scan rate of 2 Hz and scan size of 10 //m. 20 /iL of SWNT suspension was spin 
coated at 3000 RPM onto a freshly cleaved mica surface (Ted Pella, Inc.) and rinsed 
with DI water. 
2.4.5 Lyophilization and Re-Suspension of I S P V P - S D B S - S W N T 
Lyophilization was done using a Preezemobile 3+SL (The Virtis Company). 1 mL 
of ISPVP-SDBS-SWNT was freeze-dried at -40 °C for 12 hrs. Resuspension was 
accomplished by addition of 1 mL DI water and mild shaking. 
2.5 Results and Discussion 
2.5.1 Ensemble Spectroscopic Measurements of P V P - S D B S - S W N T in 
Neutral and Acidic Conditions 
The PVP-SDBS-SWNT suspensions studied here are prepared in two steps. First, raw 
HiPco SWNTs are dispersed in SDBS (1 weight percent (wt%)) through a standard 
decant procedure (see Experimental Methods). Second, a fraction of the suspension 
is mixed with a 1 wt% solution of PVP (55 kDa, unless otherwise stated) to ob-
tain a surfactant-polymer complex. The variations of the luminescent properties of 
PVP-SDBS-SWNT suspensions with pH are presented in Figure 2.1. Figure 2.1.a-b 
show the 2D-contour plots of the fluorescence intensity vs. excitation and emission 
wavelength before (Fig 2.1.a) and after (Fig 2.1.b) addition of HC1 (IN) to reach a 
final pH of 2. Strikingly, the addition of acid enhanced the luminescence intensity 
at every wavelength. For a simpler quantitative analysis, the emission spectra of the 
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semiconducting SWNT obtained from excitation at 660 nm are displayed (Fig 2.1.c). 
The spectra were normalized to the maximum intensity peak at 1120 nm of the initial 
suspension, which can be assigned to the (7,6) tube [Weisman et al., 2004]. Upon acid-
ification, the fluorescence intensity was enhanced approximately by a factor of two. 
Interestingly, this enhancement was accompanied by a narrowing and blueshift (~25 
nm) of every peak (see section 2.7.1, Figure 2.11). To complement these observations, 
the liquid-phase Raman spectra of the suspensions were also measured. Using 785 nm 
excitation, which selectively excites semiconducting nanotubes with diameters near 
1 nm [Strano et al., 2003; Dresselhaus et al., 2007a], we studied the radial breathing 
modes (RBM, 100 - 300 cm"1) [Heller et al., 2004] as well as fluorescence in the 1620 
- 3200 cm"1 range. The fluorescence obtained by liquid-phase Raman confirmed the 
previous observations (Fig 2.1.c-d). The degree of bundling could be monitored by 
comparing the area under the RBM of individual semiconducting SWNTs (150 to 
250 cm"1) with that of SWNT that are brought into resonance with the laser due to 
the presence of SWNT bundles* (250 - 300 cm"1) [Heller et al., 2004; Doom et al., 
2004; Dyke et al., 2005]. The RBM area of the individual SWNTs increased after 
acidification (Fig 2.1.e), suggesting that a subtle change in the SWNT immediate 
environment had occurred. The degree of bundling, however, was unchanged because 
the bundling peak remained constant. Moreover, the location and amplitude of the 
G-peak remained constant after acidification, indicating that the SWNTs were not 
protonated (see section 2.7.2, Figure 2.12) [Strano et al., 2003]. A variety of acids 
besides HC1 (phosphoric, nitric, and sulfuric) were surveyed and similar fluorescence 
enhancements and spectral shifts were observed with each. Analogous effects were 
obtained using SDS instead of SDBS. Altogether, these observations support the no-
tion that at low pH, PVP-SDBS-SWNTs remain individual and that a change must 
"The RBM of the bundles or bundling peak is the excitation of metallic (11,0) and semiconducting 
(10,2) tubes with the 780 nm laser that are redshifted into resonance due to the presence of bundles 
in the bulk solution 
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occur in the close environment of the SWNTs. 
2.5.2 Comparison of SDBS-SWNT, PVP-SWNT and PVP-SDBS-SWNT 
Fluorescence Ensemble Properties 
To elucidate further the mechanism of PVP-SDBS-SWNT luminescence enhance-
ment upon acidification, we compared the behavior of SDBS-SWNT, PVP-SWNT 
and PVP-SDBS-SWNT suspensions. Figure 2.2.a-b display the fluorescence spectra 
of SDBS-SWNT (black curve) and PVP-SDBS-SWNT (red curve) recorded at pH 7 
(a) and pH 2 (b) after normalization to the (7,6) SWNT for SDBS at pH 7. The 
spectra in Figure 2.2.a indicate that when PVP is added to SDBS-SWNTs, the flu-
orescence peaks decrease in intensity, redshift and broaden [O'Connell et al., 2002]. 
Thus, the addition of PVP at pH 7 strongly affects the luminescence properties of 
SDBS-SWNTs. When acidified to pH 2, SDBS-SWNT solutions bleach partially, in 
analogy with previously reported data for SDS [Strano et al., 2003], to an extent that 
is dependent on the tube diameter (Figure 2.2.b). As discussed above, PVP-SDBS-
SWNT suspension displayed the opposite trend when acidified down to pH 2, because 
the fluorescence is enhanced to about 80% of the level of SDBS-SWNTs at neutral 
conditions (pH 7). It is important to note that if PVP is added to a SDBS-SWNT 
suspension that was previously acidified, only a partial luminescence recovery is ob-
served (~10%) in accordance with previous reports [Strano et al., 2003]. Therefore, 
PVP must be present in the SDBS-SWNT solution before the addition of acid to 
obtain a suspension that is highly fluorescent at low pH. 
Figure 2.2.c shows the kinetic time course of the (7,6) fluorescence peak inten-
sity for the three different SWNT suspensions following the addition of acid. The flu-
orescence intensities were normalized to the initial condition at pH 7. For the first 200 
seconds, the luminescence intensity of the SDBS-SWNT suspension does not evolve 
noticeably (black dots). It then decreases substantially (with faster rates for the small 
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Figure 2.1 : Ensemble spectroscopic measurements of PVP-SDBS-SWNT in neutral 
and acidic conditions, (a-b.) Contour plots of fluorescence intensity vs. excitation 
and emission wavelength of PVP-SDBS-SWNT at pH 7 (a) and 2 (b). Identical 
intensity scales are used in (a) and (b). (c.) Fluorescence spectra obtained from 
excitation at 660 nm from PVP-SDBS-SWNT at pH 7 (black) and 2 (red), (d-e.) 
Liquid phase Raman spectroscopy using excitation at 785 nm (see text). Fluorescence 
(d) and RBM (e) spectra obtained at pH 7 (black) and 2 (red). 
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band-gap tubes, i.e., large diameters, section 2.7.3, Figure 2.13) before we eventually 
observed that the nanotubes flock out of the solution. We tentatively attribute this 
behavior to a slight destabilization of the SDBS micelle in acidic conditions which 
creates openings through which acid can contact SWNTs and consequently quench 
fluorescence [Strano et al., 2003; Dukovic et al., 2004]; the result at low pH is com-
plete destabilization of the micelles and flocculation of the SWNTs. The flocculation 
onset time (depicted by the triangle on Figure 2.2.c) can vary from minutes to hours 
depending on the amount of acid and concentration of surfactant (section 2.7.4, Fig-
ure 2.14). Notably, the fluorescence of a neat PVP-SWNT suspension (no SDBS) is 
considerably weaker than that of SDBS suspended tubes (only ~ 3 % of that of SDBS-
SWNTs at equal concentrations)*. Nevertheless, the same acidification procedure 
can be performed and indicates that PVP-SWNT luminescence is barely affected by 
acidification: luminescence drops only by 5% drop over 24 hours (blue dots in Figure 
2.2.c). In clear contrast to the two preceding suspensions, PVP-SDBS-SWNTs exhibit 
a very different kinetic behavior upon acidification. The fluorescence peak intensity 
increased rapidly until it stabilized at about twice the initial fluorescence level (red 
dots in Figure 2.2.c). This rapid increase suggests an entirely different mechanism 
than for SDBS-SWNT suspensions. 
The steady fluorescence intensity levels of the (7,6) peak are presented for 
SDBS-SWNT (in black) and PVP-SDBS-SWNT (in red) as a function of pH (Figure 
2.2.d). Both curves were normalized to SDBS-SWNTs at neutral pH. In both nan-
otube suspensions, the fluorescence remained constant between pH 11 and 7. In acidic 
conditions, the relative intensity of SDBS-SWNT suspensions decreased gradually as 
the pH was lowered to 1 with subsequent flocculation, whereas that of PVP-SDBS-
t Obtaining a stable and highly luminescence suspension of SWNTs in PVP alone is very difficult 
to accomplish without the aid of previously suspended tubes in surfactants like SDS or SDBS. The 
fluorescence yield of PVP wrapped tubes is only 3 percent of that of SDBS. 
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SWNT increased continuously to reach 80% of the luminescence level of the bench-
mark SDBS-SWNT suspension at pH 7. The luminescence of PVP-SDBS-SWNT 
remained stable for weeks over the entire pH range studied. 
Finally, we tested the influence of the charge of the surfactant. When PVP is 
added to SWNTs initially suspended in cationic or neutral surfactants (CTAB and 
Pluronics), no spectral changes are observed, in stark contrast to anionic surfactants. 
This can be related to previous reports that showed no interactions between PVP 
and cationic micelles, while strong interactions between PVP and anionic micelles 
were observed [Zhai et al., 2004]. In addition, when various types of acids were 
added to SWNTs suspended in cationic surfactants, efficient fluorescence bleaching 
was observed comparable with previous observations [Strano et al., 2003] regardless of 
the presence of PVP. Altogether, our data suggest that in PVP-SDBS-SWNT suspen-
sions, SDBS remains around the SWNTs after the addition of PVP and is not replaced 
by PVP. Instead, a surfactant-polymer complex is formed that wraps the SWNTs and 
apparently provides an efficient and stable barrier between the SWNTs and their lo-
cal environment. This amounts to a bi-layer assembly of complementary polymers, 
reminiscent of the chemistry underlying fuzzy nanoassemblies [Decher, 1997] and nan-
otube/polyelectrolyte composites [Mamedov et al., 2002] and suggests a perhaps gen-
eral approach for engineering a variety of specialized SWNT bio-platforms. 
We believe that the conformation of PVP together with its strong affinity 
to SDBS are at the origin of the redshift and partial quenching of luminescence 
that follows the addition of PVP to SDBS-SWNTs at neutral and basic pH (Figure 
2.2.a). PVP contains both hydrophobic and hydrophilic moieties; thus, it adopts a 
coiled conformation in neutral and basic solutions [Khanal et al., 2004]. The strong 
interaction of PVP with the outer surface (due to the charge transfer between the 
sulfate molecule from SDBS and the nitrogen group from PVP [Zhai et al., 2004]) of 
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the SDBS micelles surrounding the SWNTs is therefore likely to destabilize slightly 
the micelle structures and subsequently disturb the SWNT luminescent properties. 
Upon acidification, PVP is known to protonate and swell [Atkin et al., 2005]. This 
conformational change (Figure 2.2.c) allows SDBS to reform its ideal micelle structure 
around the SWNT, rewrapping it completely. This seems to occur before the incoming 
acid could destabilize the micelle and quench the SWNT luminescence, because this 
would happen at a longer time scale (Figure 2.2.c). In this model, the stabilizing layer 
(PVP) prevents any disruption of the micelles and the luminescence that is obtained 
in acidic environment is comparable to that of SDBS-SWNTs at basic conditions. 
2.5.3 AFM and Near-IR Study of Individual PVP-SDBS-SWNT 
The model presented above was deduced from spectroscopic measurements of bulk 
suspensions. To test it, we used several imaging techniques that can probe the en-
vironmental and photophysical properties of individual nanotubes. Figures 2.3.a-b 
show AFM images of nanotubes prepared under basic and acidic conditions. In order 
to allow a statistical analysis on a large number of tubes, AFM images were primar-
ily acquired on samples that were cleaned to remove the excess of PVP and SDBS 
(see methods). It should be noted that it was more difficult to obtain clean surfaces 
at neutral conditions at which the excess of surfactant could not be fully removed, 
compared to acidic conditions (Figure 2.3.a-b). Close examination of these images 
indicates that the vast majority of the tubes are individual. This conclusion was also 
confirmed by cryo-TEM (see Figure 2.4.1). The quantifications of the apparent nan-
otube height at pH 7 (3.9 ±0 .1 nm, ± standard error of the mean (s.e.m), n = 102) 
and at pH 2 (1.3 ± 0.04 nm, n = 102) indicate that nanotubes are surrounded by a 
bulkier structure at pH 7 than at pH 2 (Figure 2.3.c-d). To rule out the effect of the 
cleaning procedure, and obtain a more precise picture of the PVP-SDBS structure 
around the nanotubes, we obtained AFM images using samples that had not been pre-
cleaned. Examples of tubes isolated from the excess of surfactant/polymer mixture 
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Figure 2.2 : Comparison of SDBS-SWNT, PVP-SWNT, and PVP-SDBS-SWNT flu-
orescence ensemble properties, (a-b) Comparative fluorescence spectra recorded at 
pH 7 (a) and 2 (b) from SDBS-SWNT (black curves) and PVP-SDBS-SWNT (red 
curves). All spectra were normalized to absorbance at 763 nm. (c.) Kinetic time 
course of the (7,6) fluorescence peak intensity (1120 nm) for the three different SWNT 
suspensions following the addition of acid. SDBS-SWNT in black, PVP-SWNT in 
blue, and PVP-SDBS-SWNT in red. The triangle indicates occurrence of flocculation 
of the SDBS-SWNT suspension, (d.) Steady state fluorescence intensity of the (7,6) 
peak of SDBS-SWNT (black) and PVP-SDBS-SWNT (red) as a function of pH. All 
steady state values were normalized to SDBS-SWNT at pH 7. 
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are presented in Figure 2.3.e-f. The different conformations of PVP-SDBS presented 
in our model are now evident: at pH 7, large agglomerates (~10 nm) are present on 
the SWNTs whereas at pH 2, a more uniform and thinner coverage is observed (6 nm). 
The photoluminescence of the SWNT suspensions was investigated further by-
direct visualization in a near-IR microscope [Tsyboulski et al., 2005]. Figure 2.3.g-h 
show movie snapshots obtained from dilute PVP-SDBS-SWNT suspensions in neutral 
and acidic conditions. The majority of the luminescence spots are likely to originate 
from individual SWNT [Tsyboulski et al., 2005] and are diffraction limited (2 pixels 
correspond to 670 nm in Figures 2.3.g-h) which indicates that most of them have a 
length shorter than 670 nm. In these images, the luminescence spots appear brighter 
in the acid suspension than in the neutral suspension. This observation is quantified 
by computing and comparing the cumulative distributions of the individual fluores-
cent spot signal amplitudes obtained in the two conditions (Figure 2.3.i) [Schmidt 
et al., 1995]. The signals were obtained from the statistical fit of each spot spatial 
distribution by a 2-D Gaussian function [Schmidt et al., 1996]. The widths of the 
distributions are identical and broad. This dispersion in signal amplitudes is likely 
due to the heterogeneity in length and electronic structure of the SWNTs present 
in the sample. The distribution of the acidic suspension (shown in red) is however 
shifted toward higher luminescence signals compared to the neutral condition (shown 
in black). This indicates that the luminescence of each individual PVP-SDBS-SWNT 
is enhanced in acidic conditions. More precisely, the ratio of the median value of 
the two distributions is equal to 1.9, in good agreement with the fluorescence en-
hancement observed in bulk using the same excitation 660 nm wavelength (Figure 
2.1.c). 
Figure 2.4 shows cryo-TEM images of SWNTs initially prepared in basic and 
acidic conditions. Close examination of these images indicates that the vast majority 
of the SWNT are individuals; this corroborates the spectroscopic and microscopic ob-
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Figure 2.3 : (a-b.) Representative AFM images of PVP-SDBS-SWNT at pH 7 (a) and 
2 (b) after surface cleaning, (c-d.) Distributions of the SWNT heights measured on 
several similar AFM images at pH 7 (c) and 2 (d). (e-f.) same as in (a-b) but without 
surface cleaning, (g-h.) Near-infrared luminescence images of individual PVP-SDBS-
SWNT at pH 7 (g) and 2 (h). Scale bars are 1 //m. (i.) Cumulative distribution 
of the luminescence signal amplitudes of the peaks detected in 400 similar images as 
(g-h), at pH 7 (black) and 2 (red). 
servations that indicate the suspensions are stable and the SWNTs remain individual 
at all pH. 
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Figure 2.4 : Cryo-transmission electron microscopy (cryo-TEM) images were obtained 
using a JEM FasTEM 2010. Samples were prepared using a Vitrobot automated 
system (FEI Company) and a supporting lacy carbon grid (330M, Ted Pella, Inc.) 
2.5.4 Fluorescence Properties and A F M Images of V P - S D B S - S W N T 
To examine the hypothesis that coiled-PVP disrupts the SDBS micelle conformation 
at pH 7, causing the SWNT luminescence peaks to redshift, broaden, and decrease in 
intensity compared to SDBS tubes alone, we examined the influence of PVP molecu-
lar weight (MW). Figure 2.5.a shows the ratio of the integrated area of PVP-SDBS-
SWNT to SDBS-SWNT fluorescence (excited at 660 nm) measured at pH 7 as a 
function of the PVP MW (from the monomer VP to 1 MDa). This ratio decreased 
with the MW in the range of the monomer to polymers of about 55 kDa. This spec-
troscopic dependence on MW indicates that the size, and certainly the conformation, 
of PVP have a significant effect on the optical properties of the SWNTs. Moreover, we 
found that the arrangement of PVP on the SDBS-SWNT complex could be controlled 
by polymerizing the monomer VP directly on the micelle. VP is known to undergo 
cationic polymerization [Stevens, 1999]; this process is slow at pH 7, but progresses 
rapidly at low pH (see Fig 2.6 and section 2.5.4 for polymerization procedure and 
characterization). Therefore we made in-situ polymerized PVP (ISPVP) by intro-
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ducing VP at pH 7, allowing sufficient time for the diffusion of VP to the micelles, 
and subsequently acidifying the solution, causing complete polymerization of the VP 
and entrapping the SDBS-SWNT complex (complete polymerization of VP is also 
important because VP monomer is carcinogenic, whereas PVP is harmless) [Stevens, 
1999]. Importantly, once the VP was polymerized in-situ under acidic conditions, 
the fluorescence intensity remained constant when the solution was returned to ba-
sic conditions (see Figure 2.7 and section 2.5.4 for ISPVP-SDBS-SWNT fluorescence 
stability). 
Based on the behavior at neutral pH, ISPVP or very small PVP chains should 
yield encapsulated PVP-SDBS-SWNTs with ideal spectroscopic properties. This is 
indeed the case. First, the fluorescence intensity of VP-SDBS-SWNT suspensions 
is almost constant (red triangles) from alkaline (pH 11) to acidic (pH 1) conditions 
(Figure 2.5.d). This contrasts with the behavior of SDBS-SWNTs (black circle) and 
PVP-SDBS-SWNTs (red squares) as previously discussed in Figure 2.2.d. Second, 
VP-SDBS-SWNTs display essentially the optimal luminescence properties of SDBS-
SWNTs suspensions (narrow and almost identical peak positions) but in the whole 
pH range investigated (Figure 2.5.b). The residual small redshifts (~10 nm) together 
with the absence of effect of pH suggest that ISPVP interacts strongly with the SDBS 
micelles but without disrupting the SDBS micelle conformation (see more details 
about ISPVP in Section 2.5.4). AFM images support this picture, since individual 
ISPVP-SDBS-SWNTs are found with a uniform thin coating (typically 5 nm) along 
their surface (Figure 2.5.c). ISPVP can serve as an alternative method for producing 
non-covalent encapsulated SWNTs whose intrinsic properties are retained in different 
environments [Kang and Taton, 2003; Wang et al., 2007]. Control experiments with 
pyrrolidone molecules that do not polymerize under acidic conditions (i.e., 1-methyl-
2-pyrrolidone (NMP) and N-ethyl-2-pyrrolidone) did not show protection at low pH. 
To further examine the stability of the polymer wrapped SDBS-SWNTs system, we 
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Figure 2.5 : Fluorescence properties and AFM images of VP-SDBS-SWNT. (a.) The 
ratio of the integrated areas of the fluorescence of PVP at different molecular weight 
to SDBS at 660 nm excitation and pH 7. (b.) The fluorescence of VP-SDBS-SWNT 
at neutral (in black) and acidic (in red) conditions, (c.) AFM images of covered 
SWNT with VP. (d.) The effect of pH to the relative intensity of the (7,6) peak 
of VP-SDBS-SWNT suspensions (red triangles; open symbols are previously shown 
data Figure 2.2.d). 
freeze-dried the ISPVP-SDBS-SWNT suspensions (see section 2.5.5) at neutral pH 
and resuspended them in deionized water. 
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In-Situ-Polymerization of Vinyl Pyrrolidone (ISPVP) 
Polymerization of vinyl pyrrolidone (VP) was conducted under acidic conditions. The 
polymerization was monitored using Raman spectroscopy while tracking the deple-
tion of the stretching vibrational mode of the monomer carbon-carbon double bond 
(C=C) at 1638 cm"1 [Miyazaki et al., 2003]. Liquid phase Raman was performed 
using a 660 nm laser excitation wavelength in a sterile glass vial (1 mL mixture of 1:1 
v/v VP and sodium dodecylbenzene sulfonate (SDBS, 1 wt% in H20)). Spectra were 
collected between 1550 to 1850 cm"1 with 10 sec exposure time and 1 accumulation 
in a Renishaw macro sampling set (Wire 2 software) system. Figure 2.6.a shows the 
Raman peak of the C=C bond from VP at pH 7 (in black), VP at pH 2 (green) and 
the polymer vinyl pyrrolidone (55 kDa molecular weight, Aldrich) at pH 7 (in blue). 
It is important to notice that the PVP signal did not change at any pH. Upon acid-
ification, the Raman signal for the C=C peak (1638 cm"1) decreases to that of PVP 
which indicates that the C=C double bond is no longer present and polymerization 
has occurred. Figure 2.6.b shows the intensity of the C=C signal at pH 7 and 2 as 
a function of time. At neutral conditions (pH 7), the intensity did not exhibit any 
noticeable changes within the first 20 minutes of preparing the 1:1 VP:SDBS mixture. 
When 20 /uL of 1 N HC1 was added to the solution, the intensity of the C=C peak 
decreased rapidly to the PVP base line (red dotted line). In order to eliminate the 
possibility of the SDBS contributing to the polymerization of the monomer, VP was 
diluted in DI water only and the rate of polymerization was compared to that of 
the VP:SDBS mixture. Figure 2.6.b shows that the rate of polymerization of VP in 
SDBS (black squares) is comparable with the rates found in DI water (green triangle 
and red dots). Moreover, the intensity of the C=C decay was fitted with a first order 
polynomial decay further indicating the polymerization of VP was induced by acidi-
fication reaching completion after 10 min. 
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Figure 2.6 : In-situ polymerization of VP to PVP. (a.) Raman signal for the C=C 
peak (b.) Polymerization of VP. (c.)Rates of polymerization 
ISPVP-SDBS-SWNT Fluorescence Stability 
It was demonstrated in SDBS-SWNT systems that after VP is polymerized via acid-
ification, the fluorescence intensity of the SWNT mixture remains unchanged. We 
carried out a set of experiments in which VP-SDBS-SWNT suspensions at neutral 
conditions (pH 7, Fig. 2.7.A) were brought to pH 2 (Fig. 2.7.B) (fluorescence was 
taken 45 minutes after acid injection to allow for complete polymerization of VP) and 
then taken back to basic conditions (pH 11, Fig. 2.7.C). This procedure allows for the 
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in-situ polymerization of the VP to take place arround the SWNTs without changing 
the spectroscopic characteristics of the ISPVP-SDBS-SWNT system. SDBS-SWNT 
suspensions were also subjected to this procedure as a negative control. Figure 2.7 
shows the fluorescence intensity of the (7,6) tube (1120 nm) ISPVP-SDBS-SWNT (red 
dots) and SDBS-SWNTs (black squares); all intensities were normalized to SDBS-
SWNT at pH 7. The intensity of SDBS-SWNT follows the previously reported trend 
of rapid bleaching in acidic conditions (pH 2) and a complete recovery of the fluores-
cence when the suspension is brought back to basic conditions [O'Connell et al., 2005; 
Cognet et al., 2007] (black squares). In contrast, VP-SDBS-SWNT suspensions did 
not exhibit any major changes in the fluorescence intensity at any pH corroborating 
our hypothesis that ISPVP does not alter the fluorescence properties of the SWNT 
suspensions. 
2.5.5 Lyophilized I S P V P - S D B S - S W N T Suspension 
Figure 2.8.a-c shows that ISPVP-SDBS-SWNT suspensions can be lyophilized to 
dryness and then readily resuspended in water by mild shaking. The positions of 
the spectroscopic peaks (absorbance, liquid-phase Raman, and fluorescence) remain 
unchanged; their relative fluorescence intensities after resuspension is approximately 
75% of the initial intensity (Figure 2.8.d). Such small loss in intensity after resuspen-
sion may be due to the formation of small floes of few polymer wrapped SWNTs during 
the freeze-drying process; however, inspection by brightfield optical microscopy (63 x) 
did not reveal any structures. The retention of nearly all of the NIR fluorescence after 
resuspension confirms that ISPVP encapsulates the SDBS-SWNTs effectively with-
out affecting the pristine electronic structure of the SWNT. In contrast, resuspension 
of SDBS-SWNTs after freeze-drying is not feasible. 
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Figure 2.7 : ISPVP-SDBS-SWNT fluorescence stability, red dots ISPVP-SDBS-
SWNT, and black squares SDBS-SWNT. Fluorescence of the two suspensions were 
first obtained at pH 7 (A) brought to pH 2 and a second fluorescence measurement 
was obtained (B), and finally taken to basic conditions at pH 11 (C). 
2.5.6 Schematic Model 
A schematic of the model proposed in this work is presented in Figure 2.9. This 
model shows that PVP or VP adsorbs strongly to the external surface of the SDBS 
micelle due to charge transfer between the sulfate group of SDBS and the nitrogen 
of PVP and/or VP. At neutral pH, the conformational state of PVP slightly disrupts 
the micelle conformation of SDBS and subsequently disturbs the SWNT luminescent 
properties while the monomer does not, as previously discussed. In acidic conditions, 
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Figure 2.8 : Lyophilized ISPVP-SDBS-SWNT suspension, (a.) ISPVP-SDBS-
SWNT suspension, (b.) Lyphilized ISPVP-SDBS-SWNT suspension, (c.) Resus-
pended ISPVP-SDBS-SWNT suspension, (d.) Fluorescence spectra before and after 
lyophilization. 
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Figure 2.9 : Schematic illustration of the model, (a.) SDBS-SWNT at pH 7. (b.) 
PVP-SDBS-SWNT at pH 7 and 2. (c.) VP-SDBS-SWNT at pH 7 and 2 for which 
cationic polymerization occurred. 
conformational changes of PVP and VP polymerization make both VP and PVP 
efficient wrappers of the SDBS-SWNTs, without displacing the SDBS micelle. The 
resulting surfactant-polymer complex that surrounds the SWNTs efficiently provides 
a stable barrier between the SWNTs and their local environment. Interestingly, this 
model implies that the ISPVP-SDBS interactions strengthen the micellar structure 
and therefore should protect the tube luminescence properties from different types of 
environmental factors, which would benefit important applications. Along this line, 
we first tested the luminescence stability of the ISPVP-SDBS-SWNT suspension far 
below the CMC of SDBS (~0.25 wt%). The suspensions remain stable and lumi-
nescent upon dilutions down to 1.25 x 10"4 wt% of SDBS, after which any further 
dilution prevented accurate fluorescence measurement (not shown). The model with 
characteristic spectrum is shown in section 2.7.5, Figure 2.15. 
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2.5.7 VP-SDBS-SWNT in Biological Environments 
We then tested the effect of salinity on the stability of the suspensions: ISPVP-SDBS-
SWNTs were diluted at a final concentration of 1 mg/L in 10 x phosphate buffer 
saline (PBS). Neither the suspension stability nor the luminescence was affected by 
this treatment (Figure 2.10.a). The combination of the above experimental findings 
suggests that ISPVP-SDBS-SWNTs suspensions should be a highly effective material 
in cellular environments. To this end, we exposed live cultured HEK293 cells to 
ISPVP-SDBS-SWNTs suspensions, either for 5 min at room temperature or overnight 
at 37 °C. Figures 2.10.b-c show the examples of near-IR luminescence images of a cell 
recorded at two different foci after 5 min SWNT incubation. The images were acquired 
in the presence of white light to identify the outline of cell. Highly luminescent and 
diffraction limited spots that likely originate from individualized SWNTs interacting 
with the surface of the cells are found, as expected because of the positive charge 
carried by PVP. In order to assess whether the luminescent spots originated from 
individual tubes, we first checked that the spots displayed a polarized absorption as 
evidence by using a rotating linearly polarized excitation [Tsyboulski et al., 2005] 
(not shown). Second, the narrow spectra originating from luminescent spots found 
at the surface of the cells (Figure 2.10.d) further support the presence of individual 
SWNT [Tsyboulski et al., 2005]. Comparable results were obtained after the 12 
hour incubation procedure at 37 °C, indicating that ISPVP-SDBS-SWNTs remain 
perfectly suspended in biological environments. Further studies will be needed to 
address the question of cytotoxicity of such materials, but we can envision from our 
results, together with the known biocompatibility of PVP [Guowei et al., 2007], that 
ISPVP-SDBS-SWNTs should be advantageous in biological applications. 
2.6 Conclusions 
By studying the spectroscopic and structural behavior of mixtures of anionic surfac-
tant and PVP polymers at various pH, we have identified a mixture (ISPVP-SDBS) 
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Figure 2.10: VP-SDBS-SWNT in biological environments, (a.) Comparative fluores-
cence spectra of VP-SDBS-SWNT recorded in water at pH 7 (in black) and in 10 PBS 
(in red) at identical concentrations, (b-c.) Near-infrared luminescence images of the 
same cell incubated 5 min with ISPVP-SDBS-SWNT at different foci: at the apical 
membrane (b.) and at the surface of the coverslip (c). The luminescence images were 
acquired in the presence of white light to identify the outline of the cell. Scale bars 
are 10/xm. (d.) Narrow spectrum measured from a luminescence spot identified at 
the surface of a cell, a signature of individual ISPVP-SDBS-SWNTs. Images taken 
from Duque et al. [2008a]. 
that might serve as a universal wrapping agent of individual SWNTs. Due to its 
effectiveness at all pH, in high saline environments as well as in physiological media, 
we foresee an extensive use of ISPVP-SDBS-SWNTs in fields as varied as chemistry, 
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physics, and biology for fundamental research as well as more applied technologies. 
2.7 Appendix 2 
2.7.1 2-D Luminescence Shifting 
Figure 2.11 shows that SDBS-SWNT fluorescence decreases without any shifting of its 
peaks. On the other hand, PVP-SDBS-SWNT fluorescence increases after addition of 
HC1. Also, we were able to capture the narrowing and blueshifting of the fluorescence 
peaks after acidification for PVP-SDBS-SWNTs (bottom right, (7,6) tube). 
Figure 2.11 : Kinetic time course for SDBS-SWNTs and PVP-SDBS-SWNTs after 
addition of acid. 
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2.7.2 Liquid-Phase Raman 
Liquid-phase Raman using 785 nm excitation of PVP-SDBS-SWNTs in acid (red) and 
at basic (black) conditions. The insert shows the G-band before and after acidification 
with no shift indicating that the sidewall of the tubes was not protonated by the acid. 
Raman Shift (cm1) 
Figure 2.12 : Liquid-phase Raman with 785 nm excitation wavelength. 
2.7.3 Diameter Dependence Fluorescence Quenching 
Figure 2.13 shows that the large diameter tubes have a faster quenching rate than 
small diameter tubes after addition of HC1. 
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Figure 2.13 : Photoluminescence quenching after addition of HC1. 
2.7.4 Surfactant Dependence Fluorescence Stability 
Figure 2.14 shows the fluorescence quenching of the (7,6) tube as a function of time 
for SWNT suspensions prepared at different surfactant concentrations (1 wt%, 1.5 
wt%, and 2.0 wt%) after addition of HC1. We observed that as the concentration of 
surfactant increases, the time before the suspension flocculates increases. Also shown 
ia a representative image of SWNT flocculation after acidification. 
2.7.5 Model and Characteristic Spectrum 
Figure 2.15 shows the model explained in section 2.5.6 with the representative fluo-
rescence spectrum at each step. 
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Figure 2.14 : Surfactant dependent fluorescence stability. 
2.7.6 VP Polymerization Raw Data 
Figure 2.16 shows the polymerization of VP upon acidification monitored via Raman 
spectroscopy. It is the raw data used to obtain Figure 2.6 (see section 2.5.4). 
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Figure 2.15 : Model with representative luminescence spectrum 
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Figure 2.16 : The polymerization of VP to PVP was monitored using Raman spec-
troscopy by tracking the depletion of the stretching vibrational mode of the monomer 
carbon-carbon double bond (C=C) at 1638cm"1 of a 1 mL mixture of 1:1 v/v VP and 
SDBS before and after the addition of HC1, Section 2.5.4. 
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Chapter 3 
Environment and Synthesis Related Luminescence 
Properties of Ensembles and Individual 
Single-Walled Carbon Nanotubes 
3.1 Objective 
The aim of this chapter is to explore the synthesis and environmental dependence 
of the luminescence properties of individual SWNTs in ensembles and at the single 
molecular level. The single molecular detection experiments were done in collab-
oration with the Nanophotonics laboratory at the Centre de Physique Moleculaire 
Optique et Hertzienne (CPMOH), Universite de Bordeaux and CNRS, Prance, under 
the supervision of Professor Brahim Lounis and Professor Laurent Cognet. The study 
was performed during a 5 month stay at CPMOH. The ensemble characterization was 
conducted at Rice University. 
The luminescence properties were studied using individual SWNTs in agarose 
gels, in solution, and after spin-coating onto a glass slide. The tubes were from two 
different synthesis procedures (HiPco and CoMoCat) and suspended in different an-
ionic surfactants (sodium dodecylbenzenesulfonate (SDBS) or sodium deoxycholate 
(DOC)). We were able to demonstrate the strong dependence of the luminescence 
of the tubes on intrinsic and extrinsic factors such as sample preparation, sample 
inhomogeneities, defects, and tube synthesis. 
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3.2 Background 
Single-wall carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) offer great potential in a number of photonics 
applications, ranging from quantum optics to biology, owing to their excellent proper-
ties including intrinsic near-infrared luminescence, quantum emittance, and excellent 
photostability. On a fundamental point of view, SWNTs constitute model systems for 
the study of the spatio-temporal dynamics of excited states in 1-D systems. Experi-
mental and theoretical work has shown that SWNT optical properties are excitonic in 
nature with strong coupling between the dark and bright excitonic states [Dresselhaus 
et a l , 2007b; Berciaud et al., 2008; Shaver et al., 2007; Wang et al., 2005; Cognet 
et al., 2007; Perebeinos et al., 2004; Zhao and Mazumdar, 2004]. 
Multiple efforts have been made to understand these excitonic states and how 
they affect the optical properties of SWNTs; however both fundamental and applied 
developments are still hindered by poor control over the synthesis and processing 
methods which affect the structure, sidewall quality, and environment of SWNTs. 
The intrinsic luminescence properties of the nanotubes are often masked by uncon-
trolled extrinsic factors that make comparison between studies difficult. For exam-
ple, fluorescence quantum yield (QY%) measured from ensembles or single nanotubes 
range between 10 - 3 to 7 % [Hogele et al., 2008; Carlson et al., 2007; Crochet et a l , 
2007; Huang et a l , 2004; O'Connell et a l , 2002; Lefebvre et al., 2006] in literature. 
Accordingly, measurements of the luminescence lifetime of nanotubes have been re-
ported from 5 to 200 psec with excitonic dynamics that exhibit monoexponential or 
bioexponential decays depending on the report [Berciaud et al., 2008; Huang et al., 
2004; Berger et al., 2007; Gokus et al., 2008; Hagen et al., 2005; Hirori et al., 2006; 
Wang et a l , 2004a]. 
The large heterogeneity of results is often attributed to extrinsic factors such as 
sample inhomogeneities (different tube types and manufacturers) [Huang et al., 2004], 
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environmental interactions (i.e., surfactants, molecules and/or tube-tube, tube-substrate) 
[Duque et al., 2008a], and structural defects during the dispersion process [Tsyboulski 
et al., 2007]. Spectroscopy performed on individual nanotubes lift part of this het-
erogeneity, but comparisons between different synthetic methods, suspension agents, 
and nanotube environments are still lacking. 
3.3 Overall Findings 
Here we combined continuous wave (cw) and time resolved spectroscopy performed 
on individual nanotubes to investigate several extrinsic factors which deeply influ-
ence their luminescence properties, namely the synthesis, dispersion, and environ-
ment of the nanotubes produced by the HiPco and CoMoCat processes. We report 
histograms of fluorescence intensity, full width at half maximum intensity (FWHM), 
fluorescence peak location, and exciton lifetime measurements of more than 1000 
SWNTs, all performed by exciting the (6,5) SWNTs to their second order excitonic 
resonance (E22 = 567 nm). Using the same preparation procedure, we concluded that 
(6,5) HiPco SWNTs have ~2x brighter near-IR luminescence than CoMoCat SWNTs 
with narrower FWHM fluorescence intensities and longer excitonic lifetimes. Also, 
DOC appears to be a better wrapping agent than SDBS because DOC-SWNTs are 
more stable (less blinking), brighter, and exhibit narrower distributions than SDBS-
SWNTs. Moreover, we showed that different batches of HiPco-produced SWNTs 
display substantial differences in their chirality distribution and luminescence prop-
erties. 
3.4 Experimental Methods For Single Molecular Study 
3.4.1 Sample Preparation 
HiPco and CoMoCat SWNT samples were prepared using brief tip ultrasonication 
(~10 sec) in aqueous suspensions of the anionic surfactants sodium deoxycholate 
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(DOC) and sodium dodecylbenzenesulfonate (SDBS) at a concentration of 1 weight 
percent (wt%). The SWNT suspensions were then immobilized using 5 wt% agarose 
gels sandwiched between a glass cover slip and a glass slide. 
a.) 
Figure 3.1 : Sample composition of SWNTs with photothermal (a) and near-IR (b) 
images 
Photothermal Images 
Photothermal Heterodyne Imaging (PHI) is a very important technique in SWNT 
characterization because it has the unique ability to probe all tube types and optical 
absorption transitions of individual SWNTs (Sec. 1.2.2) in contrast to near-IR images 
which only probe semiconducting species. 
3.4.2 Setup 
All measurements were performed using (6,5) SWNTs (peak emission at 975 nm) 
excited at their second order excitonic resonance (E22 = 567 nm) with a continuous 
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wave (cw) dye laser (rhodamine) pumped with an Argon ion laser or an optical 
parametric oscillator ( 0 P 0 ) system (~150 fsec pulse, 76 MHz repetition rate or 
every 12.5 ns) coupled into a fiber optic. Near-IR luminescence was detected using 
cw excitation wavelength, in an inverted microscope with a high numerical aperture 
(NA) immersion objective (NA = 1.4 x) in wide field or confocal configuration using 
a CCD camera or a silicon avalanche photodiode, respectively. To switch from wide 
field to confocal imaging, a removable lens was placed between the fiber optic and a 
dichroic mirror. Near-IR emission spectra were detected using a 1-D nitrogen-cooled 
Si-CCD camera on a silicone avalanche photodiode. Exciton lifetime measurements 
were performed using the pulsed beam and a single photon counting Picoharp 300 (Fig 
3.2). In confocal mode, cw or pulsed beams were focused at 430 ± 50 nm (FWHM). 
All laser beams were circular polarized and the experiments were carried out at room 
temperature. 
3.4.3 Criteria for Choosing Tubes 
Our criteria for choosing which tubes to study were that they be of type (6,5), be 
longer than the diffraction limit of our system (~3 pixels), and be sufficiently brighter 
than the background (signal-to-noise ratio > 3x) as shown (Fig. 3.3). 
3.5 Experimental Methods For SWNT Ensembles 
Raw HiPco samples were prepared and characterized using procedures described in 
Chapter 2, Experimental Section 2.4. 
3.6 Results and Discussion for Individual (6,5) Tubes 
3.6.1 S W N T Intensity and Spectrum 
We first compared the intensity and spectral width of the luminescence emitted by 
individual (6,5) SWNTs from two different HiPco batches (164.4, in red and 187.4, 
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Figure 3.2 : Instrumental setup for spectroscopy study-
in black) and one CoMoCat lot (RCU-A013, in blue) dispersed in aqueous suspen-
sions as describe in Section 3.4.1. This procedure produces suspensions of relatively 
long tubes with very high luminescence properties as evidenced by the photothermal 
[Berciaud et al., 2004, 2006] and near-IR images [Cognet et al., 2008b; Tsyboulski 
et al., 2005] in Figure 3.1. For accurate observations, the SWNTs were then im-
mobilized by mixing the suspensions in agarose gels (5 wt%). The preparation was 
sandwiched between a glass cover slip and a glass slide and mounted on an inverted 
microscope for examination. Transferring of the aqueous suspension into the gels did 
not generate significant statistical error on the luminescence intensity of the tubes 
as shown in section 3.9.2. In all measurements, we selected the (6,5) SWNT species 
(peak emission at 975 nm) by exciting them resonantly at their second order excitonic 
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Figure 3.3 : Criteria for choosing best tubes 
resonance (E22 = 567 nm). We first worked in a wide-field configuration by focusing 
the beam of a dye laser into the back aperture of a high NA objective, yielding exci-
tation intensities below 1 kW/cm2 of circularly polarized light on several tens //m2. 
Experiments were carried out at room temperature. The fluorescence was collected 
with the same objective and first imaged on a low noise CCD camera (Micromax, 
Roper Scientific). The initial SWNT concentration was adjusted such that bright in-
dividual nanotubes could be optically resolved (Fig. 3.4a). The fluorescence of these 
bright tubes was then sent to a cryogenically cooled 1-D InGaAs detector (OmaV, 
Roper) placed at the output of a spectrometer to ensure that individual (6,5) nan-
otubes were imaged by monitoring the narrow spectral width of the emission (~22 ± 
1 meV) (Fig.3.4b). 
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Figure 3.4 : Spectroscopy of individual (6,5) SWNTs. (a.) near-IR image, (b.) 
Fluorescence spectrum. 
3.6.2 Statistical Results 
Figure 3.5 shows the histograms of the signal intensity (mean intensity was obtained 
by measuring the average mean intensity of 2 consecutive pixels of 10 images minus 
the background) and full-width at half maximum (FWHM) of the spectra collected 
from individual (6,5) SWNTs processed using the HiPco (batch 164.4 and 187.4) or 
CoMoCat methods and dispersed in DOC. HiPco SWNTs systematically displayed 
approximately twice the brightness of the near-IR luminescence than CoMoCat nan-
otubes. Interestingly, this difference was associated with narrower and less dispersed 
emission linewidths for HiPco nanotubes than for CoMoCat ones. Identical results 
were observed for nanotubes dispersed in SDBS with the only difference that HiPco 
SWNTs of batch 164.4 displayed intermediate fluorescence intensities (Fig. 3.6). No 
difference was observed between the histograms of the peak luminescence emissions 
of the different nanotube batches (538 ± 10 nm, 548 ± 14 nm, and 229 ± 16 nm for 
the HiPco batch 164.4, 187.4, and CoMoCat samples, respectively, in DOC and 311 
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± 20 nm, 509 ± 18 nm, and 210 ± 14 nm for the same samples in SDBS). SWNT sus-
pensions prepared with DOC thus appeared redshifted by approximately 10 ± 1 nm 
in the emission profile (985 ± 2 nm), consistent with previous observations [Arnold 
et al., 2006]. However, the emission properties of the SWNTs remained identical if 
excitation was performed at 567 or 571 nm (peak absorption for (6,5) nanotubes dis-
persed in DOC, see section 3.9.1); therefore, the excitation wavelength used was 567 
nm for all samples to eliminate further experimental variables. 
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Figure 3.5 : Statistical study of individual (6,5) in DOC: intensity, full-width at half 
maximum, and peak location 
The observed differences in luminescence intensities and linewidths are most 
likely due to extrinsic effects such as the local environments of the nanotubes or defects 
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Figure 3.6 : Statistical study of individual (6,5) in SDBS: intensity, full-width at half 
maximum, and peak location 
introduced during the synthesis and processing steps. The same statistical difference 
was also found between the two HiPco batches in SDBS which illustrates the strong 
sensitivity of the SWNT suspension quality on the synthesis conditions, and thus 
the sensitivity of their luminescence properties to the immediate environment. To 
illustrate this point further, we studied the luminescence intensity and linewidth of 
HiPco nanotubes suspended in DOC directly spincoated onto bare glass slides or glass 
slides previously coated by a positively charged polymer substrate (i.e., polylysine as 
in [Hogele et al., 2008]). In contrast to nanotubes immobilized in agarose gels, the 
resulting luminescence of the tubes onto bare or polylysine covered glass slides was 
subject to substantial blinking, which was associated with lower emission intensities 
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and broader emission linewidth in comparison to SWNTs in gels (Fig. 3.7.a) (near-IR 
blinking from SWNTs deposited on polylysine can be seen in Fig. 3.19). We observed 
that increasing the number of aliquots of SWNT suspension spun onto the substrate 
decreased the degree of blinking. This observation is due to weaker interaction be-
tween the substrate and the tubes. Figure 3.7.b shows the dependence of the mean 
luminescence intensities as a function of the mean spectral linewidth for the different 
samples measured under the different conditions. A clear trend indicates that nar-
rower emission linewidth is associated with higher emission intensity. 
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Figure 3.7 : (a.) Fluorescence intensity for HiPco 187.4 tubes in DOC after spin-
ning onto a glass substrate (green) or in gels (blue), (b.) Correlation of the mean 
luminescence intensities to the mean spectral linewidth. 
3.6.3 Time Resolved Spectroscopy 
As often discussed in the literature, degraded emission properties of luminescent 
SWNTs are likely due to the increased role of non-radiative decay mechanisms of 
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the excitons produced in excited nanotubes; up to now, no direct evidence of these 
decays has been observed. Berciaud et al recently studied the luminescence decays 
of individual HiPco SWNTs (batch 162.1) and showed that they systematically ex-
hibited bi-exponential decays due to a weak coupling between a dark exciton lying 
a few millieV (meV) below the bright one. We performed an analogous study on 
the different samples mentioned above. For this study, the nanotubes were excited 
in a confocal setup using either the cw dye laser or an optical parametric oscillator 
(~150 fsec pulses, 76 MHz repetition rate). After photon absorption, the ensuing S22 
excitons decay on a ~40 fsec timescale [Manzoni et al., 2005] essentially into the Sn 
excitonic manifold [Hertel et al., 2008], from which luminescence photons are emitted. 
After identification by their emission spectrum under cw excitation, the near-IR lu-
minescence of the (6,5) nanotubes was sent to a silicon avalanche photodiode (APD). 
Luminescence decays were recorded under pulsed excitation using a conventional time 
resolved single photon counting scheme. 
Figure 3.8.a shows a representative bi-exponential decay of a (6,5) SWNT 
obtained with excitation intensities of 20 nW for HiPco (red trace) and CoMoCat 
(black trace) tube (~1012 photons/pulse/cm2). Given resonant (567 nm) absorption 
cross section per (6,5) nanotube unit of length of ~1012 cm2//j,m, this translates to 
less than one photon absorbed per pulse and per nanotube segment of 90 nm ensur-
ing the absence of multiexcitonic interactions (gold trace represents the instrument 
response function (IRF)). We ensured that the emission intensity remained constant 
during the 10 min acquisition time needed to record accurate decays. A representative 
confocal image of tube intensity and its emission peak can be seen in Figure 3.8.b 
and c, respectively. For the majority of the nanotubes, we observed biexponential 
behavior with short times (rshort) ranging between 10 - 65 psec and long times (riong) 
between 100 - 350 psec (Fig. 3.9.a) consistent with previous observations [Berciaud 
et al., 2008]. Moreover, CoMoCat tubes (black squares, 3.9.a) showed the shortest 
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lifetimes with narrow distributions around 15 psec for the short time and 200 psec 
for the longest component. Conversely, HiPco tubes (red dots, 3.9.a) displayed the 
longest decays (Tiong = 200 - 800 psec and Tshort = 45-65 psec). No correlation was 
found between the decay times and the peak emission wavelengths, and/or between 
Tshart and the weight of the fast decay, denned as Yshort = AshortT3hort/(AshortTshort + 
A-Long?'Long)', where A is the pre-exponential constant (mean 85 ± 5%) (Figure 3.8.d), 
consistent with previous observations [Berciaud et al., 2008]. 
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Figure 3.8 : Time Resolved Spectroscopy, (a.) Representative excitonic lifetime, (b.) 
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We further studied the influence of the immediate environment of HiPco 187.4 
nanotubes on their luminescence decays by comparing DOC suspended nanotubes in 
gels or deposited on surface and SDBS suspended nanotubes in gels, Figure 3.9.b. 
Whereas DOC suspended nanotubes studied in aqueous gels displayed the longest 
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decay times (red dots, Fig. 3.9.b), the same nanotubes spincoated on surfaces (blue 
triangles, Fig. 3.9.b) or SDBS suspended nanotubes studied in gels (black dots, 
Fig. 3.9.b) displayed a broad decay time distribution centered on shorter values than 
DOC nanotubes in gels. Interestingly, while high values of r^g are only observed 
for DOC suspended HiPco nanotubes studied in aqueous gel environments, Tshort is 
greatly affected by synthesis methods and environmental conditions. Berciaud et al 
previously modeled the origin of the two decay times from a weak coupling between 
a dark exciton lying a few meV below the bright one. In the frame of this model, the 
shortening of the decay times —which almost exclusively affects the short component 
—suggests that additional fast non-radiative relaxation pathways induced by defects 
or environmental interactions couple predominantly to the bright state (Fig. 3.9). 
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3.6.4 Correlations 
To evaluate further the luminescence of the SWNTs, we examined the short com-
ponent of the bioexponential decay (rsftori) as a function of intensity and FWHM, 
because Tshort is known to be the main radiative level which is primarily affected by 
synthesis methods and environmental conditions [Berciaud et al., 2008; Hirori et al., 
2006]. Figure 3.10.a shows that Tshart increases as the emission intensity increases, 
while Tghart decreases as FWHM increases (Fig. 3.10.b), clearly indicating that rshort 
is the radiative level most affected by intrinsic and extrinsic factors. Importantly, 
SDBS tubes exhibited a broader distribution across all tube types and techniques 
(studied in this report) compared with DOC. This can be as result of more homoge-
neous surface coverage with DOC than SDBS, effectively isolating the tubes from its 
local environment and thus minimizing interactions. This observation was also cor-
roborated in our excitonic time resolved experiments, which showed longer lifetimes 
for samples in DOC than in SDBS. 
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3.7 Results and Discussion for Ensembles of HiPco SWNTs 
3.7.1 Bulk Spectroscopy Characterization of Different HiPco SWNT Batches 
Substantial spectroscopic evidence was found with individual (6,5) SWNTs to sup-
port our initial hypothesis that the synthesis method (HiPco, CoMoCat) and other 
environmental conditions have a profound effect on the optical properties of indi-
vidual SWNTs. Moreover, we observed that the optical properties of the tubes can 
vary within different batches from the same process (HiPco batches 187.4 and 164.4). 
Here we present bulk spectroscopy characterization of individually suspended HiPco 
SWNTs from batches 113.1, 164.4 and 187.4 after homogenization, ultra-tip sonica-
tion, and ultracentrifugation (as described in Experimental Section 2.4). Characteri-
zation was conducted using Raman spectroscopy, absorbance and fluorescence; these 
techniques will give us a complete picture of the distribution of tube chiralities and 
diameters present in the samples. 
Absorbance, Fluorescence and 2D-Contour Plots 
Figure 3.11.a shows the absorbance of batches 187.4 (black trace), 164.4 (red trace), 
and 113.1 (blue trace) normalized to concentration with well defined and narrow 
peaks, representative of well dispersed suspensions of individual tubes. The peaks 
associated with small diameter tubes in the En region (~900 to 1100 nm) (see Sec. 
1.2.2) are enhanced for the 187.4 batch (black trace) in comparison with the other 
two batches indicating that the concentration of small diameter tubes in this batch 
is higher. Conversely, batch 113.1 exhibits less intense and broader peaks in this 
region. Fluorescence spectroscopy with 785 nm excitation wavelength (Fig. 3.11.b) 
shows high luminescence intensity for small diameter tubes (900 - 1100 nm) in batch 
187.4 as shown in the absorbance spectrum. In contrast, batch 113.1 exhibits higher 
luminescence intensity in the large diameter tube region (~1200 - 1400 nm) as de-
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picted by the blue arrow, while batch 164.4 showed fluorescence peaks with intensity 
in between the other two batches. These two sets of results indicate that the HiPco 
process can indeed produce different amounts of large and small diameter tubes than 
previously thought. It is important to note that the overall fluorescence intensity 
of batch 187.4 was ~4x more intense than 164.4 and ~6x more than 113.1 at the 
same concentration indicating brighter and possibly better dispersed SWNTs in batch 
187.4. 
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Figure 3.11: Absorbance (a.) and fluorescence (b.) spectra of different HiPco batches. 
Black trace, batch 187.4; red trace, batch 164.4; blue trace, batch 113.1. 
In order to examine further the distribution of semiconducting SWNTs in the 
different batches, we constructed 2D-contour plots of the fluorescence intensity vs. 
excitation and emission wavelength of the different batches (Fig. 3.12). This analysis 
shows a complete picture of the distribution of semiconducting tubes in each of the 
batches, with a broader distribution of tube types observed in batch 113.1 than in 
187.4. Batch 187.4 shows high intensity for small diameter tubes and very low sig-
nal for large diameter tubes; in contrast large diameter tubes are the predominant 
species in batch 113.1. Batch 164.4 higher luminescence intensities for smaller diame-
ter SWNTs, -especially (6,5), than 113.1; yet, multiple species of SWNTs are present 
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in both batches. To quantify relative abundance, a histogram of the diameter dis-
tribution obtained from fluorescence measurements was prepared (Fig. 3.12). Batch 
187.4 has the narrowest diameter distribution with a small mean diameter, i.e., 0.747 
nm, which is very close to the theoretical diameter of a (6,5) SWNT (0.757 nm). 
Batches 164.4 and 113.1 have a broader distribution with larger mean diameters of 
0.83 and 1.03 nm, respectively. These 2D-contour plots and diameter distributions 
unambiguously confirm the different distribution of semiconducting tubes in each of 
the batches and corroborate the observations made with absorbance and fluorescence 
(Fig. 3.11). 
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Raman Spectroscopy 
Because fluorescence spectroscopy only gives information about semiconducting SWNTs, 
Raman spectroscopy is used to gain insight to other tube chiralities. Different exci-
tation wavelengths are in resonance with different populations and tube types, and 
thus can be used to better understand the exact identity of SWNTs in a given batch. 
Figure 3.13 shows the Raman spectra of the 3 batches using 785 nm excitation wave-
length, which is known to be in resonance with large diameter semiconducting tubes 
[Dresselhaus et al., 2007a; Doom et al., 2004; Duque et al., 2008a]. A limitation to 
using this wavelength is that the fluorescence peaks of some of the tubes are so in-
tense that they can mask the presence of other important peaks; therefore a very low 
excitation power was required to prevent detector saturation ( ~5 % overall power). 
Nevertheless, we can identify the different fluorescence peaks of the tubes assigned to 
(7,5), (6,5), (8,3) and (9,1) [Moore et al , 2003], the G-band, and the radial breathing 
modes (RBM). Interestingly, the fluorescence signal obtained for HiPco batch 187.4 
with 785 nm excitation was ~2x more intense than batch 164.4, which was ~4x 
more intense than batch 113.1, consistent with the 2D-contour plots and fluorescence 
observations. Moreover, the RBM peaks between 180 and 300 cm"1, which correspond 
to large diameter semiconducting tubes, are less intense in batch 187.4 than in the 
other two batches; however the RBM intensities at 380 cm"1 (small diameter semi-
conducting (5,4) tube, d = 0.62 nm) show the opposite trend. 
Raman using 633 nm excitation wavelength showed several important charac-
teristics (Fig. 3.14). The G-band for the 3 batches is constant with no shifting, and 
no prominent D-band was observed. The RBM, on the other hand, exhibited a very 
different and opposite behavior. 
The peak at ~195 cm"1 was almost nonexistent for batch 187.4, very pro-
nounced in batch 113.1, and displayed intermediate intensity for 164.4 (187.4 < 164.4 
< 113.1). Either a higher concentration of metallic tubes or a greater number of large 
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Figure 3.13 : Raman spectra with 785 nm excitation wavelength of different HiPco 
batches. 
diameter semiconducting tubes are present in 113.1 than in 187.4; based on the ~15 
cm"1 cm"1 positive shift of the G'-band (2500 - 2700 cm"1) in 113.1, we conjecture 
that this batch contains a higher number of large diameter tubes. Moreover, the 
peaks between 220 and 320 cm"1, associated with semiconducting SWNTs, showed an 
opposite behavior: higher intensity for 187.4 than for 164.4 and 113.1 (187.4 > 164.4 
> 113.1), consistent with all the above observations. However, whether or not the 
concentration of metallic tubes is higher in batch 113.1 still remains to be determined. 
Raman spectroscopy at 514 nm excitation wavelength is known to come into 
resonance with metallic SWNTs and the E33 transition of large diameter semicon-
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Figure 3.14 : Raman spectra with 633 nm excitation wavelength of different HiPco 
batches. 
ducting SWNTs. Therefore, this technique can be used to gain insight to the metallic 
population of the HiPco batches and definitely determine if 113.1 contains a greater 
concentration of metallic tubes. Figure 3.15 shows the Raman spectra obtained for 
the 3 different batches. At ~190 cm"1 a new peak appears for 113.1 while the peak as-
signed to metallic SWNTs (250 - 300cm"1) remains roughly constant. The new peak 
at ~190 cm"1 originates from resonance with large diameter semiconducting SWNTs. 
This observation was corroborated by comparing the RBM signal of HiPco SWNTs 
with laser oven SWNTs (Fig. 3.16, green trace), which are known to have a greater 
diameter distribution, in the range of 1.1 - 1.8 nm [Thess et al., 1996; Maruyama 
et al., 2003]. 
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Moreover, the G'-band for 113.1 shifts ~15 cm"1 in the positive direction com-
pared to batch 187.4, which was also observed with 633 nm excitation. The Breit-
Wigner-Fano peak (1550 cm"1) is known to arise from conduction of electrons in 
metallic SWNTs. In batch 113.1, the intensity of this peak lies between that observed 
for 164.4 and 187.4, indicating that batch 113.1 does not have a higher population 
of metallic SWNTs, but a greater distribution towards large diameter tubes. This 
also suggests that the intensity enhancement observed for the RBM metallic peak at 
633 nm excitation is due to the presence of large diameter semiconducting SWNTs. 
Overall, this set of results demonstrates that batch 113.1 has a distribution of SWNTs 
favoring large diameter semiconductors compared with the other two batches. 
Figure 3.16 shows the RBMs of each HiPco batch and one laser oven sample 
using 3 different excitation wavelengths. The first column shows the RBMs with 514 
nm excitation, in resonance with metallic tubes in HiPco samples and the E33 tran-
sition of large diameter semiconductors (diameter > 1.3 nm) in laser oven SWNTs. 
The metallic peak (yellow region) has nearly the same intensity in all of the batches, 
indicating comparable fraction of metallic species in all batches. The peak at ~190 
cm"1 (green region) arises from the E33 resonance of large diameter semiconducting 
SWNTs. This peak is most intense for batch 113.1 and laser oven SWNTs. The RBMs 
observed with 633 nm excitation show the metallic peak (orange region) and large 
diameter semiconductors (purple region). The metallic peak in batch 187.4 is small 
in comparison with batch 113.1 where this peak is the most intense. In contrast, the 
semiconducting peaks are more intense in 187.4 than 113.1. Interestingly, both the 
metallic and semiconducting peaks have roughly the same intensity and integrated 
area in batch 164.4. RBM using 785 nm excitation (in resonance with large diameter 
semiconducting SWNTs) showed a much lower intensity in batch 187.4 than 164.4 
or 113.1 (gray region) but higher intensity at ~380 cm"1 which corresponds to the 
small diameter semiconducting SWNT (5,4), d = 0.62 nm (magenta section), further 
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Figure 3.15 : Raman spectra with 514 nm excitation wavelength of different HiPco 
batches. 
indicating the differences in the tube population. Importantly, similar Raman obser-
vations were obtained with all batches before ultracentrifugation, indicating that this 
step does not deplete selectively any specific type or diameter. We can conclude from 
this set of RBMs that batch 187.4 is highly enriched in small diameter semiconducting 
tubes —especially the (6,5) — with approximately the same population of metallic 
tubes than the other samples studied. Batch 113.1 has a fewer small diameter tubes 
and a higher population of larger diameter. To corroborate these observations, we 
obtained Raman spectra of laser oven carbon nanotubes, which have a diameter dis-
tribution toward large diameter SWNTs, ~1.5 nm. Figure 3.16 shows the RBM of 
the laser oven tubes (green trace), displaying peaks in the lower RBM frequencies 
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(< 200 cm"1), as with HiPco batch 113.1. Importantly, we did not observe any fluo-
rescence signal coming from the laser oven tubes in the near-IR region using 660 or 
785 nm excitation wavelength, confirming the absence of small diameter semiconduct-
ing SWNTs. This set of results confirms the observation that the HiPco processes 
produces different diameter distributions of SWNTs, and underlines the necessity to 
better characterize the produced samples and understand the parameters that control 
the growing mechanism. In addition, some of the contradictory reports in the litera-
ture regarding the quantum yield of SWNTs and/or the excitonic dynamics (see Sec. 
3.2) can be the result of differences in tube population and/or quality or synthesis 
procedure. 
Analysis at the single molecular level using Raman, absorbance, and lumines-
cence techniques should be employed to better characterize the tube populations. 
3.8 Conclusions 
We observed that individual (6,5) SWNTs in DOC have a narrower and more homo-
geneous luminescence spectra than SWNTs dispersed in SDBS. Statistically, we found 
that HiPco SWNTs systematically displayed approximately twice the brightness of 
the near-IR luminescence than CoMoCat nanotubes with narrower and less dispersed 
emission linewidths. These differences in luminescence intensities and linewidths are 
most likely due to extrinsic effects of the local environments of the nanotubes or de-
fects introduced during the synthesis and processing steps. We believe that the SDBS 
samples gave more heterogeneous results because the surfactant micelle is bound less 
tight around the SWNTs, allowing vacancies to form which in turn lead to variations 
in results. 
Time resolved luminescence decays showed bi-exponential behavior with short 
times (Tshort) ranging between 10 - 65 psec and long times ( T ^ ) between 100 - 350 
psec, consistent with previous observations. Moreover, CoMoCat tubes showed the 
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Figure 3.16 : RBM of HiPco batches 187.4 (black trace), 164.4 (red trace), and 113.1 
(blue trace) and laser oven (green trace) SWNTs with 514, 633, and 785 nm exci-
tation wavelength. Green region indicates large diameter semiconducting SWNTs, 
yellow region indicates metallic SWNTs, orange region indicates metallic SWNTs, 
purple region region indicates semiconducting SWNTs, blue and brown regions in-
dicate large diameter semiconductors, and magenta region indicates small diameter 
semiconducting SWNTs. 
shortest lifetimes with narrow distributions around 15 psec for the short time and 
200 psec for the longest component. Conversely, HiPco tubes displayed the longest 
decays between 200 - 800 psec and shorter decays between 45 - 65 psec. 
We found that the immediate environment of nanotubes affects their lumines-
cence decays; DOC suspended nanotubes in aqueous gels displayed the longest decay 
times, but the same nanotubes spincoated on surfaces or SDBS suspended nanotubes 
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studied in gels displayed a broad decay time distribution centered on shorter values 
than DOC nanotubes in gels. Interestingly, rshort increases as the emission intensity 
increases, while rshart decreases as FWHM increases, indicating that Tshort is the ra-
diative level most affected by intrinsic and extrinsic factors. 
We observed that the optical properties of SWNTs can change within different 
batches of the same process (HiPco). This underlines the necessity for complete char-
acterization of the produced samples and the need to better understand the param-
eters that control the growing mechanism of the HiPco process in order to minimize 
sample heterogeneities. 
Overall, substantial spectroscopic evidence was found to support the profound 
effect that the synthesis method (HiPco, CoMoCat) and environmental conditions 
have on SWNT optical properties. Moreover, variations of tube types present were 
highlighted between different batches of the same synthesis process. 
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3.9 Appendix 3 
3.9.1 Excitation with 571 nm Wavelength 
SWNT suspensions prepared with DOC are redshifted by 4 ± 1 nm (571 nm) in the 
absorbance spectra and approximately 10 ± 1 nm in the emission profile (985 ± 2 
nm), consistent with previous observations [Arnold et al., 2006]. However, the emis-
sion properties of the SWNTs remained unchanged if excitation was performed at 567 
or 571 nm (Fig 3.17); therefore, unless otherwise indicated, the excitation wavelength 
used was 567 nm to reduce the number of experimental variables. 
3.9.2 HiPco 187.4 DOC-SWNTs Under Different Conditions 
Figure 3.18 shows the intensity statistics of HiPco 187.4 DOC-SWNTs under different 
conditions: in solution and in a agarose gel. Clearly, the distribution and mean 
intensity did not change after transferring the SWNTs from the aqueous suspension 
into agarose gels. This result indicates that immobilizing SWNTs in agarose gels does 
not affect the optical properties of individual semiconducting SWNTs and will serve 
as the ideal medium to minimize the environmental interactions (as shown in Figure 
3.7.a and described in Section 3.9.3). 
Similar results were obtained with individual HiPco and CoMoCat SWNTs 
suspended in SDBS and after in-situ polymerization of VP (describe in Sec. 2.5.4). 
3.9.3 Polylysine Deposition 
The deposition of polylysine onto glass slides was performed following Hogele et al. 
[2008] which reports to have optimal photoluminescence of SWNTs on surfaces. They 
claimed that the positively charged polylysine reduced the surface—tube interactions 
and enabled the tubes to exhibit their optimal optical properties. We examined these 
claims by depositing DOC-SWNTs onto glass slides previously covered with polyly-
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Figure 3.17 : Statistical study using excitation at 571 nm wavelength 
sine. We found only partial deposition of tubes in small patches where the polylysine 
had adhered to the glass slides (Fig.3.19.a). Moreover, we found substantial blinking, 
with fluorescence intensity fluctuations of more than 80% (from ~210 to ~43 fluo-
rescence oscillation) as shown in the black trace on Figure 3.19.b, compared to the 
near-IR luminescence in agarose gels, which exhibit a stable luminescence (red dots). 
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Figure 3.18 : Intensity statistics of HiPco 187.4 DOC-SWNTs in different conditions: 
solution and gels. 
Snapshots of the near-IR luminescence blinking can be seen in Figure 3.19.C. We at-
tribute this to charge transfer and strong interaction between the positively charged 
surface (polylysine) and the negatively charged SWNTs (DOC). Similar results were 
obtained with SWNTs dispersed in SDBS. This clearly indicates a strong interaction 
between the substrate and the SWNTs. 
Preparation procedure: 
0 Plasma clean glass slides 
0 Add 100 //L polylysine 
0 Wait for 1 hr 
0 Rinse with DI water and dry 
0> Add 50 fjL of tubes, wait 30 min 
$ Rinse again with DI water 
0 Image 
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Figure 3.19 : Polylysine Blinking, (a.) SWNTs on polylysine patches, (b.) near-
IR stability on gels and polylysine. (c.) Snapshots of the luminescence blinking in 
polylysine. Near-infrared images of individual SWNTs were obtained on glass surfaces 
covered with polylysine after spin coating. Numbers above each image indicate the 
intensity of the selected pixel in yellow. 
3.9.4 Photothermal Images of HiPco and CoMoCat Samples 
Figure 3.20 shows representative photothermal images of HiPco and CoMoCat sam-
ples after the same dispersion procedure (Sec. 3.4.1). On average, HiPco tubes were 
longer than CoMoCat ones, as shown in Figure 3.20. 
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Figure 3.20 : Photothermal images of HiPco and CoMoCat samples 
3.9.5 Representative near-IR and Fluorescence Spectra of HiPco and Co-
MoCat Samples 
Figure 3.21 shows representative near-IR images and fluorescence spectra of HiPco 
and CoMoCat samples excited at their second order excitonic resonance (E22 = 567 
nm) with a cw laser. It shows uniform fluorescence intensity with narrow and well-
defined fluorescence peaks representative of individual tubes. 
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Figure 3.21 : Representative near-IR images and fluorescence spectra of HiPco and 
CoMoCat tubes. 
3.9.6 Multi-Surfactant Streets 
Mixtures of SDBS and agarose gels prepared with DOC produce a set of worm like 
micelles, or long linear paths in which SWNTs moved at a very fast rate maintaining 
constant luminescence as shown in Figure 3.22.a-b. This set of experiments can 
potentially be important for measuring 1-D diffusion of nano-objects. 
The suspension was prepared by mixing 0.5 g of agarose in 10 mL of 1 wt% SDBS. 
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Figure 3.22 : Multi-surfactant streets 
To obtain was heat up to 80 °C and 200 fjL of the agarose-SDBS solutions was mixed 
with 20 yL of DOC-SWNTs at 1 wt% DOC and 30 mg/L SWNTs. The resulting 
suspension was examined using procedures describe in Section 3.4.2. 
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Chapter 4 
Antenna Chemistry with Metallic Single-Walled 
Carbon Nanotubes 
4.1 Objective 
The objective of this chapter is to explore the interactions between electromagnetic 
radiation and aqueous suspensions of individual surfactant stabilized SWNTs. We 
hypothesize that under electromagnetic radiation metallic SWNTs will preferentially 
polarize creating a localized apparent field enhancement at the tips due to their high 
aspect ratio and electronic properties —antenna behavior. This field enhancement can 
generate sufficient current densities which might drive electron transfer reactions pref-
erentially at their tips, potentially reducing transition metal salts into nanoparticles. 
In order to demonstrate this hypothesis, we study the redox landscape of surfactant-
stabilized SWNTs, and how their immediate surrounding affects their Fermi level. 
We can test the reaction selectivity between SWNTs and transition metal salts under 
electromagnetic radiation. The selectivity is assessed using microscopic and spec-
troscopic techniques such as atomic force microscopy, ultraviolet-visible absorbance, 
and Raman spectroscopy. At the end we expect to obtain a system with tunable re-
action conditions where spontaneous particle formations are controlled and selective 
deposition is obtained to form novel nanostructures. 
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4.2 Introduction 
Single-wall carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) comprise a large family of cylindrical all-
carbon polymers with remarkable mechanical and electrical properties; the specific 
structure of individual SWNT can be uniquely described by an (n,m) vector (type) 
that defines its diameter and chirality [Saito et al., 1992]. Individual metallic SWNT 
are essentially ballistic conductors that support high DC current densities [McEuen 
et al., 2002] with a finite density of states at the Fermi level and have a high axial 
dielectric constant [Benedict et al., 1995]. As a consequence, metallic SWNT rapidly 
polarize in response to externally applied electric fields. Therefore, metallic SWNT 
can be considered nano-scale antennae [Wang et al., 2004a; Dresselhaus, 2004]. Their 
high aspect ratio, f3 = L/D ~1000, provides a localized apparent field amplification 
factor (equal to the aspect ratio) at their tips, which enables substantial field emission 
currents in vacuo [Bonard et al., 1998]. This polarization-based 'antenna effect' has 
several interesting and useful manifestations like type separation [O'Connell et al., 
2002], conversion of radio frequencies (RF) and optical frequencies into heat [Gannon 
et al., 2007; Imholt et al., 2003], and electrodeposition on the ends of bundles [Bradley 
et al., 2005]. 
Separately, spontaneous reduction-oxidation (redox) processes involving elec-
tron transfers to and from individualized SWNT in anionic surfactant suspensions 
[Moore et al., 2003] have become an active research topic. The ultraviolet-visible (UV-
vis) absorption peaks of semiconducting SWNT bleach selectively upon protonation in 
acidic media [Strano et al., 2003]. Near infrared fluorescence quenching has been used 
to monitor diameter-selective oxidation of semiconducting SWNT by organic accep-
tors [O'Connell et al , 2005]. Similarly, aqueous suspensions of acid-oxidized SWNT 
(bearing anionic carboxylic acid groups) display selective interactions between metal-
lic SWNT and nucleophilic (electron-rich) species like alkyl amines [Chattopadhyay 
et al., 2003] and bromine [Chen et al., 2003b]. These results are consistent with a 
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key spectroelectrochemical Raman study that attributes diameter and class-specific 
redox potential variations to systematic differences in absolute Fermi levels [Okazaki 
et al., 2003]. Representative redox reactions with transition metal species include 
electroless deposition of gold and platinum on Si02-supported SWNT [Choi et al., 
2002], glucose sensors based on SWNT fluorescence quenching by ferricyanide ion 
[Barone and Strano, 2006], silver nanoparticle production upon illumination of DNA-
wrapped SWNT [Zheng and Rostovtsev, 2006], and selective modification of carbon 
nanotubes with metal salt solution via bipolar electrochemistry [Warakulwit et al., 
2008]. Other techniques have been reported to obtain homogeneous and indiscrimi-
nate metal nanoparticle coatings around carbon nanotubes (CNTs) [Liu et al., 2003; 
Jiang et al, 2003b; Ellison, 2007; Rahman et al, 2005]. 
4.3 Overall Findings 
Here, we explore the intersection of SWNT redox chemistry and antenna effects, 
and demonstrate redox processes initiated by microwave field-induced dipoles in well-
dispersed SWNT-surfactant suspensions —nanotube antenna chemistry. We find that 
microwave frequencies activate preferentially metallic SWNT. The process directly re-
duces transition metal ions in solution to produce nanoparticles, both free-floating 
and regio-specifically deposited on nanotube extremities, and shows partial diame-
ter selectivity based on the oxidation potential of the acceptor species involved. We 
demonstrate a charge transfer mechanism based on Fowler-Nordheim field emission. 
This process is quite distinct from previous reports using microwave fields to simply 
heat multi-wall carbon nanotube aggregates in the presence of transition metal ion 
mixtures, which generates disordered metal deposition on their sidewalls [Chen et al., 
2003a, 2004; Luo et al., 2007]. The reactions are activated also by electromagnetic 
fields in the radio frequency (RF) and optical regimes. Atomic force microscopy 
(AFM) images show formation of novel SWNT Nanoparticles-Nanotube Structures 
(nanoPaNTs). The resulting nanoPaNTs include dumbells, SWNTs partially or com-
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pletely encapsulated by metal, rings, and straight SWNT "threaded" through rings to 
form shish-kebab structures. Mixtures of surfactants and polymers apparently disrupt 
the local environment of polarized SWNT, reducing the energy needed for forming 
ordered nanostructures, especially rings. We infer that electrodeposition reactions 
proceed on a significantly faster time scale than ring formation. These processes can 
potentially be used for self-assembly of complex 3-D structures and for templating 
the formation of nanorods with high aspect ratio. The reactions reported here yield 
novel composite nanostructures that could prove useful in applications as varied as 
radio frequency thermoablation [Gannon et al., 2007], photothermal ablation [Kam 
et al., 2005], and photoconversion [Kymakis and Amaratunga, 2002]. 
4.4 Experimental Methods 
4.4.1 Reagents 
Surfactants employed included Pluronics (F88-Prill, HO(C2H40)Tl-(C3H70)m-C2H40) 
BASF), sodium dodecyl sulphate (SDS, C^HasOSOsNa, 99+%, Aldrich), dodecyl-
benzenesulfonic acid, sodium salt (SDBS, CigH^gOsSNa, 99+%, Aldrich), Triton 
X (TX-100, Ci4H220(C2H40)„, 99%, Aldrich), and cetyl-trimethy-ammonium bro-
mide (CTAB, (Ci6H33)N(CH3)3Br, 99%, Aldrich); all were used as received and 
employed at 1 weight percent (wt%) in deionized (DI) water. Transition metal 
salts, all used as received from Aldrich, were used as redox agents, including gold 
(HAuCl4, 99.999%), silver (AgN03, 99.999%), palladium (K2PdCl4, 99.99%), plat-
inum (H2PtCl6, 99.995%), copper (CuCl2, 99.999%), tin (SnCl2, 99.99%), and iron 
(FeCl3, 99.99%). All metal salt solutions were prepared at a concentration of 1 mM 
in deionized water. Unless otherwise stated, all microwave reactions were performed 
in a MARS* (CEM Corporation, Matthews, NC, USA) operating at 2.54 GHz (mul-
timode) with 1000 W for 10 sec. Microwave reactions were performed with 1 mL of 
SWNT suspension (plus variable amounts of metal salt solution, as noted) in 2 mL 
glass vials (1 cm diameter x 3 cm tall). The (uncapped) sample vials were placed 
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over the geometric center of the microwave reactor on an inverted Pyrex dish (80 x 
40 mm); no other accessories were placed inside the reactor. 
4.4.2 SWNTs Suspension Preparation 
SWNT-microwave (MW) interactions were studied using aqueous surfactant suspen-
sions of individualized raw HiPco SWNT [Carver et al, 2005] (batch number 164.4) 
produced in the Carbon Nanotechnology Laboratory at Rice University. The sur-
factant suspensions were prepared using homogenization, ultrasonication, and ultra-
centrifugation following standard literature methods [O'Connell et al., 2002]. Deion-
ized (DI) water (18 MQ resistivity) obtained from a NanoPure system (Barnstead, 
Dubuque, IA USA) was used throughout this work. 
Stable suspensions of SWNT solutions were prepared by first homogenizing 
250 mg of raw HiPco SWNTs in 200 mL nanopure water that contained 1 wt% sur-
factant at 500 RPM for 2 hrs (Dremel Multi-Pro tool, 35,000 RPM, Racine, WI). 
Second, tip sonication (Cole Parmer Ultrasonic Processor, Tip —Model CV26, Ver-
non Hills, IL) was performed in a 20 mL water bath at 20 % power for 2 min followed 
by bath sonication (Cole Parmer Ultrasonic Cleaner (Model 08849-00), Vernon Hills, 
IL) for 2 min. Third, ultracentrifugation (Sorvall Discovery 100SE (by Hitachi), Ro-
tor —AH629, 36 mL) for 4 hrs at 29K RPM was followed by subsequent removal 
of 2/3 volume of the supernatant portion via pipette. Note that our experimental 
observations suggests that homogenization, low sonication time/power, and temper-
ature control of the SWNT suspension are the most important steps to obtaining a 
suspension of SWNTs suitable for electromagnetic experiments. All reactions were 
carried out using surfactant suspended SWNTs at an initial SWNT concentration of 
10 mg/L; SWNT concentration in [mg/L] was determined by dividing the absorbance 
value at 763 nm by 0.043. This value was used to normalize the fluorescence spectra. 
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4.4.3 Spectroscopic Measurements 
Unless otherwise stated, all spectroscopic measurements were obtained with 1 mL of 
SWNT-surfactant mixture in a sterile 1.5 mL polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) cu-
vette (LPS, L324101). Ultraviolet-visible-near infrared absorbance and fluorescence 
spectra were obtained with a Nanospectralyzer Model NS1, Version 1.95 (Applied 
Nanofluorescence, Houston, Texas, USA). Absorbance spectra were obtained in the 
visible and near infrared regions (400 to 1400 nm) using integration times of 500 ms 
and 10 accumulations. The SWNT fluorescence was excited at 660 nm and emission 
spectra were obtained between 900 and 1400 nm using 500 ms integration times and 
10 accumulations. Absorbance at 763 nm was used to normalize the fluorescence 
spectra. Liquid-phase Raman measurements were obtained using 785, 633, and 514 
nm laser excitation with an in Via micro-Raman spectrometer (Renishaw, Gloucester-
shire, UK). Liquid samples were held in a Renishaw Raman Macro Sampling Set in 
a 2 mL glass vial. Raman spectra were collected from 100 to 3200 cm"1 with Wire2 
data acquisition software, using 20 sec exposure times and 1 accumulation. 
4.4.4 Atomic Force Microscope 
Atomic force microscope (AFM) images were obtained with a Nanoscope Ilia (Digital 
Instruments/Veeco Metrology, Inc., Santa Barbara, CA USA), operating in tapping 
mode, using 1-10 Ohm-cm phosphorus (n) doped Si tips (Veeco, MPP-11100-140) 
at a scan rate of 2 Hz and 512 x 512 resolution. Samples for AFM analysis were 
prepared with 20 /xL of SWNT suspensions spin coated at 3000 RPM onto a roughly 
0.25 cm2 freshly cleaved mica surfaces (Ted Pella, Inc., Redding, CA USA). To remove 
the excess of surfactant, immediately after the SWNT suspension was deposited, the 
substrate was rinsed with 2 mL of 2-isopropanol, followed by 5 //L of N-methyl-
pyrrolidone (NMP), and then again 2 mL of 2-isopropanol after which the sample 
was spun for 10 min. To obtain high quality AFM images, we found that the cleaning 
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procedure was fundamental, as well as the addition of the SWNT suspension in a 
continuous flow instead of drop-wise. Drops cause a build-up of SWNT layers that 
tend to form bundle-like structures. 
4.5 Results and Discussion 
4.5.1 SWNT Antennae 
An antenna transmits and receives electromagnetic waves at wavelengths that are 
close to the length of the antenna, and it does so by converting electrical current 
to electromagnetic waves and vice versa. All antennas have two major properties. 
First, their response varies with orientation of the incoming radiation. Second, their 
response varies with their length, being strongest when the length is a multiple of 
half of the wavelength (A) of the radiation (0.5A, 1.0A, 1.5A, etc) [Wang et al., 2004a; 
Dresselhaus, 2004]. Carbon nanotubes have been shown to act as antennae in the 
microwave, radio, optical, and near-infrared frequencies by converting the incident 
radiation into heat [Gannon et al, 2007; Kam et al., 2005; Kymakis and Amaratunga, 
2002]. 
4.5.2 Electric Field Structure Around a SWNT 
Figures 4. La shows the polarized electric field structure around individual bare and 
surfactant-coated metallic SWNT immersed in water. The electric field was obtained 
using a COMOSOL Multiphysics software, see section 4.7.11. This model serves to 
visually illustrate our hypothesis that electric fields (e.g. in a microwave reactor) 
will interact exclusively with suspended metallic SWNT to drive electron transfer 
reactions, especially at their tips (Fig 4.1.b,c). The nanotubes have length L = 1 
/xm and diameter D = 1 nm, and are fully aligned with an electric field E = 1 V/m 
(106 V///m). Good conductors maintain uniform potential by redistribution of charge 
when subjected to external electric fields; the tubes are set to 0 V, the potential at 
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their mid-point. The apparent electric field strength at the tip of the bare nanotube 
is amplified by geometric effects by about (3/2, to yield EUp ~ 500 V/m [Buldum and 
Lu, 2003]. The local field strength decays rapidly with distance r from the SWNT, by 
r
2
 away from the hemispherical ends and fl away from the sidewalls of the SWNT, 
respectively. The SDBS surfactant layer compresses further the electric field gradient 
around the SWNT tip, as discussed quantitatively below (Section 4.5.10). In alter-
nating (AC) fields, an induced potential of 8U = ± EL/2 « ± 0.5 V is expected 
between the SWNT tips and the electrolyte bath a few nm away, significantly modu-
lating their normal redox potential(sec). Semiconducting SWNT polarize weakly and 
are essentially unaffected by such applied fields [Krupke et al., 2003]. 
4.5.3 Alignment of SWNT Under Applied Field 
The alignment of the SWNTs with the applied electromagnetic field, especially for 
metallic tubes, is an important factor that must be considered. This is crucial because 
if the SWNTs do not align with the applied field for the duration of the experiment, 
the electric field gradient around the SWNT tip will not generate, thus no redox 
reaction will occur. To evaluate the alignment of metallic SWNT with the applied 
microwave field, we computed the ratio between the electric torque EF following the 
work of Mendes et al. [2008]: 
ET = KTfasrenlKlK^pL^^p-Vtii x r) (4.1) 
Orientation Vector 
and the thermal energy kT, where k is Boltzmann's constant and T is absolute tem-
perature, then: 
If 11,-L _ (gjVT - £m) 
(em + (eNT-em)Ll±) LlL-L 
(4.2) 
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Figure 4.1 : (a-b) Electric field structure around a SWNT (diameter 1 nm, length 
1 /xm) in a constant 1 V / m field, (a.) (left) and without (right) 3 nm surfactant 
layer, (b.) Redox reactions with transition metal salts, (c.) Selective tip deposition 
of metal particles. 
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We assume that the magnitude of the orientation vector is 1/2 (because we have 
the magnitude of the product of sine (dot product) and cosines (cross product), 
whose maximum value is 1/2), the dielectric constant of the SWNTs (ENT) is much 
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larger than the medium (em) (which is a valid assumption for metallic tubes) and 
we account only for its real part (permittivity). A ratio BF /(kT) > 1 indicates that 
SWNTs will overcome Brownian motion, thus aligning with the applied field. We use 
an estimated electric field strength in the microwave reactor EMW ~ 3 . 4 5 X 1 0 5 V/m 
(Sec. 4.7.3), divided by the dielectric constant of water to account for the capacitance 
of the medium, and we consider a length distribution of HiPco SWNT between 100 
- 1000 nm (INT) with an average radius TNT ~0.5 nm. In these conditions, metallic 
SWNT longer than ~400 nm will overcome Brownian motion and align with the 
applied field within the time scale of the experiment, 10 sec (see Sec. 4.5.4 for 
experimental details), while metallic and semiconducting SWNTs shorter than ~400 
nm will undergo rotational diffusion (Fig 4.2). 
Because the duration of the electromagnetic radiation exposure in our exper-
imental work is ~10 sec, which is about three orders of magnitude higher than the 
characteristic time for dipolar alignment [Jones, 1995] and Brownian rotation [Duggal 
and Pasquali, 2006] (few ms), and the average experimental field strength is 3.5 x 
105 V/m, yields a dielectric alignment energy far in excess of the thermal energy kT, 
indicating that metallic SWNT aligned with the field and polarized. 
4.5.4 Spontaneous Reduction of Transition Metal Salts 
We performed control experiments with various SWNT-surfactant suspensions and 
transition metal acceptor species to screen out systems with spontaneous redox re-
actions and isolate conditions wherein electron transfer reactions could be unam-
biguously attributed to electric field stimulation. 1 mL surfactant-SWNT samples 
(1 wt% surfactant, 10 mg/L SWNT) and 30 ixh metal salt solution (1 mM), were 
heated to 55 °C for 2 hours, then characterized with ultraviolet-visible absorbance, 
near infrared fluorescence, and atomic force microscopy (AFM); no specific reducing 
agents [Kim et al., 2002] were employed. Results are summarized in Figure 4.3. The 
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non-ionic surfactants Triton X (TX) and Pluronics (F88), and the cationic surfactant 
cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) supported rapid spontaneous reactions 
with most metal salts tested, qualitatively indicated by producing colored solutions 
as well as nanoparticles directly observable by AFM. No spontaneous reactions were 
observed in sodium dodecylbenzene sulfonate (SDBS) suspensions with any of the 
acceptors listed. The smaller anionic surfactant, sodium dodecyl sulfonate (SDS), 
supported very slow reactions (taking over 48 hrs) with H2PtCl6 or HAuCl^ We also 
verified that no detectable (by ultraviolet-visible and AFM) nanoparticles were pro-
duced when SDBS solutions (without SWNT) were heated with the listed transition 
metal salts in a multi-mode microwave reactor (MARSx, CEM, 2.54 GHz) at 1000 
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W for 10 sec (standard microwave protocol used throughout this work). Microwave 
processing increased their temperature by an average of 35.7 (±1) °C, regardless of 
the metal salt employed. 
All further tests of microwave field-induced chemistry were therefore performed 
with SDBS. Metal salts were reduced to metal nanoparticles in this system exclusively 
when activated by microwave radiation. SWNT/SDBS + HAuC^ sample tempera-
tures increased by 36.2 (±1) °C during the procedure, just 0.5 °C more than in 
the control sample (no SWNTs). This negligible temperature difference eliminates 
the possibility of significant localized thermal effects via direct microwave heating of 
these well-dispersed nanotubes. Particle formation in this case is clearly driven by 
microwave activation and not by a purely thermal process. Examination of the AFM 
images (discussed below) shows that while a substantial fraction of the SWNTs have 
attached metal particles, others are devoid of particles. The rightmost column in 
Fig. 4.3 shows the percentage (std. dev.) of nanotubes with attached nanoparticles 
as directly observed by AFM. Interestingly, the percentage of SWNT with attached 
nanoparticles decreases monotonically with the oxidation potential of the transition 
metal acceptor employed. This fraction also approximates the proportion of metallic 
SWNT with redox potentials more negative than the acceptor employed (see Fig. 4.3). 
4.5.5 S W N T Redox Landscape 
The SWNT redox landscape for aqueous suspensions of SWNTs in small-molecule 
anionic surfactants, including SDS and SDBS is depicted in Figure 4.4.a. It gives 
a prediction of the Fermi level of the SWNTs as a function of bandgap and their 
relative reactivity, from which we can design a series of experiments in which dif-
ferent SWNT populations can be accessed. Figure 4.4.a is an extrapolation from 
spectroelectrochemical Fermi level observations reported by Okazaki et al. [2003], 
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Figure 4.3 : Summary of spontaneous and microwave-stimulated nanoparticle forma-
tion using various combinations of metal salts and surfactants (dark = spontaneous 
particle formation; light = no particles). 
and plotted in the manner introduced by O'Connell et al. [2005] for semiconducting 
SWNT, who verified the semiconductor valence band levels using organic oxidizers 
to quench fluorescence in the near infrared (both of these key prior works examined 
SWNT in conjunction with aqueous SDS). Okazaki monitored the intensity of Raman 
radial breathing mode (RBM) scattering from individual laser-oven SWNT (with 2 
nm mean diameter) captured on a gold electrode as a function of electrode potential 
versus an electrolyte containing sodium dodecylbenzene sulfonate (SDS). The poten-
tials giving maximum radial breathing mode intensity for given individual SWNT 
were reported as the absolute Fermi level for metals and the absolute mid-gap level 
for semiconductors. Metals and semiconductors were found to follow distinct linear 
trends when plotted against radial breathing mode frequency, respectively, with: 
V/(met) = 1.120 + 22.2 mVxvrbm and V/(semi) = 1.584 + 12.0 mVxvrbm 
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(V in volts below vacuum; tV(,m in cm"1). 
Landscape 
Since the Raman radial breading mode (RBM) frequencies are uniquely related to 
tube diameter by vrbm — A/dt + B (with A = 223.5 cm"1 and B = 12.5 cm"1) and 
the bandgap fluorescence wavelength of semiconducting SWNT varies to first order 
inversely with diameter with An = 1167dj (both in nm), we can generate a simple 
quasi-linear relationship for the Fermi level and redox potentials of semiconducting 
and metallic SWNT as a function of diameter (for metals) and bandgap emission 
frequency (for semiconductors) together (Fig. 4.4.a). Normal Hydrogen Electrode 
(NHE) (VNHE = 0) is usually taken to be 4.5 volts below the vacuum level [Nozik, 
1978], allowing one to relate redox potentials to the work function, which is referenced 
to vacuum (Fig. 4.4.a). 
The redox potentials of SWNT in our SDBS suspensions appear to be equiv-
alent to those in SDS, since the pattern and degree of diameter-selective fluorescence 
quenching by different metal salts with different redox potentials (see Fig. 4.4.b) is 
similar to that caused by 4-amino-l,l-azobenzene-3,4-disulphonic acid (AB) (~0.65 
V vs. NHE) as reported by O'Connell et al. [2005]. The metallic curve in partic-
ular is an extrapolation from a fairly small set of tubes (with diameters of 0.85 -
1.15 nm) observed by Murakoshi, so the Fermi levels for smaller tubes like those in 
our samples (0.8 - 1.4 nm; 1.1 nm average) should be taken as approximate. The 
redox levels shown in Fig. 4.4.a might not be valid for nanotubes suspended in neu-
tral or cationic surfactants due to charge screening around the tubes as discussed in 
Section 4.5.5. If the microwave field only activates metallic SWNT via antenna pro-
cesses, then the reacting-fraction data shown here provide experimental support for 
the diameter dependence of the redox potential of metallic SWNT indicated in Fig. 
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4.4.b, and further implies that the fundamental process involves transfer of electrons 
from metallic SWNT to acceptors with higher oxidation potential. Four important 
observations can be extracted from Figure 4.4.a. 
• The Fermi levels of the SWNTs do not equilibrate with the bath. We attribute 
this to the surfactant layer which creates an insulator around the SWNTs and 
a low k value (Fig 4.4.c). 
• There is a large offset between the semiconducting and the metallic SWNTs. 
The surfactant layer creates an energy barrier between the tubes and the bath, 
which does not allow electron recombination between the bath and the SWNTs 
and leaves the metallic tubes positively charged with respect to the bath (Fig 
4.4.a). 
• The Fermi level of the SWNTs has a systematic variation with diameter depen-
dence. 
• Different populations of tubes can participate selectively in redox reaction with 
organic and inorganic acceptor and donor molecules by adjusting the redox 
potential. For example, different redox level metal salts react preferentially 
with different tube types and diameters (Fig 4.4.b). 
The preferential diameter reactivity can be clearly observed in the selective fluores-
cence quenching of the SDBS-SWNT suspension exposed to different transition metal 
salts such as: Cu2 + , Fe3+ , and Au3 + (Fig 4.4b); as the redox potential of the transi-
tion metal salt increases from 0.342 to 1.002 V, the fluorescence peaks between 1150 
and 1400 nm disappear at a faster rate than those between 900 and 1150 nm (large to 
small diameter semiconductors). This selective fluorescence quenching is consistent 
with the prediction obtained in Fig. 4.2.a. 
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Diameter Dependence 
In order to better illustrate the diameter selectivity predicted with the redox land-
scape (sec. 4.5.5), the fluorescence intensity of SDBS-SWNT was monitored as the 
concentration of Fe(III) ion salts increase. Figure 4.5 shows that as the concentration 
of metal ions increased, the fluorescence peaks decreased at different rates with faster 
rates for larger diameter semiconducting SWNTs. The inset of Figure 4.5 shows the 
rate constant for 6 different semiconducting SWNTs as a function of tube diameter. 
We observed that the rate constant increased linearly with diameter, between 6 and 
15. 
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Rates of Reaction 
The reactivity of surfactant-suspended SWNTs may be controlled by altering the 
Fermi level of the tubes via surfactant selection. Charged surfactant monolayers pro-
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vide an insulating barrier along the tube as well as a surface dipole which generates 
a diameter-dependent potential well. The energy value of the potential well can be 
modified by adjusting the surfactant charges around the tube. This ability is illus-
trated by comparing the reaction rates of Fe(III) metal ions with SWNTs wrapped 
in positively charged (CTAB), negatively charged (SDBS, as shown in Figure 4.5), 
and neutral (Triton X) surfactants. Figure 4.6 shows that the overall reactivity of 
the SWNTs decreases as the surfactant charge goes from negative to neutral, with 
no apparent selectivity with positively charged surfactants (inset Fig. 4.6). This in-
dicates that the Fermi level of the suspension has been changed by only altering the 
surfactant employed. Therefore, for all experiments probing the selectivity of redox 
reactions between SWNTs and transition metal salts in the presence of incident radia-
tion (microwaves), SDBS suspended SWNTs were used so that the broadest spectrum 
of SWNT reactivity is available. Interestingly, we also found that using SDS (another 
anionic surfactant) gives similar diameter dependent reactivity as SDBS, but with 
reaction rates roughly twice as fast as SDBS. This can be caused by differences in the 
packing and/or arrangement of the surfactants around the tube. 
4.5.6 Deposition Morphology 
Figures 4.7.a-b contrast the morphology of nanoparticles generated by spontaneous 
(thermal) and microwave-driven processes. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) of a rep-
resentative spontaneous reaction product, HAuCLi with SWNTs suspended in F88, 
clearly shows a combination of free metal particles and non-selective sidewall decora-
tion of the SWNTs (Fig. 4.7a). This reaction mixture turned reddish and developed 
a strong ultraviolet-visible absorption peak at 523 nm within ten minutes of warming 
in a water bath to 55 °C; both factors are indicative of gold nanoparticle formation 
[Kim et al., 2002]. In contrast, when SDBS-SWNT suspensions were irradiated in the 
microwave reactor for only 10 sec at 1000 W in the presence of HAuCLi, the solutions 
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660 nm excitation wavelength. Inset shows the rate constants as a function of chirality 
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CTAB. The SDBS data was previously shown in Figure 4.5. 
immediately displayed color changes and ultraviolet-visible absorbance features char-
acteristic of Au nanoparticle formation (Fig. 4.8). The Au reduction produces some 
residual hydrochloric acid (HC1) which accounts for the small change of pH after the 
reaction reached completion* and undergoes the following reaction: 
a.) AuCLf + 4e" £5 Au° + 4C1" 
b.) 2H20 ±5 0 2 + 4e" + 4H+ 
c.) 4C1" + 4H+ ±5 4HC1 
*After Au reduction the pH of the suspension decreased about 0.8 units (6.15 to 5.35). After 3 
days the pH returned to almost the starting point (6.03). 
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Several factors support this reaction scheme: (a.) metallic SWNTs have a 
substantial positive reduction potential in this system (Fig. 4.6). (b.) modulation by 
the microwave field will periodically induce at the SWNT tips a potential higher than 
their quiescent reduction potential, and (c.) after electron ejection, the SWNT will be 
positively charged and will have even higher oxidizing power. In combination, these 
factors appear to generate sufficiently high potential to oxidize water and free the 
protons needed to balance the chloride ion and produce HC1, consistent with the ob-
served pH shift. The amount of oxygen generated is not sufficient to generate bubbles. 
AFM images of SWNTs treated in this manner show a highly preferential deposition 
of Au nanoparticles at the tips of the SWNTs (Fig. 4.7.b.3). Raising the initial gold 
concentration (150 /iM Au) resulted in progressive growth of apparently coaxial metal 
sheaths extending back from the tips of some of the SWNTs (Fig. 4.7.b.(4)). These 
sheaths have a fairly uniform height of 10 nm, while the tip particles averaged 14 nm 
in height by AFM. Reactions yielding cylindrical deposits developed a purplish color 
and the 530 nm feature broadened significantly to the red, entirely consistent with 
the known spectroscopic characteristics of gold nanorods (Section 4.5.7 and Appendix 
4.7.5, Figures 4.7 and 4.21) [Kim et al., 2002]. Overall, these deposition structures 
accurately reflect the locations of high field gradients around the SWNT tips, in 
good accord with our model for antenna chemistry with metallic SWNT (additional 
spectroscopic and microscopic evidence of tip deposition is presented in Section 4.7.5). 
4.5.7 Selective Activation of Metallic S W N T s 
To directly probe SWNT type selectivity in these reactions, we analyzed the ultraviolet-
visible and liquid-phase Raman signatures of SDBS-SWNT-HAuCU mixtures after 
microwave processing. Before the spectroscopic data can be analyzed for the relative 
abundance of various SWNT types, the strong absorption peak of Au nanoparticles 
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Figure 4.7 : SWNT-Au nanoparticle morphologies, (a-b.) Representative AFM 
images of spontaneous and indiscriminate sidewall decoration (a) and tip selective 
(b) reduction of Au metal salts onto SWNTs by thermal (a) and microwave (b) 
reduction. 3-D thermal and microwave reduction of Au metal particles. 
at around 530 nm needs to be removed. We achived this by mild centrifugation (Mi-
croD, Fisher Scientific, at 4,500 g for 10 minutes, Fig. 4.8b). Centrifugation quickly 
removes larger Au particle-containing species from solution due to their high density 
(Fig. 4.9b ). Spectra from the supernatant after centrifugation are shown in Figure 
4.9, while Figure 4.11 shows spectra obtained by resuspending the pellets that had 
precipitated upon mild centrifugation. 
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Supernatant 
Figure 4.9a-d shows the spectral effect of adding three different amounts of 1 //M 
HAuCLt solution to the SWNT-SDBS suspension prior to microwave processing com-
pared to the reference suspension without gold (black trace) after mild centrifugation 
for the supernatant section. A significant and progressive depletion of the metallic 
peaks (400-650 nm) (inset, Fig. 4.9a.a) is seen with increasing HAuC^ concen-
tration, along with eventual bleaching of the En transitions of the large diameter 
semiconductors (1100-1400 nm). Further evidence of type selectivity in this process 
is provided by liquid-phase Raman spectra obtained using three different excitation 
wavelengths that are in resonance with different populations of HiPco SWNTs (514 
nm, in resonance mainly with metallic tubes; 633 nm, which samples a portion of both 
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metallic and semiconducting SWNT populations; and 785 nm, in resonance mainly 
with semiconducting tubes) [Kataura et al., 1999; Maultzsch et al., 2005; Telg et al., 
2006; Dresselhaus et al., 2007a]. Importantly, liquid-phase Raman avoids morphology-
related spectral modifications previously noted with precipitated SWNT [Dyke et al., 
2005] and allows quantitative interpretation by integrating the area of radial breath-
ing mode (RBM) peaks for metallic and semiconducting SWNT populations. Figure 
4.9.b-d show the RBM peaks of the supernatant solution using the three different 
excitation wavelengths (b) 633 nm, (c) 785 nm, and (d) 514 nm (see Appendix 4.7.6). 
Figure 4.9.b shows that when the SWNT suspension is microwave processed with 500 
//L of HAuCU solution, essentially all of the metallic SWNT species are apparently 
removed after centrifugation, yielding a supernatant highly enriched in small diame-
ter semiconducting SWNT. We also observed that the integrated area of the metallic 
SWNT peak using 633 nm excitation decreased exponentially with gold concentration 
(Figure 4.10). To further confirm the metallic depletion and diameter (dt) selectivity, 
we obtained Raman using 514 nm excitation, which brings metallic SWNT in our 
samples into resonance (Fig. 4.9.d). We observed that after the addition of 500 //L of 
HAuCU and microwave processing (green trace), the RBM features associated with 
the metallic SWNT were depleted approximately 90% compared to the starting ma-
terial (black trace). Figure 4.9c shows Raman spectra excited at 785 nm (sensitive 
to semiconducting SWNT); the shoulders at 215 and 225 cm"1 ((9,7), dt = 1.103 nm 
and (10,5), dt = 1.050 nm respectively) decrease somewhat more rapidly than the 
main peak at 233 cm"1, which is associated with the smaller (11,3) (dt = 1.014 nm) 
[Maultzsch et al., 2005; Bachilo et al., 2002]. This modest effect indicates a slight 
preference for interactions between larger diameter semiconducting SWNT (or bun-
dles containing them [Crochet et al., 2007]) and the gold acceptor species, similar to 
prior reports employing organic acceptors [O'Connell et al., 2005]. We also carried 
out microwave activation experiments using CoMoCat SWNT; these have compara-
ble length but significantly smaller average diameter [Alvarez et al , 2002] than HiPco 
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SWNT (0.89 nm vs. 1.1 nm, respectively), and therefore should reside at higher oxida-
tion potentials according to the redox landscape depicted in Fig. 4.4a. Interestingly, 
microwave processing of SDBS-suspended CoMoCat SWNT with HAuCU failed to 
generate gold nanoparticles. This could indicate that the native redox potential of 
the metallic SWNT strongly influences the rate of the microwave reaction. Complete 
spectrums are reported in Appendix 4.7.6. 
Pellet 
The SWNT+Au pellets generated by centrifugation were resuspended in 100 \xL of 
DI water in order to obtain liquid-phase Raman using 633 nm excitation. The ref-
erence SWNT suspension displayed no color change after microwave processing, nor 
was a pellet formed during centrifugation. SWNT are present in both the supernatant 
and pellet, as shown by their key spectroscopic features (Figure 4.11.a-c). The su-
pernatant solution (red trace) is enriched in small diameter semiconducting SWNT, 
while the pellet (orange trace) exhibits an enrichment of metallic tubes. The Raman 
spectrum of the pellet has a significantly higher baseline, likely due to lossy scattering 
from the gold nanostructures. Interestingly, the G peak from the pellet displays a 
-12 cm"1 shift, while the intensity of the D-band is higher than in the reference spec-
trum (Fig. 4.11.c). We attribute the change in the D feature to gold nanoparticle 
attachment, while the G peak shift suggests charge injection from the gold nanopar-
ticles; similar shifts have been reported upon alkali intercalation of SWNT bundles 
[Claye et al., 2001, 2000]. Moreover, the Breit-Wigner-Fano peak at 1550 cm"1 that 
arises from conduction electrons in metallic SWNT [Kataura et al., 1999] disappears 
from the semiconductor-enriched supernatant solution, but is prominent in the resus-
pended pellet, again indicating a strong enrichment in metallic SWNT. Figure 4.11.d 
is a representative image of the SDBS-SWNT-Au suspension before and after cen-
trifugation; note that the red coloration from gold nanostructures is removed from the 
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Figure 4.9 : SWNT selectivity in microwave-driven redox reactions, Supernatant, 
(a-d) Absorbance (a.) and liquid-phase Raman RBM using 660 nm excitation (b.), 
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black; 100 //L, blue; 300 //L, red; and 500 //L, green) and subsequent microwave 
processing. 
centrifuged solution. SWNT bundles comprising both metallic and semiconducting 
SWNT [Bachilo et al., 2002] are likely activated by the microwave process and then 
removed from solution during centrifugation, accounting for the decreased concentra-
tion of semiconducting SWNT in the final supernatant. 
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4.5.8 Selective Deposition Under Other EM Fields (Radio-Frequencies 
and Visible Light) 
Selective reduction and deposition of particles was achieved not only using microwaves 
but also with radio frequencies (RF) as well. The RF experiments were carried out on 
SWNT suspensions between a pair of silicon wafer electrodes with insulating thermal 
oxide surfaces (Fig 4.12). The electrodes were spaced apart by 150 fim; 2 MHz RF 
at 150 V peak-to-peak was applied for 3 min using a Huttinger RF power supply. 
Similar nanoparticle electrodeposition was obtained using Pt, Pd, Fe and Cu salts. 
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(d.) Representative image of the SDBS-SWNT-Au suspension before and after cen-
trifugation. 
Interestingly, we also found particle formation at the tips of the SWNTs with 
5 min exposure to a broad band light source (Near infrared to 220 nm) in the presence 
of Pt, Au and Ag salts (Fig 4.12.c). Free-floating gold nanoparticles were generated 
copiously in this reaction; these could result from gold reduction by photoelectrons 
ejected from SWNT by hard ultraviolet lines in the Hg lamp (254 and 187 nm). A 
small fraction of nanoparticles was found directly deposited on SWNT. About 10% 
of the SWNT were decorated. Nanoparticles found on SWNT were concentrated at 
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or near their tips, less tip-specific than with microwave excitation. 
SWNT display optical absorptions due to resonant band-to-band transitions 
[Bachilo et al., 2002; Dresselhaus et al., 2005] and 7r-plasmon excitation [Attal et al., 
2006; Reed and Sarikaya, 2001; Reed et al., 2001]; however, it is not clear whether they 
can support antenna-like collective resonances in the optical regime. Optically-driven 
collective resonances (surface plasmon polaritons) are well known for certain metallic 
nanoparticles [Wang et al., 2006; Laverdant et al., 2007; Maier, 2006], where they 
generate strong electric field gradients at asperities and junctions [Jiang et al., 2003a; 
Redmond and Brus, 2007]. These effects underlie surface enhanced Raman scattering 
[Kneipp et al., 1997] as well as shape-selective photochemistry [Jiang et al., 2003a; 
Maillard et al., 2003]. Similar effects have not been reported for SWNT, even though 
they are excellent conductors with high extinction coefficients. Theoretical studies by 
Burke [Burke, 2003] indicate that SWNT have exceptionally high kinetic inductance, 
which decreases their group velocity (and thus their response frequency) to ~106 
m/sec (300 times slower than the speed of light c = 3 x 108 m/sec). Studies by Han-
son [Hao and Hanson, 2006] show that SWNT with lengths in the micrometer range 
should polarize and display relatively sharp current resonance at low THz frequencies. 
This model is supported experimentally by a recent observation of ballistic electron 
resonance of SWNT in the THz regime [Zhong et al., 2008]. Kinetic inductance is 
diameter —and carrier density dependent; Datta [Salahuddin et al., 2005] has shown 
that metallic structures over about 10 nm in diameter should have group velocities 
close to c; this is supported by Ren's experimental observation of resonant scattering 
by multi-wall carbon nanotubes (MWNTs) in the visible regime [Salahuddin et al., 
2005]. 
Preferential nanoparticle production at the SWNT tips suggests that SWNT 
polarize axially to some extent even at optical frequencies. Given their low carrier 
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density, this result would not be expected based on prior theoretical reports [Durkop 
et al., 2004; Salahuddin et al., 2005]. Further studies are needed in order to clarify 
the complete mechanism of this reaction and reconcile our experimental observation 
with theoretical predictions. 
Figure 4.12 : Representative AFM image of tip deposition of metallic nanoparticles 
by RF (a) microwave (b), and light (c). 
4.5.9 Electrodeposition Kinetics 
Electrodeposition kinetics were examined in the microwave-driven reaction between 
SWNT-SDBS suspensions and FeCl3, which generate relatively few free-floating par-
ticles. Figure 4.13.a shows AFM images of individual SWNTs with metal particle 
formation at four different initial metal ion concentrations; particles were again pre-
dominantly deposited at the ends of the SWNTs. Figure 4.13.b reveals that the size 
of the metal particles (95% confidence intervals) increases sub-linearly with FeCl3 
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concentrations up to 80 //M. Figure 4.13.C shows a representative AFM image of an 
individual SWNT with attached nanoparticles at its tips and their respective vertical 
heights. Initial FeCl3 concentrations above 80 /iM yields spontaneous sedimentation 
of SWNT-metal complexes after microwave treatment; this probably accounts for the 
decrease in observed particle size with the highest iron concentrations. No nanopar-
ticles were detected with starting iron concentrations below 5 //M, which could due 
to SDBS sequestration of Fe(III) cations at sites inaccessible to reduction by SWNT 
tips (at SWNT sidewalls or on free SDBS micelles). The kinetics of diffusion-limited 
electrodeposition on ultramicroelectrodes is well described by [Milchev et al., 2001]: 
T ( zFD^c \ fzFDc\ 
where / is current density, z is ion valence, F is Faraday's constant, D is the diffusion 
coefficient of Fe(III) ions, c is the molar concentration of Fe(III) ions, r0 is the particle 
radius and t is time. Neglecting the first term in Eq. 4.5 (unimportant for sub-
micrometer diameter electrodes [Milchev et al., 2001]), we can expand the current 
density term (yielding q/t = zFDcKr0), where q is charge and using nr2 for the cross-
sectional area), express the amount of deposited material in moles (M = q/(zF)), 
assume a spherical deposit (of volume V = 4/3 7ir3) expressed as its molar volume 
(Vm), to obtain an expression for expected particle size as a function of time, diffusion 
constant, and initial concentration of acceptor species: 
r
2
 = 0.7WmDct (4.6) 
Equation 4.6 yields a near-quantitative match to the experimental data using t = 
1 sec, Fe° molar volume Vm = 7.09 cm3/mole and Fe(III) diffusion rate D = 3 x 
10"6cm2sec"1 [Bluhm et al., 2000]. This satisfying agreement between experiment and 
established kinetic theory (Figure 4.13.b, red curve) for electrodeposition at ultra-
microelectrodes strongly suggests that formation of iron nanoparticles proceeds at 
or near diffusion limited rates and implies electrodeposition currents on the order of 
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10"15 A per SWNT tip. We note that if the iron nanoparticles are oxidized (which 
increases their molar volume, iron basis) then the deposition rate could be as much as 
a factor of two lower (the molar volumes of FeO, Fe204, and Fe203 are 11.97, 14.92, 
and 15.20 cm2/mole, respectively). Using the different molar volume values of Fe 
in Eq. 4.6, we obtained reasonable agreement to our experimental observation (see 
Appendix 4.7.7, Fig. 4.23). 
Figure 4.13 : Microwave electrodeposition kinetics of FeCl3 on SWNT. (a.) Represen-
tative AFM images of microwave induced reduction of Fe3+ metal ions, (b.) Particle 
size distribution on the tips of individual SWNTs. (c.) Representative AFM image 
of individual SWNT-metal complex with their respective vertical distance. 
4.5.10 Theoretical Calculations of Emission Current 
The fundamental mechanism involved in this simple antenna chemistry is an impor-
tant question to consider. Reactant cations (e.g., Fe(OH)2~) may associate with the 
surfactant's sulfonate anions before reduction, while anionic reactants (e.g. AuClg) 
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must reside outside the surfactant's outer Helmholtz plane [Nozik, 1978]. Therefore, 
nanoparticle formation likely involves a long-range electron transfer of at least 3 to 
5 nm. A similar process was described by Graetzel [Miller et al., 1991], who con-
clusively demonstrated a long-range tunneling mechanism for redox reactions across 
self-assembled monolayers of alkane thiols on biased gold electrodes. We estimate that 
the minimum electron transfer rate needed to generate observable nanoparticles in 10 
seconds to be at least 10"18 A (assuming an effective duty cycle of 10%, 100 atoms per 
particle, and 3 e" per Fe ion, we can estimate a nanoparticle size of around 1.1 nm3), 
while the larger particles seen would require currents in the vicinity of 10"16 to 10"15 
A. We quantitatively explored the origin of these rather substantial electrodeposition 
currents using the Fowler-Nordheim (F-N) equation (Eq. 4.7) [Bonard et al., 1998], 
which describes the tunneling current density through a potential barrier under high 
electric field, 
J =
 Kl.E2exp(-^j (4.7) 
Ki = 1.5413xl0"6 £ 
K2 = 6.828 x l 0 7 $ 3 / 2 
where J is the current density in amperes per square meter, K\ and K2 are constants, 
$ is the effective barrier height or the work function in volts, and E is the effective 
field in volts per meter. 
We replace E with f3Eup to account for the geometric field amplification gener-
ated by the aspect ratio of the nanotubes and assume that the emitter area a is 10"18 
m2 (approximate SWNT cross-section). The effective field Etip at the surface of the 
SWNT tip is also modified (decreased) by the relative dielectric constant k of its local 
environment. We use k — 2.3, the dielectric constant of polyethylene, which should 
be representative of the alkyl 'tail' of the SDBS surfactant. Inserting the constants, 
amplification factor, and emitter area yields Eq. 4.8, which is seen by inspection to 
be very sensitive to both field strength E and barrier height $: 
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J=lMKx^m>^(-°*»±p2.) (4.8) 
Below, we explore the values of EUp and $ required to generate current densities 
consistent with our observed results. Since F-N emission is extremely non-linear in 
Etip, we use the peak field strength, 1.414/A; Eavg, where Eavg = 3.5 x 105 V/m (see 
Appendix 4.7.3). 
We first consider the case of a bare metallic SWNT immersed in a hydro-
carbon dielectric (k = 2.3). For analyzing nanotube field emission measurements in 
vacuo, $ is normally set to their work function ~4.7 V [Suzuki et al., 2004]. That 
<& value generates impossibly low currents under our conditions, however. Figure 
4.14.a (green trace) shows the expected emission current (per SWNT tip) for SWNT 
of various lengths when $ is set to 1.5 V, the oxidation potential of a 1 nm diameter 
metallic SWNT. This indicates that only SWNT of several microns in length would 
generate detectable nanoparticles, which is contrary to our experimental observations 
—nanoparticles occur commonly on the tips of SWNT down to a few hundred nm 
in length. Figure 4.14.b. shows the tip currents expected from 500 nm long tubes 
while varying the effective barrier height $; this indicates that <fr must be in the 0.25 
- 0.30 V range to generate currents consistent with observations. This range is not 
impossibly low, but seems unrealistic, even noting that there exist multiple reports of 
long-range electron transfer reactions at scanning probe (STM) tips wherein effective 
barriers of less than 1 V have been observed [Halbritter et al., 1995; Kuznetsov and 
Ulstrup, 2000; Nagy and Wandlowski, 2003]. 
We next consider the more complex case of SWNT coated with a thin insula-
tor in an aqueous environment, and develop a simple model explaining the gradient 
compression visualized in the SDBS-SWNT image in Fig. 4.1. Compared to the bare-
SWNT case, it appears that essentially all of the field gradient around the tip of the 
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nanotubes is compressed into the thin surfactant coating. This initially non-intuitive 
computed result is actually entirely reasonable, considering that the SDBS layer and 
aqueous electrolyte bath form a capacitive voltage (potential) divider network. When 
capacitors of dissimilar magnitude are connected in series, most of the applied volt-
age drops across the smaller capacitance. Here, the smaller capacitor is the 3.5 nm 
thick concentric spherical section comprised of SDBS between the conducting SWNT 
and electrolyte (electrodes). The larger-value capacitor is the semi-infinite spherical 
section of aqueous electrolyte. With a 1 nm diameter nanotube and a 3 nm thick 
surfactant layer, the resulting capacitances are CeiectTOute = Air e0 K^T^ = 1.6 x 10"19 
F and Csurfactant = [4TT e0 Ki]/[r^ - r^ 1] = 3.1 x 10"17 F (using KX = 2.3 e0, K2 = 
80 e0, e0 = 8.854 x 10"12 F/m, rx = 0.5 nm, Ti — 3.5 nm). Since the capacitance of 
the surfactant layer is ~100 times smaller, it captures essentially all of the electric 
potential drop in the system, just as Figure 4. La indicates. Notably, this capacitance 
is sufficiently small that adding one electron to the tip of the nanotube will raise its 
potential by about one volt. 
This gradient compression effect serves to increase the effective electric field 
strength at the SWNT tips, compounding the geometric amplification factor j3 = 
L/2D. Essentially the entire modulation potential, 5U = EL/2, appears across the 
3 nm thickness T of the surfactant layer at the tip of the SWNT. The concentric 
spherical geometry at the tip of the SWNT/surfactant structure further focuses the 
electric field at the SWNT tip by yet another geometric factor, G = (r-i/rxf, where 
r2 and rx are the radii of the surfactant shell and SWNT tip, respectively. G varies 
significantly with nanotube diameter; if T is 3 nm for all SWNT, then in a 1 nm 
diameter tube G = 49 and overall the field amplification is greater than (3 by a factor 
of G/T = 49/3 ~16.3, which we will call C (zeta). C values are plotted for SWNT of 
various diameters in Figure 4.14.C, assuming a surfactant layer 3 nm thick. 
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Returning to the Fowler-Nordheim estimates, but including the potential gra-
dient compression factor £, Figure 4.14.a shows the expected emission current assum-
ing barriers of 4.7 V (red trace) and 1.5 V (black trace). If the tunnel barrier is 4.7 
V, then the short tubes (~200 nm long) cannot generate enough current to produce 
nanoparticles. With a barrier of 1.5 V, however, then the expected emission current 
is sufficient for short tubes to produce nanoparticles, as observed experimentally. The 
blue trace in Figure 4.14.b shows emission current for 500 nm long SWNT (1 nm di-
ameter) as a function of barrier height. Interestingly, barriers around 1.7 V produce 
emission in the 10"15 A range, consistent with our experimentally observed deposition 
rates. Careful additional study is certainly needed, but we consider the experimental 
results to be consistent with a classic Fowler-Nordheim field emission process through 
a barrier roughly equal to the SWNT oxidation potential, noting that the apparent 
field strength is substantially augmented by the nanotubes' geometric factor /3 as well 
as the gradient "compression" factor £ within the surfactant layer. 
4.5.11 Self-Assembled Nanoparticle-Nanotube Structures (nanoPaNTs) 
Based on Antenna Chemistry of Single-Walled Carbon Nanotubes 
Encapsulation 
By sequentially combining the tip selective deposition and exposure to visible light, we 
were able to progressively grow metallic Au nanoparticles starting from the SWNT 
tips, resulting in cylindrical sheaths that ultimately coat SWNTs completely (Fig. 
4.15). Progressive growth was accomplished by first depositing metallic particles se-
lectively at the ends of the SWNTs using SDS as the surfactant under microwave 
irradiation (Fig. 4.7.b) followed by exposure to broadband optical radiation for ap-
proximately 2 hrs (Fig. 4.12.c); the color changed from light red (indicative of spher-
ical Au nanoparticles, inset) to blue (elongated Au nanoparticles) [Kim et al., 2002] 
(see Appendix 4.7.9). In order to maintain a stable SWNT-Au suspension, polyvinyl 
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Figure 4.14 : Emission current of a metallic SWNT in microwave fields, Eavg = 3.5 x 
105 V/m . (a.) Emission current as a function of tube length for bare (green), barrier 
of 1.5 V (black), and 4.5 V (red), (b.) Emission current as a function of compression 
barrier for bare (purple) and SDBS covered (blue) SWNT. (c.) Enhancement factor 
as a function of tube diameter. 
pyrrolidone (PVP) was added (0.25 wt %) after initial microwave exposure; PVP is a 
well-known capping agent used to stabilize both SWNTs [O'Connell et al., 2001] and 
metallic nanoparticles [Sarkar et al., 2008; Tang et al., 2008]. The initial step—tip 
nucleation and formation of small metal sheaths along the sidewalls of the SWNT— is 
due to the accumulation of charge at the tips of the SWNT from polarization (Section 
4.5.2 and 4.5.10). Likely, the subsequent growth and complete encapsulation of the 
SWNTs by a metallic sheath is initiated by a plasmonic absorption of incident light 
by Au. This selective growth resembles previous reports of plasmon photoreduction 
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of silver spherical seeds into triangles with visible light [Jiang et al., 2003a]. The final 
structure of these metallic nanoparticles is dependent on the incident wavelength. 
Figure 4.15.b shows a SWNT with a uniform Au sheath of 4.3 ± 0.3 nm and an 
aspect ratio of ~140. We also observed that the free floating Au particles maintained 
their initial size (averaging 12 nm) (green trace in Figure 4.15.b); we believe that 
the growth of the metal sheath along the tube was directed by the longitudinal Au 
plasmon. It should be possible to extend this templated synthesis to other types of 
nanorods, such as Ag and Pt. Extended broadband optical IR radiation without prior 
tip nucleation in a microwave field led to samples with irregular shaped nanoparticles 
and big agglomerates on the SWNT ends, with an average size of 35 nm ( ± 2 nm) 
and no evidence of SWNTs covered with a metallic sheath (Fig. 4.25). The high as-
pect ratio of metallic SWNT-nanorods could have potential use in nanomedicine and 
molecular sensing or delivery. Au nanorod synthesis using SWNT scaffolds seems 
simpler and more effective than reported procedures for making high aspect ratio 
metallic nanorods [Gole et al., 2004; Gao et al., 2003]. 
Rings 
A variety of unusual nanostructures were observed after microwave excitation of 
SWNT suspensions prepared in surfactant mixtures (SDBS+PVP). SWNT rings were 
formed upon microwave irradiation when the surfactant composition was adjusted to 
0.75 wt% SDBS and 0.25 wt% PVP. Figure 4.16 shows single (Fig 4.16.a-f) and 
bundled (Fig. 4.16.f-h) SWNT rings. Rings were also generated in the presence of 
reducible transition metal salts (i.e., Au, Ag and Cu) (Fig. 4.16.d). We found that 
SDS could be substituted for SDBS in the surfactant mixture without affecting the 
reaction. No rings were obtained in the absence of microwave irradiation or when 
either surfactant was used alone. Experiments in the presence of metal salts some-
times led to ring-dot structure (Figure 4.16.d), where it appears that first distinct 
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Figure 4.15 : SWNT metal encapsulation, (a.) Representative AFM images and 
solution color changes with the progressive growth of metallic nanoparticle along a 
SWNT. (b.) Height measurements of the Au nanorod. 
Cu particles originated at the ends of the SWNT, followed by ring formation (also 
observed with Au and Ag). We infer that particle formation at the SWNT tips and 
ring formation must occur on distint time scales. If, in fact, the ring had formed first, 
the tip field enhancement would have disappeared, either eliminating particle produc-
tion or yielding non-specific side-wall decoration of the SWNT at multiple locations. 
Ring formation therefore appears to be a slower and more energetic process than 
nanoparticle deposition, which proceeds with diffusion limited kinetics on sub-second 
timescales (Section 4.5.9). We note that these SWNT ring-dot structures resemble the 
"c" shaped resonant structures discussed in the literature concerning negative index 
materials [Pendry et al., 1999]. This suggests that ring-dot structures with SWNT 
tips separated by (insulating) metal oxide nanoparticles might have interesting EM 
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scattering properties. Additional representative AFM images of these products at 
different magnifications are shown in Figure 4.17.a-d. It can be seen that a high 
yield of rings was obtained with relatively small diameters. Figure 4.17.e shows the 
diameter distribution of the SWNT rings ranging between 30 and 75 nm, with a mean 
diameter of 50 nm. Also shown are remarkable structures that appear to be long, 
unmodified SWNTs "threaded" through one or more rings in shish kebab fashion. 
These results may indicate type selectivity in ring formation under microwave irra-
diation, based on experimental findings of preferential activation of metallic SWNT 
under similar operating conditions (Section 4.5.7). Although ring formation has been 
seen and studied in the SWNT/CNT context for several years [Buldum and Lu, 2003; 
Martel et al., 1999b,a; Liu et al., 1997; Sano et a l , 2001; Zhang et al., 2003], this is 
the first reported incident of ring formation as a result of microwave irradiation. 
Figure 4.16 : Representative AFM image of SWNT rings, (a-f.) Individual SWNT 
rings, (f-h.) Rings of SWNT bundles, (b-f.) Rings with overlapping ends, (c-
d.) Rings with metallic particles on the side-walls (c.) and at the ends (d.). (f.) 
Racket-like SWNTs rings. 
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Figure 4.17 : Representative AFM images of SWNT rings on sticks, (a-d.) AFM 
images at 10 (a), 5 (b), 2.5 (c) and 0.75 (d) /zm of SWNT rings on sticks, (e.) 
Diameter distribution of SWNT rings for several AFM images. 
Rings Formation Energetics 
Although we cannot yet explain the ring formation mechanism, we suspect that the 
field-induced accumulation of charges at the SWNT tips is involved, along with re-
sulting electrochemical and/or electrostatic effects. The energetics of SWNT bending 
dictate that the active mechanism must either reduce their bending stiffness, or gen-
erate substantial bending forces. 
Ring formation is well known and understood in semi-flexible filaments and 
molecules like DNA [Bloomneld, 1991; Vasilevskaya et al., 1997; Fang and Hoh, 1998; 
Schnurr et al., 2000; Montesi et al., 2004]. For example, it has been theoretically 
shown and observed experimentally that semi-flexible molecules in poor solvents can 
undergo conformational changes to minimize solvent contact and obtain a more ener-
getically favorable configuration, which can result in partially collapsed shapes, racket 
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conformations, and tori [Montesi et al., 2004; Schnurr et al., 2000]. These conforma-
tions reduce molecule-solvent contact without causing excessive bending penalties 
and result from the interplay between two opposite forces: the bending force related 
to the chain stiffness and the self-attraction. However, the metastable (unraveled) 
configuration is separated from the lower-energy shapes (rackets, tori) by an energy 
barrier. Essentially, the chain must bend into higher energy conformations before the 
self-attractive forces take over and drive loop closure. Normally, thermal fluctuations 
provide the barrier-crossing mechanism; when such thermal fluctuations are too weak 
compared to the bending stiffness, no conformational changes (ring formation) are 
observed unless external forces bend the chains causing the crossing of the energy 
barrier [Montesi et al., 2004]. The simplest model that can effectively capture the 
competition of bending and self-attraction (see, e.g., Martel et al. [1999a] and Schnurr 
et al. [2000, 2002] ) is based on a semi-flexible filament whose total energy U includes 
a bending energy f/6 dependent on the bending stiffness K, and a self-attractive energy, 
U0, dependent on the self-attractive potential per unit length of overlapping u0 
u=ub+u
°=rLd3{Ts) ~Xu° <4-9 ) 
where L is the length of the filament, s is arc length along the filament contour, 6 
is the angular position, r is the ring radius, and A is the extent of overlap (Figure 
4.18.a). Here we have disregarded the effect of the coordination number in filaments 
with multiple self-overlaps, which changes quantitatively (but not qualitatively) the 
energy of tightly wound filaments (see discussion in Schnurr et al. [2002]). Assuming 
that the filament shape is circular yields s = Or and A = L-2n and the final expression 
of the total energy 
U = ^(L-2TT)U0 (4.10) 
for 
2nr < L and U = K,L/2r2 for 2nr>L 
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Equation 4.10 can be used to plot an energy landscape which illustrates the 
energy of a chain at different stages of ring formation (Fig.4.18.b). Clearly, the energy 
minimum is in the ring configuration for sufficiently strong self-attraction, as in the 
case of SWNTs, where the self-attractive potential per unit length of overlap is 500 
eV/fim [Thess et a l , 1996]. However, in order to fold, the filament must overcome 
an energy barrier 
jjmax
 = 2?r2 « = 2ir2kbT^ (4.11) 
Li 1J 
where kb is Boltzmann's constant, T is temperature and Lp=K/(kbT) is the fila-
ment persistence length. Therefore, the energy barrier can be estimated based on 
the SWNT persistence length. Martel et al. [1999a] and Yakobson et al. [1996] com-
puted Lp by treating SWNTs as continuum elastic cylindrical thin shells, for which 
K = 7rCr3; Martel et al estimated C~ 130 N/m based on early theoretical modeling 
by Yakobson et al. [1996]; Kudin et al. [2001] later computed C « 345 N/m based 
on ab-initio calculations. Direct measurements of the persistence length of SWNTs 
in water [Fakhri et al., 2008; Duggal and Pasquali, 2006] show that the persistence 
length of typical HiPco SWNTs (diameters « 0.8 to 1.2 nm) ranges from 25 to 140 
jtim (i.e., C « 680 N/m ). 
A relatively long, thin SWNT with Lp = 25 fim and L — 2 /mi would have 
to overcome an energy barrier Um a a :~ 250&(,T « 6.3 eV before self-attraction would 
take over and close the ring; even using the lower theoretical estimate of persistence 
length of Martel yields a minimum activation energy \Jmax?z, 50hT ~ 1.3 eV for 
ring formation. Importantly, Martel's method, (Equation 4.12 which is based on 
continuum mechanics theory [Yakobson et al., 1996], is similar to the one proposed 
by us in Equation 4.11: 
£* = ^ (4-12) 
where Y is the Young modulus, r is the ring radius and / = (n/4)[r'4-(r'-t)'i] is the 
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geometrical moment of inertia of a tube having external radius r' and wall thickness 
t {t = 0.35 nm). Martel's approach can be cast in terms of in-plane stiffness by-
expanding and rearranging the geometrical moment of inertia as follows: 
/ = (TT/4) [r'4 - (r' - t)4] = (TT/4) [r'4 - (r'4 - Ar'H + 6r'H2 - Ar't* + t)] (4.13) 
replacing Eq. 4.13 into Eq. 4.12 and knowing that r' = d/2 we obtain: 
yf[d*-3dH + 4dt*-2t*} 
2r2 V*-1*) 
then Martel's in-plane stiffness is CMartel = Yirt/8; which gives the implied in-plene 
value of 130 N/m. 
Clearly, the energy barrier to form the rings is too high (on the scale of kb T) 
for spontaneous activation (in fact, no rings are observed in the absence of EM fields). 
How the EM field is able to transmit so much energy to bend the SWNTs is not at 
all clear. The active ring formation mechanism must generate substantial buckling 
and bending forces; the attractive interactions between SDBS and PVP [Duque et al., 
2008a; Atkin et al., 2005; Brackman and Engberts, 1993; Strano et al., 2003; Zanette 
et al., 1997; Zhai et al., 2004] may assist this mechanism by bridging opposite ends of 
a bending SWNT and therefore stabilize the intermediate configurations. We suspect 
that the field-induced accumulation of charge at the SWNT tips is the primary cause 
of the bending forces, along with corollary electrochemical and electrostatic effects. 
Although the minimum energy configuration is that of a tightly wound ring, 
only a small degree of overlap (tens of nm) is required to stabilize the ring confor-
mation. Figure 4.16) show rings with small overlap (e.g., 20 nm in Figure 4.16.b) 
as well as racquet shapes with ~50 nm overlap (Figure 4.16.f); these conformations 
are kinetically trapped states, similar to those observed in SWNT systems [Martel 
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et al., 1999a,b] and in the condensation of DNA and other semifiexible structures 
[Vasilevskaya et al , 1997; Fang and Hoh, 1998; Schnurr et al., 2002; Montesi et al., 
2004]. 
Overall, these observations suggest that the electromagnetic field induces unan-
ticipated compressive and bending forces needed to start the process of SWNT ring 
formation. The PVP chains may contribute to the ensuing of such forces or lower 
the activation energy by bridging opposite sides of a bending SWNT. Further exper-
imental and theoretical work is needed to explain the formation of rings driven by 
electromagnetic fields. 
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Figure 4.18 : Self-attraction energy to induce ring formation, (a.) Ring overlapping, 
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4.6 Conclusions 
We have found compelling evidence for antenna chemistry using highly dispersed 
SWNT-surfactant suspensions in a variety of electromagnetic fields (radio-frequency, 
microwave, and light). Electric field-driven redox processes with reducible transi-
tion metal salts result in tip-specific deposition of metallic nanoparticles and sheaths, 
yielding novel nanoparticle-nanotube structures. These nanoPaNTs structures in-
clude dumbells, SWNTs partially or completely encapsulated by metal, rings and 
straight SWNT "threaded" through rings to form shish-kebab structures suggesting 
routes towards the formation of spontaneous yet complex 3-D structures and high as-
pect ratio nanorods via template synthesis. We find substantial evidence that metal-
lic nanotubes participate preferentially in these reactions, which suggests a general 
route for separating and fractionating metallic nanotube species. Reduction of Fe(III) 
species to produce nanoparticles on the SWNT tips appears to proceed at or near 
diffusion-limited rates. These redox processes appear to proceed via a long-range elec-
tron transfer mechanism involving tunneling or outright field emission into solution. 
The effective electric field at the tips of metallic SWNT is enhanced by their aspect 
ratio as well as a gradient "compression" effect caused by the thin, \OW-K dielectric 
shell of surfactant molecules. Reduction of transition metal salts under these condi-
tions to produce nanoparticles further implies strong rectification despite symmetric 
AC field stimulation. The formation of rings occurs only under microwave irradiation 
and when negatively charged surfactants (SDS or SDBS) are combined with PVP, 
which is known to disrupt the surfactant micelles around SWNTs, thus decreasing 
the energy needed for ring closure. Metal salts are not required for ring formation. 
Moreover, we observed that ring formation occurs more slowly than oxidation reac-
tions. We anticipate that the novel composite nanostructures (nanoPaNTs) produced 
by this approach could prove to be useful nanoelectronics and catalysts, while the un-
derlying electron transfer and rectifying processes could eventually lead to interesting 
applications in energy harvesting, nanomedicine, and chemical synthesis. 
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4.7 Appendix 4 
4.7.1 Near Infrared Fluorescence of SDBS-SWNT with Transition Metal 
Salts 
Figure 4.4.b shows the NIR fluorescence spectrum with 660 nm excitation wavelength 
of 1 mL SDBS-SWNT solution (10 mg/L) after the addition of 60 //L of 1 mM 
metal ions (Cu, orange; Fe, magenta; Au, green, and reference solution, black). NIR 
fluorescence quenching for semiconducting SWNT clearly depends on the oxidation 
potential of the metal salt added and systematically depends on SWNT diameter. 
The driving force for oxidative electron transfer increases with tube diameter, so the 
larger SWNT species are more thoroughly quenched. This result is consistent with 
the work of Okazaki et al. [2003] and O'Connell et al. [2005] described in the main 
text. We conclude that the redox model based on these works which employed SDS 
SWNT suspensions are valid for the present work. 
4.7.2 Spontaneously Deposited Nanoparticle Diameter Statistics 
Nanoparticles were spontaneously produced in a mixture of 1 mL F88 SWNTs and 30 
fiL HAuCLi (1 mM) upon heating to 55 °C for 2 hrs. Ultraviolet-visible spectra and 
TEM images (not shown) confirm the presence of gold nanoparticles. The heights 
of 50 such Au nanoparticles were measured by AFM and compiled in a histogram 
as shown in Figure 4.19. The sample showed an average height of 9.7 nm with a 
standard deviation of 2 nm. Similar particle distributions were observed with other 
metal salts and the average particle size increased with higher metal concentration. 
4.7.3 Electric Field Strength in Sample Medium 
We estimate the effective electric field strength in the microwave reactor using two 
approaches. The first is based on energy conservation in conjunction with the Poynt-
ing vector [Jackson, 2006]. Since the SWNT samples are so small (1 mL), we assume 
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Figure 4.19 : Histogram of particle size. 
that the microwave energy coming into the reactor from the magnetron is dissipated 
uniformly over the interior surface of the working chamber. Given a 1 kW input 
power and 2.1 m2 interior surface area, the local power density is ~476 W/m2. Using 
this value in conjunction with the Poynting vector [Jackson, 2006] (Eq. 4.15), which 
relates power flow across a surface to the average electric field strength (Eq. 4.16), 
we compute the (free space) electric field strength (Eq. 4.20) to be ~3.5 x 105 V/m. 
S = ExH=—ExB (4.15) 
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Solving for the time average magnitude of the Poynting vector in terms of E 
!o£./£0|B?|2 
<i5i>=lV^12 (416) 
And isolating E, we obtain 
£ 
. ^ 4 ^ (4-17) 
A second approach for estimating the electric field strength in the reactor is based 
on observed solution heating rates in conjunction with established dielectric heating 
theory (Eq. 4.18) and physical constants for water [Piyasena et al., 2003]. 
LT 2 tntfe*', tan 8V* ^ 
Cpp 
1.0 mL samples of DI water, processed under the standard microwave protocol, heated 
by 25.0 °C. Using / = 2.45 GHz and 12 for the loss factor (e'r tan 5) and 4.18 J /(g 
K) for the heat capacity of water, we obtain a field strength of 2.99 x 103 V/m 
within the sample. Adjusting for the dielectric constant of water, 80, we obtain an 
estimate for the average electric field in the microwave reactor of 2.39 x 105 V/m 
(Eq. 4.18). Given that the sample would have lost some heat to the sample vial and 
cooled somewhat prior to temperature measurement, this is a lower bound on the 
electric field strength and acceptably close to the first value generated above to serve 
as an experimental verification. We therefore use the value derived from the Poynting 
vector, 3.5 x 105 V/m, in the field emission and alignment calculations. 
4.7.4 Multipanel Deposition 
Figure 4.20 shows representative AFM images of different steps in the metallic de-
position onto SWNTs. Shown are the SWNT starting material, sidewall decoration 
obtained with thermal procedures, tip deposition obtained upon exposure to mi-
crowave and metal salts (given are images taken in amplitude and height modes) as 
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Figure 4.20 : Representative AFM images of metal deposition on SWNTs 
are all 1 /xm. 
well as elongated tip deposition. Scale bars are all 1 //m. 
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4.7.5 Nanoparticle Spectroscopy 
Figure 4.21 shows a representative image of solutions containing SWNTs with differ-
ent types of Au nanoparticle tip deposition and its corresponding absorbance spec-
trum. The black trace in the spectrum is the starting material; one can see the 
representative peaks for the SWNTs (~5 mg/L). Depending on the amount of metal 
salt added, after microwave reaction we observed that a strong peak at around 523 
nm develops for the spherical nanoparticles (in red, 50 //L of Au salt solution). If the 
concentration of metal salts is increased (120 JJL), this feature broadened significantly 
(blue trace) indicative of large and elongated Au particles. 
Wavelength (nm) 
Figure 4.21 : Spectroscopy images of nanoparticles. (a.) Image of the different 
particle sizes, (b.) Absorbance of different particle size. 
4.7.6 Liquid-Phase Raman Spectroscopy 
Raman spectra were obtained using three different excitation wavelengths 785, 633, 
and 514 nm of SDBS-SWNT-Au suspensions after addition of different amounts of 1 
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mM Au salt solutions (0 /xL reference, black; 100 /zL, blue; 300 fiL, red; and 500 /xL, 
green) and subsequent microwave processing (Fig. 4.22). Since 785 nm excitation 
wavelength is mostly in resonance with small diameter (dt) semiconductive HiPco 
SWNTs, fluorescence signals (1100 - 3200 cm"1, d4 = 0.69 - 0.88 nm) can also be 
obtained for different SWNTs. The integrated area of these peaks decreases at a 
faster rate for larger diameter semiconductive tubes (2100 - 3200 cm"1, dt = 0.78 -
0.88 nm) than for small diameter SWNTs (1100 - 2100 cm"1, dt = 0.69 - 0.75 nm) 
[Bachilo et a l , 2002; O'Connell et al., 2002; Moore et al., 2003; Jackson, 2006; Strano 
et al., 2004]. Even though these are small diameter SWNTs, this is yet another 
spectroscopic indication of our diameter selectivity. 
4.7.7 Fe Nanoparticles at S W N T Tips 
Figure 4.23 shows the fitting of our experimental observation using Eq. 4.6 for dif-
ferent types of iron particles. We observed that our experimental observations (black 
squares) are within the theoretical prediction (Eq. 4.6) for metallic or metal-oxide 
nanoparticles, especially within the lower Fe concentrations where the particles are 
not precipitating out of solution. 
4.7.8 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) 
Figure 4.24 shows the XPS spectrum of SWNTs containing Fe with (blue trace) and 
without (black trace) exposure to microwave field. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy 
(XPS) was performed on a PHI Quantera SXM Scanning X-ray Microprobe (Chan-
hassen, MN USA) with a pass energy of 26.0 eV, 45° takeoff angle and a 100 /xm beam 
size. The samples were collected after inducing flocculation of the SWNT-Fe suspen-
sion via acetone addition. XPS Fe signal was only obtained for the suspension that 
underwent microwave exposure (blue). The integrated area of the peaks indicated 
that the resulting nanoparticles were composed of 43.5% Fe, 52.8% Fe203 (2P3/2), 
and 3.7 % Fe2C>3 (2Pi/2). It is important to note that the signal was low due to the 
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Figure 4.22 : Complete Raman spectra of SWNT-Au solution at 514, 633, and 785 
nm excitation. 
overall low concentration of metal particles (designed to minimize the flocculation of 
the SWNT suspension due to the Fe ions). 
4.7.9 Formation of nanoPaNTs 
nanoPaNTs were obtained using various experimental procedures and electromagnetic 
radiation. Selective deposition of particles at the ends of the SWNTs (dumbells) were 
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Figure 4.23 : Theoretical fitting to particle size. 
obtained using microwaves, radio frequencies, and light irradiation. The microwave 
radiation source was a multi-mode microwave reactor (MARSX, CEM Corporation, 
2.54 GHz. Matthews, NC, USA) programmed at 1000 W. The reactions were car-
ried out in the center of the microwave using 5 mL of SWNT suspensions and 8 
sec exposure time. RF low frequency radiation was provided by an AC power sup-
ply (Huttinger, 13.56 MHz. Farmington, CT, USA). The 40 /xL sample containing 
SWNTs and Au salts was placed between two silica oxide wafers (n-type arsenic, 
3.5/im oxide layer, Wafer World, West Palm Beach, FL USA) spaced 150 //m apart 
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Figure 4.24 : XPS spectra of SWNTs containing Fe nanoparticles. 
by a glass cover slip and exposed to 150 V for 3 min. The source of light irradi-
ation was a mercury arc lamp (ACE glass, near infrared to 220 nm ultraviolet at 
150 W, Vineland, NJ). Light-irradiated samples were exposed for 5 min. All samples 
were prepared from suspensions with a SWNT concentration of 5 mg/L to which 50 
fjL solutions of 1 mM metal ion salts (Au, Pt, Ag or Fe) were added. Progressive 
growth of nanoparticles and complete metal sheath encapsulation were obtained by 
first performing selective metal deposition at the SWNT tips via microwave exposure 
followed by exposure to light irradiation using a mercury arc lamp for 2 hrs. During 
light irradiation, 10 aliquots (50 //L each) of metal salts (1 mM) were added every 10 
min. Ring structures were obtained in separate experiments that utilized a mixture of 
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surfactants (0.75 wt% SDBS and 0.25 wt% PVP) under microwave irradiation, with 
and without the presence of metal salts. 
4.7.10 Extended Broadband Optical Radiation 
Extended irradiation with broadband light source (near infrared to 220 nm ultraviolet 
at 150 W) gave nanoparticle formation of agglomerates mostly extending from the 
ends of the tubes. No specific particle size and shape were obtained. 
Figure 4.25 : Representative AFM image of extended broadband optical radiation. 
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4.7.11 Electric Field Structure Around a S W N T Calculation 
The electric field model was generated using COMSOL Multiphysics 3.4 software, 
numerically solving the Maxwell equations in two dimensions with axial symmetry. 
The field gradient is calculated by setting the applied potential and geometry. Because 
the electric field is irrotational, it is possible to express the electric field as the gradient 
of a scalar function, called the electrostatic potential or voltage. An electric field, E, 
can be expresed as points from regions of high potential, to regions of low potential, 
<p, as: 
E = - v v (4-19) 
since there is no charge distribution, the electric field becomes: 
V 2 0 = O (4.20) 
which is Laplace's equation. The model assumes that the SWNT is a metallic rod with 
uniform potential of 0 V located half-way between a pair of boundaries set respectively 
at + 1 V/^m and -1 V//xm. The nanotube is modeled as a hemispherically-capped 
cylinder and has a length of 1 /j,m and aspect ratio of 1000:1. The nanotube is aligned 
with the electric field generated by the fixed potential boundaries. The dielectric 
constant of the medium is set at 80 e0, to mimic the aqueous environment used in the 
experiments. The surfactant shell was modelled as a hemispherically-capped cylinder 
extending three units (nanotube diameter = 1 nm = 1 unit) with dielectric constant 
of 3 e0 (appropriate for hydrocarbons), to mimic the hydrophobic tails of SDBS and 
assuming field continuity at the hydrocarbon/water interface. 
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Chapter 5 
Carbon Nanotube Electrochemical Photocathodes 
with Optical Rectenna Behavior 
5.1 Objective 
The aim of this chapter is to develop a photovoltaic (PV) that converts incident light 
into current. We are using the antenna like behavior from carbon nanomaterials with 
a current rectifying diode to inject electrons in solution. These electrons can be col-
lected in the form of current or used to drive redox reactions. 
5.2 Introduction 
Energy deficiency is one of the most important challenges that affect humanity [Smal-
ley, 2005; Lewis, 2007]. Due to rapidly rising global energy costs and demand, energy 
security issues and solar energy harvesting technologies have become increasingly 
important. The projected world energy consumption is approaching a deficit of a ter-
awatt (TW) [Smalley, 2005] making renewable energy sources a topic of high interest. 
Solar energy is the most abundant renewable source of energy, with an estimated flux 
of 165,000 terawatts (TW) hitting the earth continuously. Effective conversion (only 
0.1 percent) of the incident solar energy into electricity could solve a major part of hu-
manity's energy problems [Lewis, 2007], and photovoltaic (PV) technologies are one 
the most promising approaches to capture sunlight and generate electricity [Lewis, 
2007]. PV devices generate electricity from an incident wavelength source by utilizing 
a photodiode array that allows electrical current to flow in only one direction [Shah 
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et al., 1999]. Despite the multiple efforts, limited efficiency and expensive single crys-
tal materials hinder its applicability [Lewis, 2007]. In recent years through material 
engineering and device innovation, several improvements have been made; however, 
multi-gap PVs which are affordable and easily made are still lacking [Oregan and 
Gratzel, 1991; Kamat, 2007]. 
One type of optical multi-gap device that converts incident radiation to elec-
tricity with high efficiency (90% overall) [Brown, 1984] and feasible economics is an 
optical rectifying antenna (rectenna). Optical rectennas consist of two key elements: 
an optical antenna that absorbs the incident light and a diode that rectifies the tran-
sient alternating current (AC) signal [Brown, 1984]. Rectifying barriers have been 
constructed from self-assembled monolayers (SAM) in non-linear rectifying devices 
[Reed et al., 1997; Tour, 2000]. The development of photovoltaic devices made of 
carbon nanotubes (CNTs) [Dresselhaus, 2004] or metallic nanowires [Fletcher, 1973; 
Lin et al., 1996] which behave as optical antennae have proven to be of great impor-
tance across multiple disciplines. CNTs are excellent candidates for optical antennas 
due to their size and electronic and optical properties [Saito et al., 1992]. Single 
walled carbon nanotube (SWNT) networks have been shown to efficiently absorb and 
thermalize electromagnetic radiation across the RF [Gannon et al., 2007], microwave 
(MW) [Imholt et al., 2003], and optical [Ajayan et al., 2002] regimes. Therefore, 
SWNTs can be considered nano-scale antennae [Wang et a l , 2004b]. Recently, it 
was shown that sparse arrays of vertically aligned multi-walled carbon nanotubes 
(MWNTs) do indeed act as optical antennae and resonantly scatter visible light in 
a length dependant manner [Kempa et al., 2007]. Moreover, we recently showed 
that metallic HiPco SWNTs individually suspended in surfactants behave as nano-
antennae under microwave irradiation. The surfactant layer around the tube creates 
a IOW-K dielectric shell which enables sufficient current densities such that electrons 
injected in solution drive redox reactions with transition metal salts [Duque et al., 
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2008c]. It should be noted that an experimental CNT-PV that exhibits rectenna 
behavior has not yet been conceived. 
5.3 Overall Findings 
In this work, we present a novel optical rectenna that combines a sparse array of 
CNT antennae (photocathodes) with physisorbed surfactant molecules which behave 
as a rectifying barrier (diode). This system is made into a liquid electrolyte Graetzel 
cell when placed in a current collecting conductive medium [Gratzel, 2003]. More 
precisely, we use two types of photocathode CNTs electrodes: MWNT and vertically 
grown SWNT carpet. MWNT were used as proof of principle, while SWNT carpets, 
with a higher number of available antennae, provide a means to explore the wave-
length dependence of different kinds (diameter and/or chirality) of tubes. Moreover, 
we not only demonstrate rectification of the AC signal but also charge separation in 
the optical regime that generates measurable electrical current. We then utilize the 
charge separation to induce reduction of transition metal salts in single-walled carbon 
nanotube (SWNT) suspensions. 
5.4 Experimental Methods 
5.4.1 Photocathode Preparation 
We fabricated two different types of photocathode cells; the first type was prepared 
by affixing a small mass (< 0.5 mg) of Mitsui MWNTs (~50 nm diameter and 1 
- 5 //m long) (Fig. 5.1.a) onto a 3 mm diameter patch of conductive carbon tape. 
The second type utilized carpets of individual carbon nanotubes fabricated in a hot 
filament chemical vapor deposition apparatus [Pint et al., 2008] which were flipped 
by pressing a piece of adhesive material onto the top of the carpet and removing it 
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in order to obtain SWNT antennae. The different photocathodes were then mounted 
on an indium tin oxide (ITO) coated glass substrate or a copper puck (Fig. 5.1.a). A 
poly-dimethylsiloxane (PDMS) cylinder was glued around the photocathode to hold 
electrolyte fluid, and a gold wire or a small piece of ITO was inserted into the elec-
trolyte as the current collecting anode (counter electrode) (Fig. 5.1.b). 
The cell was illuminated with broadband light generated by a 30 W quartz 
tungsten halogen (QTH) lamp and delivered to the sample through a glass fiber optic 
bundle or with a 150 W xenon arc lamp equipped with a ultraviolet-visible-near In-
frared monochromator (100 to 1800 nm). The current was measured with a computer 
controlled (Labview), Keithley 485 picoammeter. 
Figure 5.1 : Photocathode cells. 
5.4.2 Photocathode Schematics 
Figure 5.2 is a schematic representation of the photovoltaic cell with the most impor-
tant components. The substrate used was a conductive surface (either ITO or Cu) 
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and the electrode was a piece of conductive carbon tape. Two types of CNT were 
used: MWNTs or flipped carpets, the electrolyte solution consisted of SDBS (1 wt 
%) doped with Fe(EDTA). A piece of glass with an ITO layer, serves as a counter 
electrode to collect the photocurrent generated. 
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Figure 5.2 : Photocathode schematics. 
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5.4.3 Flipped Carpet 
The inset of Figure 5.3.a shows a flipped carpet on a 2 mm diameter piece of carbon 
tape adhered to a copper puck. Figure 5.3 also shows scanning electron microscope 
images (SEM) of a flipped SWNT carpet taken with a JEOL 5300 at 20 kV. This 
image shows bundles of individual SWNTs after the flipping procedure at five differ-
ent magnifications (41 x, 150x, 1500x, 15000x, and 50000x). The bundles are the 
SWNT antennae responsible for the current generation. 
Figure 5.3 : SEM image of a flipped carpet. 
5.4.4 Electrolyte 
The electrolyte was prepared by mixing 1 wt % sodium dodecylbenzene sulfonate 
(SDBS) doped with 100 fM iron ethylenediaminetetracetic acid ((Fe-(EDTA)) in 
deionized water (DI). SDBS served as the rectifying layer and Fe-EDTA as an elec-
tron carrier. For experiments with gold covered CNT, the electrolyte was also doped 
with the long chain alkyl thiol 12-mercaptododecanoic acid. 
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5.5 Results and Discussion 
5.5.1 Optical Rectenna 
Optical rectennas are based on the idea of capturing photons with resonant A/2 or A/4 
dipole antennas and converting their energy into an electrical standing wave. Energy-
is extracted by rectifying the fast AC signal. A simple rectenna can be constructed 
from a Schottky diode placed between antenna dipoles; the diode rectifies the current 
induced in the antenna by incident electromagnetic radiation. Schottky diodes are 
used because they have the lowest voltage drop and highest speed and therefore waste 
the least amount of power due to conduction and switching. Microwave rectennas op-
erate at ~1010 Hz with over 90% efficiency [Reed et al., 1997]; however, fabricating a 
device that can rectify an AC signal at ~ 1015 Hz is very difficult. The performance-
limiting factor at rectification in the optical regime is the cutoff frequency of the 
rectifying structure. The idea of an optical rectenna was proposed as early as 1972 
[Fletcher, 1973], but has never been demonstrated. 
5.5.2 Photocurrent as a Function of Rectifying Barrier 
We fabricated a photocathode with optical rectenna behavior by mounting a small 
amount of CNT and creating a surrounding diode with physisorbed anionic surfactant 
molecules. To illustrate that the role of the surfactat layer on the tubes was in fact 
the rectifying barrier, photocurrents were recorded as the QTH lamp was switched on 
and off (~100 sec per cycle) (Fig. l.d) with various electrolytes as follows: deionized 
water (green in Fig. 5.4.c), 1 wt % sodium dodecylbenzene sulfonate (SDBS) aque-
ous solution (red in Fig. 5.4.c), and 1 wt % SDBS aqueous solution doped with 100 
fjM iron ethylenediaminetetracetic acid ((Fe-(EDTA)) (electron carrier, blue in Fig. 
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5.4.c). A control without MWNT containing 1 wt % SDBS aqueous solution doped 
with 100 //M Fe-(EDTA) is shown (black, in Fig. 5.4.c). Photocurrent response was 
observed in all cases when the carbon tape was coated with MWNT, with distinctive 
spikes appearing immediately after turning the light on and off. We believe that 
the positive and negative spikes in this case are caused by two factors; the charging 
and discharging of the CNT mass (bulk CNT have been shown to have very high 
electrolytic capacitance and are therefore used in super-capacitors) [Frackowiak and 
Beguin, 2001] as well as the incomplete surface coverage of the surfactant around the 
large diameter MWNTs [Richard et al., 2003]. It has been shown that SDS micelles 
form structures such as rolled-up half-cylinders around the nanotube that are depen-
dent on the tube diameter. These structures leave vacancies on the sidewall of the 
tubes which allow for partial recombination of electrons, ultimately causing a drop in 
the photocurrent produced. 
Even though current response was observed with DI water alone, the current 
decreased rapidly to the baseline (green in Fig. 5.4.c). Conversely, upon addition of 
SDBS, the current remained constant while the light was on, only returning to the 
baseline after the light was turned off (red in Fig. 5.4.c). This response is an indi-
cation that the physisorbed anionic surfactant molecules (SDBS) around the CNTs 
behave as a diode (rectifying barrier) by creating an insulating layer around the tube 
which does not allow the Fermi level of the tubes to equilibrate with the electrolyte 
solution [Duque et al., 2008c], thus creating a voltage offset (Fig. 5.4.d). This voltage 
offset results in a barrier to both electron and hole flow between the nanotubes and 
the electrolyte solution and is responsible for the stabilization of the photocurrent 
generated. Upon addition of an electron carrier (Fe-(EDTA)) the current increased 
slightly (blue in Fig. 5.4.c), as the electron transport in the electrolyte was improved. 
Moreover, a strong dependence on the intensity of the incident light exposed to the 
system was also found; the photocurrent generated was proportional to the inten-
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sity of the light (blue squares, Fig. 5.4.b). These results indisputably show that 
photocurrent can be generated and directed using GNTs as optical antennae and sur-
factant layers as the rectifying barrier. Although the current generated was small, 
TEM images (Fig. 5.4.a) show that only a very small fraction of MWNTs are able to 
behave as optical antennae by protruding from the mass. Similar qualitative current 
generation trends were obtained using SWNT mounted on Cu pucks. 
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Figure 5.4 : Endo MWNT current generation and photocathode cell, (a) Represen-
tative TEM image of Endo MWNT. (b) Photocurrent dependence on incident light 
power (c) Optical rectenna photocurrent generation, (d) Energy barrier produced by 
surfactant layer. 
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5.5.3 Current Emission as a Function of Wavelength and Tube Type 
To provide additional insight to the operative mechanism of the photocurrent re-
sponse and further support the optical rectenna hypothesis, we explored photocur-
rent response upon exposure to specific wavelengths. Flipped carpets (fCNTs) of 
individual SWNT were mounted on a copper substrate and exposed to a xenon arc 
lamp equipped with a ultraviolet-visible-near-infrared monochromator (see Sec. 5.4). 
For wavelength dependent experiments, SWNT substrates were chosen over MWNTs 
because the low percentage of MWNTs protruding from the bulk creates fewer avail-
able active antennae, as shown in Figure 5.4.a. Vertically grown SWNT carpets will 
give a higher number of antennae whose smaller diameter allows for better surfactant 
coverage (diode) that will ultimately provide higher current density (Fig. 5.3). In 
addition, the use of SWNT allows for the possibility to explore the wavelength de-
pendence of different kinds (diameter and/or chirality) of tubes. We found a strong 
photocurrent peak around 300 nm (green box, Fig. 5.5.a) and a small secondary 
peak which occurs between ~900 and 1700 nm (gray box, Fig. 5.5.a). We tentatively 
assigned the 300 nm feature to excitations of graphitic 7r-plasmons [Kuzuo et al., 
1992; Lu et al., 2005; Seepujak et al., 2006] (red-shifted due to K = 80 in water). Our 
7r-plasmons observation was demonstrated by studying a broad range of carbon ma-
terials which generate photocurrents in SDBS electrolytes including MWNTs, SWNT 
arrays, graphite nanoplatelets, and carbon tape (Fig. 5.5.b). The second photocur-
rent peak in the NIR was unique to MWNTs and SWNTs. Figure 5.5.d shows the 
photocurrent generation of carpets produced under different conditions which result 
in different distributions of diameter and types of tubes (small diameter single walls 
(i) or large diameter single walls that may also contain few MWNT (iii)) [Pint et al., 
2008]. The fCNTs were inverted onto a conductive substrate to expose the vertically 
aligned and sparsely dispersed CNTs. All types of fCNT samples exhibit the same 
peak at around 310 nm as shown with the MWNT sample (Fig. 5.5.c), corroborating 
that this peak is due to the graphitic 7r-plasmon. The photocurrent in the NIR, on the 
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other hand, shows a different behavior. Three distinct peaks appear (yellow, blue, and 
red boxes, Figure 5.5.b); we found these to be dependent on the distribution of tube 
types (or diameter) in the sample. The sample with a high ratio of small diameter 
tubes (red trace) shows two peaks, one at ~800 nm and the other at approximately 
1050 nm (this peak was visible in all samples). As the diameter of the tubes was 
increased, a distinct peak started to emerge at ~1250 nm; this continued until the 
fCNTs were composed of mostly MWNT and large diameter SWNTs (green trace). 
At this point the signal matched that of the Mitsui MWNT (blue trace) and the 800 
nm peak was attenuated. 
Figure 5.6.a shows representative TEM images of the different diameter dis-
tributions of the fCNT samples used. Moreover, fluorescence and absorbance spectra 
were obtained from these samples corroborating the different diameter distribution 
of such samples (Fig. 5.6.b-c). 
5.6 Comparison Between SDS and SDBS 
Because SDBS has a strong absorption around 300 nm due to the presence of the 
benzene ring, we replaced SDBS with sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) to ensure that 
the nanotubes are the absorbing species at 310 nm. The current generated with SDS 
was qualitatively the same as SDBS with strong current generation at 310 nm and 
roughly no current at other wavelengths (Fig. 5.7.a, SDBS-blue and SDS-red). Figure 
5.7.b shows the photocurrent generated using different incident light radiation. We 
can see that the maximum current generated was obtained with 310 nm incident light 
while no current was obtained with 500 nm using both surfactants. Also, using the 
QTH lamp we only obtained < 40 % of the photocurrent generated. 
5.6.1 Current Generation with Gold Covered Carpets 
In an attempt to obtain a more efficient photocathode cell with a broader absorbance 
in the visible region, we evaporated roughly 10 nm of gold (Au) onto fCNTs. Au is well 
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Figure 5.5 : Wavelength specific response, (a.) Current generation of fCNTs as a 
function of wavelength, (b.) Photocurrent for multiple carbon sources, (c.) Pho-
tocurrent at 310 nm for different fCNT; Red, mostly small diameter SWNTs. Black, 
small and large diameter SWNTs. Green, large diameter SWNTs and few MWNTs. 
(d.) Photocurrent generation of different CNT samples i.) Mostly small diameter 
SWNTs. ii.) Small and large diameter SWNTs. iii.) Large diameter SWNTs and 
few MWNTs. iv.) Endo MWNTs. 
known to possess very strong absorption in the visible region, and the size and shape 
of the Au nanoparticles can be deduced from to the absorption spectrum [Kim et al., 
2002]. Figure 5.8.a shows field emission scanning electron microscope (SEM) images 
and backscattered electron detection (BSE) of flipped carpets with and without Au. 
These images show bundles of individual SWNTs between 10 - 50 nm in diameter 
(50,000x). BSE images confirm that Au was deposited onto the CNTs without sig-
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Wavelength (nm) Wavelength (ran) 
Figure 5.6 : (a.) Representative TEM images of CNT samples. Fluorescence (b) and 
absorbance (c) spectra of different carpets; red, mostly small diameter SWNTs; black, 
small and large diameter SWNTs; green, large diameter SWNTs and few MWNTs. 
nificantly changing the tube spacing and/or orientation. Photocurrent measurements 
were obtained using a mixture of SDBS and Fe-(EDTA) doped with the long chain 
alkyl thiol 12-mercaptododecanoic acid. Since only partial coverage of the tubes was 
obtained with Au evaporation, the long-chain thiol serves as the rectifying diode for 
the fCNT-Au [Reed et al., 1997; Tour, 2000] and the SDBS for the uncovered portions 
of the CNTs. Photocurrent generation as a function of wavelength with fCNTs after 
Au deposition displayed a red-shift of the maximum current peak by roughly 100 nm 
(red trace in Fig.5.8.b) in contrast to fCNTs without Au (blue trace in 5.8.b). More-
over, fCNTs-Au has a more intense and broader current profile than fCNT without 
Au, indicating that the photoabsorption can be adjusted by changing metal coverage 
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Figure 5.7 : (a.) Photocurrent as a function of wavelength, (b.) Photocurrent with 
different incident radiation wavelengths. 
and/or thickness [Kim et al., 2002]. No appreciable current generation was observed 
in the NIR after Au evaporation. Photocurrent generation was also measured by cy-
cling the light on and off (400 nm wavelength) as a function of time (Fig. 5.8.c). We 
observed the same fast response to light as with the other types of fCNTs. When the 
light was turned on or off we observed an exponential increase and decay in current, 
respectively, indicating that after exposure to light the CNTs charge and discharge. 
Moreover, the charge and discharge time constants are consistent in every cycle, as 
shown in the insert of Figure 5.8.c, with faster rates observed for increasing current 
than decreasing (by a factor of ~ 2 x , r = 10.1 and r = 23.8 sec). No current was 
obtained when experiments were performed in the absence of fCNTs as a function of 
wavelength (orange trace, Fig. 5.8.c). Importantly, we increased our current genera-
tion by 3 orders of magnitude from measurements in pico amps (pA) with MWNTs 
to nano amps (nA) with carpets, corroborating our observation for the need for more 
protruding antennae. We envision that with better engineering of the photocathode, 
we can increase the current collection by several orders of magnitude and get even 
closer to an efficient device that can play an important role in solving our energy needs. 
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Figure 5.8 : Photocurrent with fCNTs with and without Au. (a) SEM images of 
fCNTs with and without Au. (b) Current as a function of wavelength for fCNTs 
with (red) and without (blue) Au and no CNT as reference (carbon tape, black), (c) 
Cyclic current generation after turning light on and off at 400 nm. Inset is the current 
charge and discharge at each cycle. 
5.6.2 Redox Reactions Utilizing Charge Separation with 310 nm Incident 
Light 
To further illustrate that the current generation is a direct consequence of the inci-
dent light being exposed to the CNTs, we use the inherent charge separation that is 
generated to reduce metal transition salts (HAuCU) that were added to individually 
suspended surfactant stabilized HiPco SWNTs [O'Connell et al., 2002]. We hypoth-
esized that if the CNTs are injecting electrons into the solution, the Au3+ salts will 
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undergo redox reactions, become reduced with the excess electrons that are present, 
and form metallic nanoparticles. The metal particle formation was monitored using 
absorbance. SDBS is the ideal surfactant for this test because SDBS does not sponta-
neously reduce Au3 + metal salts [Duque et al., 2008c]. 100 /JL of AUCI3 (1 mM) was 
added to 2 mL of SDBS-SWNTs suspension (5.5 mg/L) and exposed to three different 
light conditions: no light, ambient light, and 310 nm light source (1.2 mW) for 2 hrs. 
Figure 5.9.a shows that SDBS-SWNT-Au solutions in the dark (red trace, B) do not 
show any significant changes in absorbance compared to the reference solution (black 
trace, A), while the solution exposed to ambient light (green trace, C) displays a 
small change in the absorbance. Although only a small change in the absorbance was 
observed, the changes that occurred were in the region that Au metal particles are 
known to absorb light (~530 nm) [Kim et al., 2002], indicating a small fraction of the 
metal ion salts were reduced into particles. In contrast, when the SDBS-SWNT-Au 
solution was exposed to 310 nm light source, a significant absorbance peak was devel-
oped (Fig. 5.9.a, blue trace, D). Moreover, the solution itself began to turn red within 
the first 10 min (Fig. 5.9.d), while the other solutions did not significantly change 
color after 2 h. This color change is a visual indication that Au metallic nanoparticles 
were formed [Kim et al., 2002]. A SDBS-Au solution in the absence of SWNTs was 
also exposed to the 310 nm light source and served as a control (Fig. 5.9.a, light blue, 
E); no metal particle formation was observed. 
Fluorescence spectroscopy is commonly used to monitor diameter-selective ox-
idation of semiconducting SWNT with faster reaction rates for large diameter tubes 
(small bandgap) than small diameter tubes [O'Connell et al., 2005] due to its strong 
sensitivity to the local environment [Duque et al., 2008a]. We recently proposed a 
redox landscape model for SWNTs suspended in SDBS and showed that the Fermi 
level of the tubes systematically change with diameter. Moreover, high oxidation po-
tential species like transition metal salts can selectively access different populations 
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of tubes [Duque et al., 2008c] (Chap. 4). Figure 5.9.b shows a diameter dependent 
fluorescence quenching after addition of Au3 + ion salts, especially for the solution 
kept in the dark (red trace, B). In contrast, the suspension exposed to 310 nm light 
(blue trace, D) has approximately the same fluorescence intensity across all diame-
ters as the reference solution (black trace, A). The selective fluorescence quenching 
of solution B is due to the presence of free floating Au3 + ion salts which disrupt 
the luminescence of the large diameter semiconductors to a larger degree than small 
diameters, as predicted by the redox landscape (see Section 4.5.5 for more details) 
[Duque et al., 2008c]. However, after reduction and subsequent particle formation 
as a consequence of the excess electrons present in solution from the light-SWNT 
interaction, the fluorescence is able to recover to that of the reference solution due 
to a decrease in Au3+ ions salts available in solution to interact with the tubes and 
disrupt the luminescence. AFM images of the solution exposed to the 310 nm light 
source (Fig. 5.9.c) show a vast number of free particles with a height range between 4 
and 10 nm. Interestingly, we also observed a large number of tubes forming into ring 
structures. The heights of these rings are between 1.2 and 5 nm with an average inner 
diameter of 245 nm, indicating that the rings are formed by individuals or bundles of 
2 - 4 SWNTs. At this time, we do not have a clear explanation for the mechanism of 
ring formation, but we can infer that the accumulation of charges at the end of the 
tubes can potentially be the source as described in our previous work [Duque et al., 
2008b] (Sec. 4.5.11). In contrast, the solutions exposed to ambient light or kept in 
the dark neither exhibited particle nor SWNT ring formation. 
5.7 Conclusions 
We show that spatial arrays of CNT can form an optical rectenna that responds 
to an incident light source and generates a current offset that can be rectified by a 
self-assembled monolayer of anionic surfactant. Moreover, we show that the current 
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Figure 5.9 : Photochemical reduction of Au3+ ions in SDBS-SWNT suspensions under 
different light conditions, (a.) Absorbance spectra, (b.) Fluorescence spectra, (c.) 
Representative AFM image of SDBS-SWNT-Au exposed to 310 nm light source, (d.) 
Image of SDBS-SWNT-Au suspension after light irradiation. 
generated has a wavelength dependence that can be adjusted by the evaporation of 
metal on the CNT substrate. We foresee an extensive use of these optical rectennas 
as photovoltaic devices, as well as a wide interest in diverse fundamental research and 
applied technologies. 
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5.8 Appendix 5 
5.8.1 Xenon Lamp Spectra 
Figure 5.10 shows the spectrum of the 150 W xenon arc lamp equipped with a 
ultraviolet-visible-near Infrared monochromator used in the experiments. Red trace 
is the ultraviolet-visible spectrum and the black trace is the near infrared. 
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Figure 5.10 : Incident light power. 
5.8.2 Spontaneous Particle Formation 
In contrast to the finding in Sec. 5.6.2, if the SDBS-SWNT suspension is doped with 
PVP, which is known to spontaneously reduce metal salts (Chap. 4), we detect parti-
cle formation via absorbance and change of color in all instances even in the absence 
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of SWNTs (Fig. 5.11). This indiscriminate and uncontrolled Au particle formation 
is due to the presence of PVP and not the incident light, further underscoring the 
importance of the SWNT antenna behavior in the Au particle formation. 
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Figure 5.11 : Spontaneous Au nanoparticle formation in PVP-SDBS-SWNT suspen-
sions. 
5.8.3 Other AFM Images of Rings 
Figure 5.12 shows additional AFM images of ring formation due to incident light at 
310 nm from Sec. 5.6.2. 
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Figure 5.12 : AFM images of SWNT rings via 310 nm light source, 
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Chapter 6 
Other Experiments 
6.1 Photoluminescence of SWNTs in Deoxycholate Gels 
The objective of this experiment was to study the optical properties of individ-
ual SWNT suspended in sodium deoxycholate (DOC) using procedures described 
in Chapter 2, Experimental Section 2.4 after the addition of acid (HC1) (Fig. 6.1). 
SWNT at a concentration of ~12 mg/L in DOC (1 wt% DOC per weight) were 
exposed to HC1, 1 N, resulting in a gel-like structure. All of the spectroscopy char-
acteristics of the tubes after acidification remained relatively constant with a small 
drop in the luminescence intensity but no shifting in the peaks. Raman signatures 
were constant without any major changes in the RBM or G-band (Fig. 6.2). Figure 
6.3 shows snap shots at different time frames of an individual (6,5) tube in a DOC 
gel-like structures. Its luminescence remains high and stable. Additionally, the tubes 
appear to move around the gel-like structure with a motion resembling "reptation". 
Importantly, the DOC gel-like structures can be obtained in the absence of SWNTs. 
6.2 AB Fluorescence 
Previous studies have used near infrared fluorescence quenching to monitor diameter-
selective oxidation of semiconducting SWNT by organic acceptors [O'Connell et al., 
2005]. The reactions were conducted using SWNTs dispersed in sodium dodecyl 
sulfate (SDS) surfactant to which organic charge-transfer molecules like 4-amino-l,l-
azobenzene-3,4-disulphonic acid (AB) were added. It was found that large diameter 
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Figure 6.1 : DOC gels. 
semiconducting SWNTs react at faster rates than small diameter SWNTs [O'Connell 
et al., 2005]. My additional findings to this topic were that their observations depend 
on the pH of the starting solution. If the reaction is induced at neutral pH (6 -
7), it is preferential toward large diameter semiconducting tubes; if the reaction is 
instead carried out under basic conditions (pH > 9), then the reactivity is reversed 
and small diameter tubes undergo a faster rate of reaction. Figure 6.4 shows the flu-
orescence intensity of the different fluorescence peaks (at 660 and 785 nm excitation 
wavelength) as a function of time. One can clearly see that at pH 6 the large diameter 
tubes such as (9,5) with 660 nm excitation (yellow stars) or (9,7) for 785 nm excita-
tion wavelength (red stars) have the faster reaction rates, while at pH 9, (8,3) (blue 
dots) at both excitation wavelengths have the fastest reaction rates. Figure 6.5 shows 
the different fluorescent peaks of SDBS-SWNT suspensions with their corresponding 
assigned (n,m) vector at both excitation wavelengths (660 and 785 nm) before the 
reaction. 
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Figure 6.2 : DOC gel spectroscopy. 
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Figure 6.3 : Individual DOC-SWNT in a DOC gel. 
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Chapter 7 
Overall Conclusions 
• By studying the spectroscopic and structural behavior of mixtures of anionic 
surfactant and PVP polymers at various pH, we have identified a mixture 
(ISPVP-SDBS) that could serve as a universal wrapping agent of individual 
SWNTs. Due to its effectiveness at all pH, in highly saline environments as 
well as in physiological media, we foresee an extensive use of ISPVP-SDBS-
SWNTs in fields as varied as chemistry, physics and biology for fundamental 
research as well as more applied technologies. 
• We observed that DOC-SWNTs have a narrower and more homogeneous lu-
minescence distribution with longer lifetimes and brighter tubes than SDBS-
SWNTs. The increased heterogeneity of results obtained with SDBS-SWNT 
suspensions can be due to a less-tight surfactant micelle around the tubes that 
allows vacancies to form which in turn lead to inconsistent results. Moreover, 
we found that the synthesis process (HiPco or CoMoCat) has a profound effect 
on the luminescence properties of the tubes; even larger spectroscopic inconsis-
tencies were observed in different batches from the HiPco process. 
• We have found compelling evidence for antenna chemistry using highly dis-
persed SWNT-surfactant suspensions in a variety of electromagnetic fields (radio-
frequencies, microwaves, and light). Electric field-driven redox processes with 
reducible transition metal salts result in tip-specific deposition of metallic nanopar-
ticles and sheaths, yielding novel nanoparticle-nanotube structures (nanoPaNTs) 
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such as dumbells, SWNTs partially or completely encapsulated by metal, rings 
and straight SWNT "threaded" through rings to form shish-kebab structures. 
We find substantial evidence that metallic nanotubes participate preferentially 
in these reactions, with diffusion-limited rates. The effective electric field at 
the tips of metallic SWNT is enhanced by their aspect ratio as well as a gradi-
ent "compression" effect caused by the thin shell of surfactant molecules. We 
anticipate that the novel composite nanostructures (nanoPaNTs) produced by 
this approach could prove to be useful nanoelectronics and catalysts, while the 
underlying electron transfer and rectifying processes could eventually lead to 
interesting applications in energy harvesting, nanomedicine and chemical syn-
thesis. 
• We show that spatial arrays of CNT can form an optical rectenna that responds 
to an incident light source and generates a current offset that can be rectified 
by a self-assembled monolayer of anionic surfactant. Moreover, we show that 
the current generated has a wavelength dependence that can be adjusted by 
the evaporation of metal on the CNT substrate. We foresee an extensive use 
of these optical rectennas as photovoltaic devices, as well as a wide interest in 
diverse fundamental research and applied technologies. 
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